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Abstract

Brain lesions are regions of abnormal or damaged tissue in the brain, commonly due

to stroke, cancer or other disease. They are diagnosed primarily using neuroimaging,

the most common modalities being Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or Computed

Tomography (CT). Brain lesions have a high degree of variability in terms of location,

size, intensity and form, which makes diagnosis challenging. Traditionally, radiologists

diagnose lesions by inspecting neuroimages directly by eye; however, this is time-

consuming and subjective. For these reasons, many automated methods have been

developed for lesion delineation (segmentation), lesion identification and diagnosis.

The goal of this thesis is to improve and develop automated methods for delineating

brain lesions from multimodal MRI scans. First, we propose an improvement to

existing segmentation methods by exploiting the bilateral quasi-symmetry of healthy

brains, which breaks down when lesions are present. We augment our data using

nonlinear registration of a neuroimage to a reflected version of itself, leading to an

improvement in Dice coefficient of 13 percent. Second, we model lesion volume in

brain image patches with a modified Poisson regression method. The model accurately

identified the lesion image with the larger lesion volume for 86 percent of paired sample

patches. Both of these projects were published in the proceedings of the BIOSTEC

2020 conference. In the last two chapters, we propose a confidence-based approach to

measure segmentation uncertainty, and apply an unsupervised segmentation method

based on mutual information.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The problem: automatic delineation of brain

lesions

In the broadest sense, a brain lesion is any abnormal or damaged tissue within the

confines of the human brain [2]. They are most commonly the result of strokes,

tumors or infections, as discussed in the following section. Lesions are diagnosed pri-

marily using noninvasive neuroimaging, the most common modalities being Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRI) or Computed Tomography (CT). As experienced as the

radiologist may be, there are significant challenges in making a diagnosis. Physically,

brain lesions have a high degree of variability in terms of location, size, intensity

and form, which makes diagnosis challenging. They can also often appear similar to

healthy brain tissue.

In addition, diagnosis is often time-critical. For instance, ischemic stroke causes

increasing tissue death within hours of onset, requiring reperfusion therapies around

this time [77]. A prompt and accurate diagnosis based on reliable information is

crucial, as the stroke progresses through acute, sub-acute and chronic stages within

days. The longer the lesion is left untreated, the higher the chance of the treatment

1



1. INTRODUCTION 2

resulting in bleeding. Currently, only a qualitative analysis of the lesion is undertaken

in a clinical setting, as a manual voxel by voxel delineation is time-consuming, and has

low inter-rater agreement. Gliomas, the most common type of malignant brain tumor,

grow at a rate of increasing severity depending on the grade [22]. As the tumor gets

larger, symptoms often worsen, reinforcing the need to monitor lesions. High-grade,

aggressive variants require immediate treatment, yet still only a qualitative assessment

or simple quantitative measures such as axial diameter are used in practice. Infections

of the brain are also fast acting, but are frequently overlooked in diagnosis due to its

rarity. The prognosis is worse for patients who carry the infection for a longer time,

and so the physician needs to exhibit a high degree of suspicion early to identify an

abscess.

Due to the difficulty of the task, its time-critical nature, and the need for accurate,

consistent and quantitative results, there is a need for automatic and semi-automatic

lesion delineation and identification methods. Thus, a worthwhile goal is to improve

and develop machine learning methods for automatic interpretation of brain scans

such as MRI and CT, which can provide plentiful and detailed information in a

short time-frame. This could benefit many patients whose health would otherwise be

jeopardized by an inaccurate or untimely diagnosis. Another important application

of automated lesion delineation is in large multi-subject statistical studies, where the

speed and replicability of an automatic method can be valuable. The automated

methods and contributions presented in this thesis will acknowledge the challenges

associated with diagnosing lesions by improving key factors such as computational

time, and accuracy.

1.2 Major types of lesions

Brain lesions are primarily classified by their location. For instance, lesions can be

located within the skull, in which case they are termed intracranial, or in proximity
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of the skull base, in which case they are termed extracranial. Acknowledging that ex-

tracranial masses are complex in their own right and warrant a deeper understanding,

hereinafter, we restrict our attention and methods to arbitrary intracranial lesions.

Intracranial lesions can be further sub-divided by location into intra-axial, extra-

axial and intracentricular [54]. Intra-axial lesions occur within the brain parenchyma

(the functional tissue of the brain), whereas extra-axial lesions are naturally located

outside it. Intraventricular refers to arbitrary processes that occur within the ventri-

cles of the brain or heart, and thus intraventricular lesions are located in the center

of the brain, within its fluid-filled cavities.

All intracranial lesions have mass, but the term mass lesion refers specifically

to an abnormal growth of mass in the brain, independent of its source [5]. Mass

lesions are routinely confused with ordinary lesions in a clinical setting [82], but

mass lesions are distinct from ordinary lesions in that they lead to an increase in

overall brain mass as opposed to the damaging of existing tissue. Furthermore, mass

lesions can be classified as neoplasms or non-neoplastic mass lesions. Neoplasms,

also popularly referred to as brain tumors, occur when the source of mass increase

is via brain tissue. Conversely, non-neoplastic mass lesions collectively obtain their

mass from any non-tissue source. A neoplasm may be malignant, where it invades

the surrounding tissue or spreads across the body. When a neoplasm doesn’t exhibit

these cancerous characteristics, it is termed benign.

There are many types of lesions, each with their own individual causes, symp-

toms, and prognosis. Despite the immense variation, stroke and, with an accelerating

rate, tumors are leading causes of death worldwide [8, 4]. Together with infection,

or abscess, these three types of lesions are well-known for being fast acting and diffi-

cult to diagnose [98, 85]. For these reasons, stroke, tumors, and infection will be at

the forefront of consideration in this thesis. Furthermore, the methods and analysis

presented will largely be focused on the challenges associated with diagnosing these

lesions.
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1.2.1 Stroke

Stroke occurs when a blood vessel in the brain is blocked by a blood clot or ruptures

[19]. Blood vessels, or arteries, are vital for brain functioning as they supply blood,

oxygen, and essential nutrients to the brain, making stroke a fatal disease [20]. Re-

gardless of the cause, and whether the artery is blocked or ruptures, a stroke always

leads to a restricted supply of blood in part of the brain. Over the next hours,

Figure 1.1: T2-weighted MR sequence of a stroke lesion [77].

the starved area of the brain begins to die. Figure 1.1 shows a medical image of a

stroke.

Since there are many blood vessels in the brain, there is a high variation in the

symptoms. For instance, if a stroke occurs on the left side of the brain, it will affect

the right side of the body and is associated with speech, reading, writing, learning,

calculation, and logic. Furthermore, when a stroke occurs on the right side, it will
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affect the corresponding left side of the body, and attributes such as depth perception,

directions, creativity, art, music, and emotion. Moreover, depending on the specific

brain area and the extent of damage, direct symptoms include problems with vision,

sleeping, moving, fatigue, and depression.

The most prominent risk factor of stroke is high blood pressure [18]. If left

untreated over longer periods of time, high blood pressure continuously damages

arteries, creating an environment where they can clog or burst easily. The second

risk factor is smoking, but is actually closely related to high blood pressure. The

chemicals nicotine and carbon monoxide have detrimental effects on the heart and

blood vessels. In particular, nicotine constricts blood vessels making them stiff, more

prone to damage and decreasing the amount of oxygen and nutrients they can provide

to the brain. Similarly, carbon monoxide binds to the molecule hemoglobin in blood,

and simultaneously prevents oxygen binding. The combination of stiffer blood vessels

and less oxygen forces the heart to pump harder, thereby increasing blood pressure.

There are also diet and exercise related risk factors such as diabetes, cholesterol,

obesity, excessive consumption of alcohol, and physical inactivity. Heart diseases and

blood disorders, with their own unique symptoms and causes can also increase the

risk of stroke.

The most common type of stroke is an ischemic stroke [120], which occurs due

to the blockage of a blood vessel (occlusion). When the blockage forms in the arteries

that directly supply blood to the brain, it is termed thrombotic. Rather than initiating

in these arteries, if the blockage originates from the heart or other main artery, but

moves toward the brain arteries, it is termed embolic. If a blockage occurs, but for

whatever reason the blood flow is restored, the stroke is classified as transient, and

is a precursor for something more serious. The second type of stroke is hemorrhagic

stroke, which results from a spontaneous blood vessel rupture. The blood then spreads

into the brain, making this a mass lesion. Intracerebral hemorrhage results from the

rupture bleeding into brain tissue as opposed to subarachnoid hemorrhage, which
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bleeds into the space between the brain and skull.

1.2.2 Tumors

A brain tumor is an abnormal growth of tissue (mass lesion), in the brain or spinal

cord [89]. As aforementioned, one of the major concerns of brain tumors is that

they may invade and destroy the surrounding tissue. Moreover, whether malignant

or benign, a brain tumor is a growing mass inside the fixed amount of space inherent

to the brain. The resulting compression and displacement of the brain can be fatal

or cause significant damage. Figure 1.2 shows a medical image of a brain tumor.

Figure 1.2: Flair MR sequence of a brain tumor [6].

There is ongoing research into the matter of what causes tumors, as they are still not

fully understood [9]. Despite this, radiation exposure is one of the well-known risk
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factors. In particular, exposure to ionizing radiation is believed to induce cancer, and

is associated with environmental factors. Another well-established but continuously

studied factor is genetics, as brain tumors are largely present in those who have a

family history. Specific genes in DNA, that may be expressed later in life, are under

investigation. Other risk factors include a weakened immune system, and chemicals

in the environment.

Similar to a stroke, depending on where the tumor grows, it will have different

effects on the body [17]. Since tumors are tissue-based, their general symptoms can be

divided by the lobes in the brain. For instance, a tumor located in the frontal lobe can

impair thought, reasoning, and memory. The temporal lobe controls hearing, vision,

and emotions. Furthermore, the parietal lobe controls sensory perception, whereas

the occipital lobe is associated with speech, motion, and abstract concepts. In terms

of daily life, a brain tumor can cause major changes in personality and emotions, and

may lead to depression. Difficulty concentrating, memory loss, and impaired speaking

can also be accompanied by a tumor. Noticeably strength, appearance, and mobility

can be compromised if the tumor affects physical compartments of the brain.

There are over 120 brain tumor classifications [3], making the diagnosis complex.

In addition to malignant or benign classification, tumors are classified by whether

they originate in the brain, or originate elsewhere but spread to the brain. The latter

is defined as a secondary tumor or metastases, and the former is defined to be a

primary tumor. Deeper classification of tumors comprises of their cell origin and

a number ranging from 1-4. For instance, in terms of cell origin, gliomas originate

from glial cells located in the brain’s supportive tissue. Other examples based on the

originating tissue are meningiomas, schwannomas, pituitary tumors, and lymphomas.

The number associated with a tumor, often called the grade, represents the severity

of the disease. Typically low grade tumors are those that have a grade of 1 or 2, are

associated with long term survival, and are not aggressive. High grade tumors, on the

other hand, have a grade of 3 or 4, grow quickly, are cancerous, and lead to shorter
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survival times.

1.2.3 Infection

When infectious bacteria makes its way into the brain, it fixates around a particular

area and begins damaging tissue [85]. Immediately, the body’s defense mechanism is

triggered and white blood cells are sent to fight the infection. This reaction results

in inflammation at the area of infection and the creation of pus: a mixture of dead

tissue, white blood cells, and bacteria. Eventually, the pus and bacteria becomes

surrounded and protected by a strong outer layer (capsule), making the bacteria

more resistant. The well-defined, barriered area forms a brain abscess lesion that can

be life threatening. Figure 1.3 shows a medical image of a brain infection.

Figure 1.3: CT image of a brain abscess [7].

Bacteria can enter the brain from an infection occuring in the ears, nose, and
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teeth. In addition, though less common, a penetrating head injury could also inject

bacteria into the brain. The source of bacteria, bacteria strand, and location of

infection have a high degree of variability, but a brain abscess is mainly classified and

treated according to the point of entry. Similar to stroke and tumor, the symptoms

will depend on the location of the lesion, but symptoms strongly associated with an

abscess are: headaches, fever, stiff neck, and sickness [1].

1.3 Diagnosing lesions

When presented with a lesion, a neuroradiologist attempts to make an accurate and

timely diagnosis. The process is an intellectual one comprising of an initial eye scan of

the MR images or CT images [102]. At this stage, some lesions are instantly diagnosed

as they exhibit typical visual characteristics. More difficult lesions are diagnosed by

excluding unlikely types, and carefully comparing with images in the radiologists’

personal database, which is obtained from training, research, and practice. Some le-

sions can be more complex and require a detailed analysis of its visual characteristics.

Images are the most straightforward way to diagnose a lesion, but factors such as the

patients’ age are also significant covariates, as some lesions can be excluded solely

based on age.

One factor that can aid the radiologist is the relative incidence or estimated

proportion of a lesion’s occurrence amongst patients. For instance, it is estimated

that half of intra-axial tumors are metastases [102]. Moreover, amongst metastases,

approximately half of them are solitary. Since intrinsic tumors and metastases are

exhaustive and disjoint events, it follows that approximately half of intra-axial tumors

are intrinsic. In addition, it is estimated that half of all intrinsic brain tumors are

gliomas, and roughly 75% of all gliomas are malignant. Applying Bayes’ theorem

twice to these estimated probabilities, it can be shown that approximately half of all

intra-axial tumors are either a malignant glioma or solitary metastasis. Schulthess
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et al. [102] claims that diagnosing these lesions “might be good as guessing, without

even looking at the images.”

1.4 Medical image data

Noninvasive imaging modalities such as Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans give radiologists three-dimensional representations

of internal brain structures to diagnose and treat lesions [12]. This 3D representation

can be viewed from any desired angle, which can provide vital information for locating

lesions, surgery planning, and other diagnostics. Medical image data are represented

as non-negative real numbers, or intensities, organized into a three-dimensional grid

comprising of identically volumed mini-cubes, called voxels (they are the 3D ana-

logue of pixels). Thus, the medical image has three hyper-parameters indicating its

dimensions: the number of voxels along each axis. The signal intensity depends on

the imaging instrument, but usually is based on many factors such as water, proton

density, chemical binding, blood, cerebrospinal fluid, calcification, fat, and melanin

of the tissue it represents [102]. For the statistician the collection of intensities form

the data for which pattern recognition is desired.

X-Ray CT is a popular modality which is used routinely in clinical practice. CT

scanners employ x-ray radiation to generate the data needed to reconstruct internal

structures. Traditionally, x-ray based imaging systems would pass x-ray radiation lin-

early through the patient and record the reduction in magnitude of the radiation as

it passes through the tissue. The density of different tissues will affect the magnitude

of the radiation differently. By passing the beams linearly without moving the radi-

ation source, these traditional systems would produce 2D projections of a 3D object.

In other words, the patient would be place between a fixed x-ray source and x-ray

detector. The X-ray CT modality is built upon these same physical principles, but is

able to collect complete 3D images, one 2D slice at a time. In order to acquire slice
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data, the x-ray beam enters the patient at the edge of the desired slice and the tissue

densities are recorded in computer memory via the x-ray detector, however, the fixed

angular displacement of the gantry (the x-ray source and detector) provides limited

information. To provide the complete slice data, the gantry must be rotated 180◦

around the patient. This process continues for all slices, where each slice is obtained

by adjusting the patient into the correct position via a movable couch, and repeating

the gantry rotation. Figure 1.4 shows a gantry and Figure 1.5 shows the complete

scanning methodology. Finally, projection algorithms are applied to all the collected

data for a full three-dimensional reconstruction. As mentioned, CT scanners generally

involve motion of either the x-ray source, detector, or both. Due to this framework,

CT works best on anatomical areas that don’t involve a lot of motion. Consequently,

the head region and in particular, the brain, are prime candidates. Areas such as the

heart can’t be examined effectively because of the constant movement.

Figure 1.4: Gantry used in CT scans [12].

Although both CT and MRI scanners are able to generate 3D data sets of the

desired anatomy, they differ in how the images are acquired. MRI uses safer, non-

ionizing radiofrequency waves coupled with magnetic fields to obtain image data.

In particular, powerful magnets are set up to produce an external magnetic field,

which causes the nuclei of tissue atoms to be aligned. Then, radiofrequency energy
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is pulsed through the patient causing these nuclei to be stimulated and spin out of

the alignment. Removing the energy will force the nuclei to their aligned state, and

the energy released in the process is referred to as the MR signal. This signal, which

comprises of the energy released and time for the nuclei to return to the aligned

state, is dependent on the specific molecular environment and chemical nature of the

particular nucleus. These signals collectively display the image. Patients are placed

inside an enclosed magnet, and are reminded to not make any exaggerated movements.

In practice, a certain set of parameters such as the flip angle, time to echo, time to

repetition and diffusion weighting define a MRI sequence. Each MRI sequence has

its own unique features and characteristics which can be advantageous in different

scenarios. For instance, a T2-weighted sequence depicts fluid with higher intensities

whereas a T1-weighted sequence depicts fluid with lower intensities. Other sequences

include Fluid attenuated (FLAIR), proton density weighted (PD), contrast enhanced

(CE), and diffusion weighted (DWI). MRIs are especially effective in contrasting soft

tissue, white matter, and gray matter. One caveat, however, is that MRI data is

generally more expensive to produce in comparison to CT and x-ray imaging.

Figure 1.5: CT scanner methodology [12].
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1.5 Outline of thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature of

automatic brain lesion delineation. Chapter 3 introduces Convolutional Neural Net-

works (CNNs), which are used in all of the following chapters. Chapters 4 and 5

consist of two articles that we published in the proceedings of the BIOSTEC 2020 -

BIOIMAGING conference. Though they are separate works, they in fact have rela-

tionship that can be understood by referencing section 3.4 and the discussion up to

that point. In Chapters 6 and 7, we propose a confidence-based approach to measure

segmentation uncertainty, and apply an unsupervised segmentation method based on

mutual information. In all of these works, quality of segmentation is evaluated using

the Dice metric, which is defined in Chapter 6.

In our first article titled “Exploiting bilateral symmetry in brain lesion segmenta-

tion with reflective registration”, the response outcome is a Bernoulli random variable

which models the presence of a lesion at a particular voxel in a medical image. Its

covariates are the MRI signal intensities, from four different scanners, of a 2D patch

surrounding the voxel. The contribution is then an increase in model performance

by adding additional symmetry based covariates. Our second article titled “Mod-

elling brain lesion volume in patches with CNN-based Poisson Regression” proposed

to model a Poisson response variable which measures the number of lesion voxels in

a given 3D patch. This response equivalently models the lesion volume, since each

voxel captures 1mm3 of space. Thus, the covariates are the MRI signal intensities

from four different scanners, of a 3D patch. This contribution goes on to evaluate

model performance.

The implementations for all projects were done in the Python programming

language using the Tensorflow [10] package. All code was programmed from scratch

by referencing details from the architectures and methodologies presented in published

papers. The Python scripts for each project can be found in the Appendix.



Chapter 2

Literature review

The number of works pertaining to automated methods for brain lesion delineation

is growing at a fast rate, and capturing all methods in one comprehensive literature

search is a challenging task. Contributions are becoming increasingly diversified in

their methodology and application. Nonetheless, the body of literature can be or-

ganized into major groupings of works, each with a common theme, but there has

been variation in the way they have been grouped over time [24, 74, 75, 55, 113].

Medical image segmentation and lesion volume estimation are two closely related

sub-branches, with the former being the most detailed, and informative delineation

task. Consequently, it comprises a major part of the delineation literature.

2.1 Segmentation

Recent brain tumor segmentation surveys such as the ones by Ghaffari et al.[55] and

Liu et al.[75] are focused around deep learning methods and are exclusively machine

learning-based, while older surveys encompass conventional methods as well [24, 74].

The survey of Tiwari et al.[113] is an exception to this pattern and attempts to com-

bine the two categories. Although their work suggests a hierarchy of unsupervised

14
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and supervised methods, a list of methods ungrouped in these branches is presented,

demonstrating the difficulty of labeling methods as such. The review presented will

attempt to combine the categories, while refraining from insisting on dividing ev-

ery method according to the unsupervised and supervised categories. Segmentation

methods will be organized into conventional and machine learning-based.

2.1.1 Conventional

The performance of conventional segmentation methods did not meet the require-

ments of clinicians, and are unable to yield the same brain lesion segmentation results

in recent challenges [74]. Although they were not particularly effective in stand alone

segmentation algorithms, they have become standard in image pre-processing. These

methods included threshold-based methods and region-based methods, and are often

employed in two-dimensional segmentation [117].

2.1.1.1 Thresholding

Threshold-based methods cast label predictions by comparing the pixel-wise MRI

intensities with thresholds, which are either manually tuned [58], or estimated [109].

Stadlbauer et al. [107] recognized that healthy pixels follow a Gaussian distribution

and modelled the MRI intensities accordingly. By estimating the mean and standard

deviation from the healthy voxels, they were then able to identify pathological tumor

pixels by thresholding intensities 3 standard deviations above the mean, despite the

non-normality of the combined pathological and healthy voxel intensities. Harris et al.

[58] used thresholding for the segmentation of brains into cerebrospinal fluid (CSF),

gray and white matter. They noted that CSF pixels appear brighter in T2 images, and

in proton-weighted images they appear darker. Thus, by subtracting proton-weighted

images from T2 images and adding a constant to ensure positive pixel values, the CSF

is highlighted and thresholding can be used to segment CSF from background. In
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gray and white matter segmentation, the thresholding parameter was manually tuned

by visual correspondence of a rater. As expected, the effectiveness of thresholding as

a segmentation algorithm depends on image contrast, and can generally be used to

find the approximate location of a tumor.

2.1.1.2 Region-based

Region-based methods assume that neighboring pixels will have similar labels, and

compare them through a homogeneity criterion. If a neighboring pixel satisfies the

criterion, it will share the same label. In this way, region-based methods attempt to

partition the pixels of an image into a mutually exclusive and exhaustive set [121]. In

particular, region growing algorithms are the simplest and most common region-based

algorithms. They work by initializing isolated pixel locations in the image, and then

incorporating (growing) neighboring pixels via a similarity criterion. This results in

connected regions with similar pixels. For instance, Adams and Bischof [13] used a

seeded region growing algorithm to segment CT images into white, light-gray and

dark-gray. In their work starting pixels or a collection of connected pixels (seeds)

are either manually chosen by a user or automatically chosen in conjunction with

domain-specific prior information, with the seeds forming mutually independent sets.

The algorithm then proposes to address all unallocated pixels that are 8-connected

to the sets. If there is only one set the pixel connects to, it will be included in the

set. However, if the pixel is near a boundary, then it may connect to multiple sets, in

which case the absolute deviance between the pixel intensity and the mean intensities

(homogeneity criterion) of each set is computed. The set with the minimum absolute

deviance will encompass the pixel. Pixel seeds are chosen if the neighboring intensities

have less noise, indicating that the pixel is representative of its region. If a region is

noisy, then a single pixel may be an outlier. In this case a neighborhood of connected

pixels is chosen as the starting seed, and the mean over all pixels is used in the
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algorithm. One option is to scale the absolute deviance by the standard deviation of

the set, but they note that this should be avoided as it is much more computationally

expensive. There have been many variants of the region growing algorithm with an

emphasis on improving boundary delineation [80, 65, 39, 101], and using different

homogeneity criterion [33, 34, 86].

Another class of region-based methods is the watershed algorithm. The water-

shed algorithm segments images by identifying boundaries. As per its name, the

watershed algorithm visualizes a rainfall on a landscape generated by plotting the

image intensities over space as shown in Figure 2.1. In this landscape, higher inten-

sities form higher terrain, and changes across intensities delineate changes in terrain.

When the rain hits the landscape, it will naturally flow from the higher to the lower

points, and fill basins. The boundaries between the basins are watersheds and form

the boundaries of the segmentation. For a more accurate segmentation, the gradi-

ent of the image intensities over space is used instead as watersheds will be built

on the changes in the rate of change of intensities. Variants of the watershed algo-

rithm have been proposed in brain tumor segmentation including multi-scale [71, 44]

multi-parameter [32, 91] and marker-based [100].

Figure 2.1: Simple example of the watershed algorithm [71].
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2.1.2 Classification and clustering

Recent brain lesion segmentation algorithms are largely based on classification or

clustering methods. In supervised learning, covariates and labels are known for each

observation and used. Classification methods are representative of supervised learn-

ing, and segmentation can be seen as pixel-wise classification. Unsupervised methods

don’t make use of labels, and often treat them as latent variables involved in the image

generation process. Clustering methods are representative of unsupervised learning.

Semi-supervised methods use labeled and unlabeled datasets, in an effort to deal with

costly or unavailable labels. Although some of the methods presented can fall into

exactly one of these categories, others can not be easily classified as such.

2.1.2.1 Fuzzy clustering

Fuzzy clustering has been one of the early methods used in unsupervised medical

image segmentation. Proposed by Dunn et al. [49], the fuzzy c-means algorithm

allows each voxel the capability of belonging to all clusters. The association of a

voxel to a cluster is independent of other clusters, and its strength is measured by

an image-based similarity coefficient, often distance or intensity-based. In the tra-

ditional form, the distance between the voxel intensity and mean intensity in each

cluster is calculated. The smaller the deviance, the more likely the voxel belongs to

a cluster. Yet, by construction, there is no penalty in the strength of association

to any cluster, allowing voxels to be similar to more than one cluster. Phillips et

al. [87] demonstrated the strength of the original distance-based fuzzy c-means on a

single patient with glioblastoma multiforme with swelling of the surrounding tissue.

Fuzzy clustering was effective in differentiating swollen tissue from the boundary of

the tumor, showing the potential to guide a subsequent histopathology.

Another tangent of contributions combined additional features in the fuzzy c-

means algorithm, while using region growing or connected components as a finishing
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step [40, 53, 72]. Generation of labeled supervoxels, a sub-unit obtained by grouping

several voxels together, is another technique used in conjunction with fuzzy cluster-

ing. Initially proposed by Shi et al.[105], supervoxels reduce computational cost and

memory usage, thereby improving computational speed, and minimizing the risk of

assigning the wrong label. Achanta et al.[11] generated supervoxels via their proposed

simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) algorithm for segmentation of non-medical

images, but Verma et al.[115] extended the method to be applied to brain images.

Other examples of generating supervoxels via unsupervised methods are those of Tian

et al. [112], Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [51], and Ren et al.[92]. Ji et al. [62]

combined fuzzy clustering with supervoxels for a novel unsupervised medical image

segmentation method.

Suckling et al.[108] made further refinements and modifications for brain tissue

segmentation by localizing the algorithm in a moving window scheme to account

for reduced contrast at image extremities. They also used a normal mixture model

to identify extreme gray and white matter voxels, thereby guiding mean estimation

in fuzzy clustering. Dealing with other aspects of the algorithm, Saha et al.[99]

experimented with a symmetry-based distance coefficient. Despite its effectiveness,

fuzzy clustering is an iterative algorithm and can be time consuming. Efforts have

also been made to reduce the computational investment involved [110, 29].

2.1.2.2 Support-vector machines

The standard version of support-vector machines (SVMs) was proposed by Cortes

and Vapnik [42], as a parametric kernel-based method. SVMs are a supervised clas-

sification method that estimates hyperplanes to separate the feature space and by

doing so, classify the response values. Hyperplanes are constructed so as to maximize

the distance to each set of features associated with a class. In some cases, the origi-

nal feature space is not so easily separable, and a transformation to another feature
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space via the kernel is required. Zhou et al. [125] applied SVMs to brain tumor

segmentation for the binary class segmentation task on 24 patients with only one MR

modality. By reasoning that there exists a function that can separate the features

into 1 (tumor) and -1 (background), they conclude that maximizing the distance of

only tumor data to the origin is sufficient. They then proceed to apply SVM with the

radius basis function as the kernel, and demonstrated that the method out performed

a semi-automated fuzzy clustering algorithm.

Figure 2.2: Hierarchical segmentation of brains using SVM and CRF [23].

Sub-compartment segmentation of tumors and healthy regions was possible by

adding a higher number of MRI modalities to SVM [28, 116]. Illustrating the impor-

tance of feature selection, the initial work of Ruan et al.[96] used a lower number of

modalities and was only able to segment the tumor from background. However, their

subsequent work [97] saw an improvement in results by incorporating more modali-

ties and using kernel class separability for feature selection. Zhang et al. [123] used

a multi-kernel SVM combined with feature fusion, and demonstrated an improve-

ment in results over traditional single-kernel approaches. Bauer et al. [23] used MRI
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intensities along with first order texture features such as mean, variance, skewness,

kurtosis, energy, and entropy in a fully automatic SVM-based method. In addition,

they used hierarchical conditional random fields (CRF) regularization to include spa-

tial dependence in classification. Their method performed well in the segmentation

of brains into cerebrospinal fluid, gray matter, white matter, active, and edema, as

can be seen in Fig 2.2.

2.1.2.3 Registration-only

According to Bauer et al. [24], registration-only methods can mainly be divided into

intrapatient and interpatient. Intrapatient registration methods aim to align images

accross modalities or over time in an effort to delineate lesions. These methods don’t

make use of any manual segmentations, and are therefore unsupervised in nature. The

alignment task itself, without any consideration to tumor growth or deformation, has

been extensively studied by Mang et al. [78], who found that affine registration with a

MI metric performs best. A major issue with the alignment task is that modalities are

often obtained with different anisotropic resolution and orientation. This problem has

been addressed for the general case using interpolation by Thevenaz et al.[111]. Fast

and efficient longitudinal intrapatient registration has largely been helpful in resection

surgeries [41, 15]. In these studies, pre-operative scans are registered to scans obtained

during surgery or shortly after to help practitioners visualize the resection. Another

application of longitudinal registration is that of monitoring tumor volume over time

[69].

Interpatient registration is largely used in atlas-based segmentation. These seg-

mentation methods have largely been captured in the review by Cabezas et al. [27].

In these methods, the atlas is defined to be the combination of an image, usually MRI,

and a manual segmentation of the image. Given an image to segment (target image),

the atlas intensity image is deformed and spatially aligned to the target image so as to
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be aligned. In doing so, the labels of the manual segmentation are also propagated to

the target image, producing a segmentation. However, the drawbacks of atlas-based

segmentation methods are that they are time-consuming in the alignment step and

they require a large repository of labeled datasets to account for various lesion types.

The pioneering work of joint-registration and segmentation was undertaken by

Ashburner et al. [16], but was applied to the segmentation of healthy brains. They

proposed a Bayesian framework to estimate posterior probabilities of tissue classes

while simultaneously incorporating registration parameters to deform the tissue maps.

Pohl et al. [88] challenged the practicality of the assumption that the atlas is globally

aligned to the image space in the initial work and made further refinements for healthy

brain tissue segmentation. More recently, Gooya et al. [56] and Parisot et al. [83]

have been among the first to extend and refine the method to be applied to brain

lesions.

2.1.2.4 Convolutional neural networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have consistently ranked on the top of the

leaderboard in many recent brain lesion segmentation challenges such as the ISLES

2015 [77], ISLES 2016/2017 [119] and BRATS 2018 [22]. See Chapter 3 for a de-

tailed introduction of CNNs. This is due to their powerful ability to process and

learn image-related features. CNNs include a sequence of convolutional, pooling, and

activation tensor transformations. There has been variation in the final step, which

can either consist of a more recently used final convolutional layer (fully convolu-

tional network), or an older non-convolutional fully connected layer. The models are

commonly formulated by assuming a voxel-wise multinoulli distribution, conditional

on the MRI intensities of neighboring voxels where the parameters are obtained and

estimated with a CNN. Provided the manual segmentations, they employ iterative

stochastic optimization on a log-likelihood objective to update the network parame-
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ters. Popular examples of efficient and well-performing CNNs are those of Kamnitsas

et al.[64], Havaei et al. [59], and Ronneberger et al. [94]. There has been much ex-

perimentation with CNN architectures. CNN architectures can be single/multi path,

fully convolutional, cascaded, or any combination of the three [75].

Single/multi-path: Single-path neural networks contain only one flow of data pro-

cessing, where the flow usually begins by extracting features from the input image

with a convolution. Subsequently, pooling and activation layers are included and the

cycle repeated. The main advantage of single-path networks are their computational

efficiency, and this is the reason they have been used in many works [126, 114, 26].

Despite this perk, multi-path networks make use of multiple data processing path-

ways, incorporating features from different scales. The features are then combined

via concatenation for final label predictions. In one common framework, the same

image can be fed into multiple pathways, but each pathway has varying convolutional

kernel sizes. Larger kernel sizes are associated with global features such as positioning

of objects, whereas smaller kernel sizes are associated with local features such as tex-

ture, size, and boundary details. Features are simultaneously trained in the training

phase. In the research work of Moeskops et al. [81], three pathways with kernel sizes

of 5 × 5 , 7 × 7, and 13 × 13 were used. Havaei et al.[59] proposed a novel two-

path architecture with kernels of 7 × 7 and 13 × 13, and further experimented with

cascaded architectures that use output probability tensors as features in the training

of another two-path CNN architecture. Instead of varying the kernel-size, another

approach is to vary the dimensions of the input image across the pathways and use

scaling techniques to reduce parameter costs. For instance, Kamnitsas et al. [64]

proposed a dual-pathway CNN, DeepMedic, with a similar global and local pathway

structure. The architecture takes normal resolution image segments of size 25 × 25

× 25 down one pathway and downscaled low resolution inputs of size 19 × 19 × 19

down the second pathway. DeepMedic is a deep CNN with several layers of 3 × 3 ×
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3 convolution kernels, and requires upscaling the second pathway before concatena-

tion. Their network is fully convolutional and is trained on image segments that are

comparatively larger than the receptive field to enable dense training, which yields

a more favorable proportion of training labels. Zhao et al. [124] also varied image

segment sizes, but used three pathways: a large scale pathway with inputs of 48 ×
48, a medium scale pathway with inputs of 18 × 18, and a small scale pathway with

inputs of size 12 × 12. The networks of Sedlar et al.[103] and Choi et al. [38] involve

individual architectures to account for a certain feature scale, and combine them for

accurate segmentation in tumor and ischemic stroke respectively. Two examples of

architectures are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.

Figure 2.3: Dual-pathway network TwoPathCNN of Havaei et al. [59] .

Figure 2.4: Dual-pathway network DeepMedic of Kamnitsas et al. [64] .
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Fully convolutional network: Traditionally, CNNs would cast label predictions

via a non-convolutional fully connected layer. The output of the CNN would be

the label prediction, but due to this non-convolutional casting, the CNN became a

patch classifier predicting one voxel at a time. That is, to obtain the classification

for another voxel, the CNN has to be run again with the new covariates. This made

it difficult to produce entire segmentations of medical images in a timely manner.

Long et al. [76] noticed this issue, and proposed to replace the fully connected layer

with an upsampling procedure followed by a final label-casting convolutional output

layer, which resulted in the creation of the fully convolutional network (FCN). The

upsampling procedure ensures that the contracted features are of the same spatial size

as the original image. However, since deeper features are obtained from successive

layers, localization information is also lost. For this reason, upsampling and fusion is

often performed across shallower layers to feed more precise and useful features into

the final convolutional layer. FCNs preserve the translational invariance property of

CNNs and allow label casting for image segments larger than the receptive field of

the network, with the ultimate benefit being applied to entire images at test time.

One disadvantage of FCNs are their inability to directly model the contexts of the

label domain. To account for this, research works like Jesson et al. [61] and Shen et

al. [104] experimented with the loss function.

A popular FCN in brain lesion segmentation is U-Net [94], as shown in Figure

2.5 . U-Net is composed of a connected contracting path and a symmetric expanding

path, thus forming a U-shaped architecture. The contracting path learns deeper fea-

tures with convolution and pooling operation, while the expanding path upsamples to

preserve localization information. A unique feature of U-Net are its skip connections

which directly combine features from symmetric layers of the architecture to help

the expanding path repair detail. There is no fully connected layer, and images are

processed directly into segmentations through convolution. To deal with the natural

loss of border segmentation seen in FCNs, U-Net extrapolates the missing context by
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mirroring the input image and using a tiling strategy. Several variants of U-Net have

also been used in brain tumor segmentation [37, 45, 68].

Figure 2.5: U-Net architecture [94] .

Cascaded architectures: Cascaded CNN architectures function by using the out-

puts of one CNN as the inputs of another, by training the networks independently or

jointly. They have largely been developed to incorporate spatial prior information,

such as tumors being surrounded by edema, and to deal with the imbalance of healthy

and pathological voxels commonly seen in brain lesion segmentation. In this way, cas-

caded CNNs can help reduce false positive errors. Havaei et al. [59] developed three

cascaded CNNs to model direct dependencies of spatially close labels. In particu-

lar, the softmax activations of the image from TwoPathCNN were added as features

into three different levels of a second TwoPathCNN: InputCascadeCNN concatenated

the features with the input image, LocalCascadeCNN concatenated the features with

the features from the first convolution of the local pathway, and MFCascadeCNN
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concatenated the features with the pre-output features that were obtained from the

two pathways. InputCascadeCNN ended up performing the best, with the cascaded

architectures almost always besting the original TwoPathCNN on BRATS2013.

Figure 2.6: Cascaded networks of Havaei et al. [59] .

Another advantage of cascade CNNs are their ability to turn a multi-class seg-
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mentation task into a sequence of binary segmentation tasks. One example is the

CNN of Wang et al. [118], who used a sequence of three cascaded networks cou-

pled with subregion hierarchal information. In particular, the first network (WNet)

cropped the tumor from the medical image. The second network (TNet) took as input

the cropped image and then segmented the tumor core from the rest of the tumor.

The final network (ENet) worked similarly by taking the segmented tumor core as

input and segmenting the enhancing core from the tumor core. Other examples of

cascaded architectures are those of Casamitjana [31], Chen [36] and Liu [73].

2.1.2.5 Auto-encoders

Auto-encoders work by transforming high-dimensional image data into a lower di-

mensional latent space via the encoder, and from the latent space reconstructs the

image via the decoder. The decoder and encoder networks are usually trained by

minimizing distance-based metrics from the reconstructed and input images. As in

Chen et al. [35], auto encoders are usually trained on healthy brains. In doing so,

lesioned-brains will be reconstructed as if they were filled with healthy tissue instead.

Analysis of the voxel-wise difference between the reconstructed and input image will

lead to a segmentation of the lesion. Recently proposed by Diedrik et al. [66], vari-

ational auto encoders (VAEs) attempt to improve the healthy image reconstruction

from the latent space by combining stochastic inference with the auto-encoder frame-

work. The recent contributions of Baur et al. [25] and Kohl et al. [67] are examples

of VAEs applied to medical image segmentation. In Baur et al., the reconstructed

image is subtracted voxel-wise from the original image to produce a segmentation,

while Kohl et al., used a probabilistic U-Net and introduced a posterior network as a

segmentation variant.
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2.2 Lesion volume estimation

Another brain lesion delineation task is the direct modelling of lesion volume. In a

clinical study, Alexander et al. [14] showed that lesion volume is a significant covariate

for understanding ischemic stroke deficits after the initial onset. In application, lesion

volume has generally been a dependable factor in the prognosis of ischemic stroke

[79, 93] and multiple sclerosis [127, 21]. In a study by Erskine et al. [50] comparing the

effects on volume estimation by using different magnetic resonance imaging scanners,

lesion volume was estimated from a computer-assisted segmentation tool. Other

methods for estimating lesion volume favored a geometric approach, wherein the

lesions surface area per slice is calculated and the estimate is derived by summing

across slices [84, 52].



Chapter 3

A primer on CNNs

3.1 Tensors

The term tensor has different meanings to mathematicians, statisticians, and data

scientists. In the machine learning community, particularly as part of the open source

CNN building software Tensorflow [10], a tensor is a multidimensional array.

Definition 1. A Tensor TS1×S2×...×Sk
, or simply T , is a multidimensional array

with real number entries given by TS1×S2×...×Sk
(s1, .., sk) for s1 ∈ {1, ..., S1}, s2 ∈

{1, ..., S2},...,sk ∈ {1, ..., Sk}.

Remark 1. Here k is called the dimension of the tensor and the Si are the lengths

of the axes.

Remark 2. When k = 1, 2 the tensor is commonly known as a vector and matrix

respectively .

Image data can often be conveniently expressed as tensors, and CNNs work entirely

on tensors. The ability of CNNs to readily discover underlying patterns in images

relies on being able to manipulate and transform tensors in a detailed and useful

manner.

30
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3.2 Tensor operations

As with vectors and matrices, algebraic operations can be performed on tensors of

arbitrary dimensions. That is, tensors can be added, subtracted, multiplied, and

divided element-wise.

Definition 2. Let TS1×S2×...×Sk
and GS1×S2×...×Sk

be two k-dimensional tensors. Then,

OS1×S2×...×Sk
:= TS1×S2×...×Sk

+GS1×S2×...×Sk
(3.2.1)

where,

OS1×S2×...×Sk
(s1, .., sk) = TS1×S2×...×Sk

(s1, .., sk) +GS1×S2×...×Sk
(s1, ..sk),∀(s1, .., sk)

(3.2.2)

Remark 3. Note the dimension and length of the axes must be the same across the

two tensors.

Remark 4. This definition can be extended to subtraction, multiplication, and di-

vision by simply substituting in the required operation. For instance, TS1×S2×...×Sk
×

GS1×S2×...×Sk
refers to the element-wise multiplication of the tensors.

Prior to defining the convolution operation, we need the dot product tensor operation,

which entails multiplying corresponding entries in the tensors and summing over all

entries.

Definition 3. Let TS1×S2×...×Sk
and GS1×S2×...×Sk

be two k-dimensional tensors. Then,

O1 := TS1×S2×...×Sk
•GS1×S2×...×Sk

(3.2.3)

where,

O1 =
∑

(s1,..,sk)

TS1×S2×...×Sk
(s1, .., sk)×GS1×S2×...×Sk

(s1, ..sk) (3.2.4)
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Remark 5. Note the dimension and length of the axes must be the same across the

two tensors.

Remark 6. The result of the dot product operation, is O1. As per definition 1, this

is a real number.

The convolution operation is the backbone of CNN architectures, since it is an effective

way of transforming image features to capture detailed underlying patterns. We will

limit our attention to 3D convolutions, since it is rare to see convolutions for larger

dimensions. For instance, the Tensorflow program only has convolution methods

defined up to 3 dimensions. Though, it is possible to extend this definition to higher

dimensions.

Definition 4. Given two 3D tensors TS×S×S and WP×P×P with P ≤ S the convolution

with stride length 1, is

OS−P+1×S−P+1×S−P+1 := TS×S×S ? WP×P×P (3.2.5)

where,

OS−P+1×S−P+1×S−P+1(s1, s2, s3) = TS×S×S([s1, s1+P ], [s2, s2+P ], [s3, s3+P ])•WP×P×P

(3.2.6)

∀(s1, s2, s3) ∈ {1, .., S − P + 1}3

and TS×S×S([s1, s1 +P ], [s2, s2 +P ], [s3, s3 +P ]) represents a sub-tensor extracted from

TS×S×S of dimensions P × P × P at location s1, s2, s3.

Remark 7. For this definition, we insisted that T and W have uniform dimensions

for simplicity. This need not be the case, but uniform axes are more common in

practice.
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Remark 8. The tensor WP×P×P is an example of a trainable parameter tensor in-

troduced by the CNN called the kernel or filter. The size, P , is termed the kernel or

filter size.

Another useful tensor operation is the pooling operation . This operation is a way of

incorporating dimension reduction while insisting a larger context of information is

used. Again, we will consider the 3D case, but we note this operation can be extended

to arbitrary dimensions.

Definition 5. Given a 3D tensor TS×S×S and pooling parameter p, the pooling oper-

ation with stride length 1 outputs

OS−p+1×S−p+1×S−p+1 := P(TS×S×S; p) (3.2.7)

where,

OS−p+1×S−p+1×S−p+1(s1, s2, s3) = max
i∈[s1,s1+p]
j∈[s2,s2+p]
k∈[s3,s3+p]

TS×S×S(i, j, k) (3.2.8)

∀(s1, s2, s3) ∈ {1, .., S − p+ 1}3

Remark 9. For this definition, we insisted that T have uniform dimensions for sim-

plicity. This need not be the case, but uniform axes are more common in practice.

The final major tensor operation is the max-out operation . This operation introduces

a non-linearity into the tensor transformations for deeper and more complex pattern

recognition. There are many variants of max-out, but we define the basic version.

For this operation, since it is routinely applied to tensors of arbitrary dimensions, we

define it similarly.

Definition 6. Given a N-D tensors TS1×S2×...×SN
, the max-out operation with param-

eter k outputs

OS1×S2×...×SN
:=M(TS1×S2×...×SN

; k) (3.2.9)
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where,

OS1×S2×...×SN
(s1, s2, ..., sN) = max

ω∈{0,..,k}
TS1×S2×...×SN

(s1, s2, .., sN + ω) (3.2.10)

∀(s1, s2, .., sN)

Remark 10. As we see, max-out is an operation that mainly deals with the last

dimension of the incoming tensor, but preserves the tensor’s dimensions.

Remark 11. The set of elements in {TS1×S2×...×SN
(s1, s2, .., sN +ω);ω = 0, .., k} may

have cardinality 1 to k, depending on the proximity of the position (s1, s2, .., sN) to

the boundary.

3.3 CNN architectures

As we have discussed common tensor operations, we can now define the CNN archi-

tecture .

Definition 7. Given an input tensor XD1×D2×...×DM
, a CNN architecture is a finite

sequence of tensor operations, composed on one another, to yield an output tensor

ηH1×H2×...×HK
. That is,

CNN(X,Θ) = FN(FN−1(...(F1(X; Θ1)...); ΘN−1), ; ΘN) = η (3.3.1)

where, Θ = (Θ1,Θ2, ..,ΘN) represents all the trainable parameters of the CNN, and

Θi represents the trainable parameters for tensor operation Fi.

Remark 12. It is possible, as in the case of pooling or max-out, for a tensor operation

to not introduce any trainable parameters. Trainable parameters are commonly found

in the convolution operation.
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Remark 13. The output tensor η, is usually just a real number. That is, K = 1,

and H1 = 1

3.4 Statistical modelling

In a regression framework , the goal is to predict and model a response random

variable, given its fixed covariates . In definition 7, the input tensor X can also be

interpreted as realized covariates which are jointly distributed with a random response

tensor Y , for which inference is desired. In a discriminative model, a parametric

conditional distribution is assumed. That is,

Y |X ∼ f(y; η(X)), (3.4.1)

where η, a function of the covariates, is the parameter of the conditional distribution.

In this manner, the CNN can serve as a way to estimate the conditional parameter

from its covariates.

Y |X ∼ f(y;CNN(X,Θ)). (3.4.2)

In practice, Θ is estimated during training by an estimator Θ̂ that is obtained

by maximizing the likelihood. Let {(x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN)} be all training observations.

Assuming conditional independence across units, Θ̂ can be found by

Θ̂ = arg max
Θ

L(Θ), (3.4.3)

L(Θ) =
N∏
i=1

f(yi;CNN(xi,Θ)). (3.4.4)

To locate this maximum, numerical methods like gradient descent are used. Some-

times N is too large and would require too many computational resources to estimate
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Θ. In these cases, it is customary to randomly sample a subset of training observa-

tions B, called the batch size, and perform gradient descent for an iteration. The

next iteration would correspond to a new sample and so on. Further training details

of the respective projects can be found in Chapter 4, 5, 6 and 7.



Chapter 4

Exploiting bilateral symmetry in

brain lesion segmentation with

reflective registration
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Abstract: Brain lesions, including stroke lesions and tumours, have a high degree of variability in terms of location,
size, intensity and form, making automatic segmentation difficult. We propose an improvement to existing
segmentation methods by exploiting the bilateral quasi-symmetry of healthy brains, which breaks down when
lesions are present. Specifically, we use nonlinear registration of a neuroimage to a reflected version of itself
(“reflective registration”) to determine for each voxel its homologous (corresponding) voxel in the other hemi-
sphere. A patch around the homologous voxel is added as a set of new features to the segmentation algorithm.
To evaluate this method, we implemented two different CNN-based multimodal MRI stroke lesion segmenta-
tion algorithms, and then augmented them by adding extra symmetry features using the reflective registration
method described above. For each architecture, we compared the performance with and without symmetry
augmentation, on the SISS Training dataset of the Ischemic Stroke Lesion Segmentation Challenge (ISLES)
2015 challenge. Using linear reflective registration improves performance over baseline, but nonlinear reflec-
tive registration gives significantly better results: an improvement in Dice coefficient of 13 percentage points
over baseline for one architecture and 9 points for the other. We argue for the broad applicability of adding
symmetric features to existing segmentation algorithms, specifically using the proposed nonlinear, template-
free method.

1 INTRODUCTION

Segmentation of lesions in neuroimages, also called
lesion mapping, can give valuable information for
prognosis, treatment planning and monitoring of dis-
ease progression. The “gold standard” for lesion seg-
mentation is still manual delineation by a human ex-
pert, going through each of the horizontal slices of
the three-dimensional image and labeling each sepa-
rate voxel as either healthy or belonging to a lesion.
This is tedious, time-consuming, and often imprac-
tical, and therefore in practice, a human expert usu-
ally gives only a qualitative assessment of lesions.
Further, there is inter-observer variability; the size
of this variability varies significantly by task, but we
note that an average Dice score of 0.58 for overlap
of manually-outlined lesions by two raters was re-
ported for the ISLES2016 challenge (Winzeck et al.,
2018). These observations indicate a need for auto-
matic brain lesion segmentation algorithms. How-

a https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6240-9675
b https://orcid.org/0000-0002-0522-4148
c https://orcid.org/0000-0002-0404-8824

ever, accurate lesion segmentation is a challenging
task for many reasons, including large variability in
location, size, shape and frequency of lesions across
patients.

While a plethora of automatic lesion segmenta-
tion methods has been proposed, most of the currently
leading methods are based on convolutional neural
networks (CNN) (Winzeck et al., 2018). Many of
these use 2D CNNs, where the 3D neuroimage is pro-
cessed as a sequence of independent 2D slices. These
approaches are arguably suboptimal, since they do not
take into account the 3D spatial structure of the data.
Nonetheless, many 2D methods have shown promis-
ing results, including the methods of Havaei et al.
(Havaei et al., 2017) and Kamnitsas et al. (Kamnitsas
et al., 2017), which we use as baseline architectures in
the present paper. Some other works have used CNNs
with an input of three orthogonal patches around each
voxel being classified, thus incorporating some 3D in-
formation, however this significantly increased mem-
ory requirements and computational complexity. The
technique of dense inference greatly sped up infer-
ence time, and led to several successful 3D segmenta-
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tion methods, see discussion and references in Kam-
nitsas et al. (Kamnitsas et al., 2017).

We propose a general method for improving ex-
isting segmentation algorithms, including all of the
CNN-based methods mentioned above, by exploit-
ing the bilateral quasi-symmetry of healthy brains.
This symmetry often breaks down when lesions are
present. In particular, stroke lesions usually affect
only one hemisphere; while for some other lesion
types such as tumours, lesions may be present in both
hemispheres but any symmetry is coincidental and
rare. The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 1. The
first subfigure shows an axial slice of a brain with a
stroke lesion in one hemisphere, and two homologous
(“mirror”) voxels, i.e voxels in corresponding parts
of the brain but in opposite hemispheres. Through-
out this paper, homologous voxels are determined us-
ing “reflective registration”, which is registration of
an image to its own reflection, as detailed in the next
section. In healthy normal brains, there is a strong
correlation between intensities of homologous vox-
els. In lesioned brains, voxels in a lesion often have
intensities very different from the intensities of their
homologous voxels, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). On the
other hand, lesions typically represent a small propor-
tion of total brain volume, so non-lesion voxels typi-
cally have non-lesion mirror voxels as well, typically
resulting in small intensity differences (if the mirror
voxels have been accurately located). The distribu-
tion of these intensity differences, for both lesion and
non-lesion voxels, is illustrated in Figures 1 (c) and
(d). The difference between these two subfigures is in
the nature of the reflective registration used to iden-
tify homologous voxels: in (c), “linear” (affine) reg-
istration is used, while in (d), nonlinear registration
is used. The increase in mass around zero for non-
lesions when using nonlinear registration (d) in com-
parison to linear registration (c) suggests the supe-
riority of nonlinear reflective registration in locating
mirror voxels. In both cases, the pattern of intensity
differences can be used to aid the classification of a
voxel as lesion or non-lesion. This method is inspired
by the clinical practice of radiologists, who make fre-
quent use of comparisons with homologous areas to
detect abnormalities.

Our method, explained in more detail below, uses
3D nonlinear registration of a neuroimage with a re-
flected version of itself to determine for each voxel its
homologous voxel in the other hemisphere. A patch
around the homologous voxel is added as a set of
new features to the segmentation algorithm. To eval-
uate this method, we implemented two baseline mul-
timodal MRI stroke lesion segmentation algorithms,
both based on 2D CNNs, following Havaei et al.

(Havaei et al., 2017) and Kamnitsas et al. (Kamnit-
sas et al., 2017), and then augmented them by adding
extra symmetry features as described above. For each
architecture, we evaluated the baseline method and
two versions of symmetry augmentation: one using
“linear” (affine) registration only, and one using non-
linear registration. We compared the performance of
these three segmentation methods on the SISS Train-
ing dataset of the Ischemic Stroke Lesion Segmen-
tation Challenge (ISLES 2015)(Maier et al., 2017).
Though our experiments use 2D CNNs, our method
can be applied without modification to 3D CNNs.

We are aware of three prior works that have also
used brain quasi-symmetry to improve the perfor-
mance of CNN based methods: (Shen et al., 2017),
(Wang et al., 2016) and (Zhang et al., 2017). Shen
et al. use the SIFT-based method of Loy and Eklundh
(Loy and Eklundh, 2006) to identify homologous vox-
els, and report a mean improvement of 3% in Dice
scores on the high-grade (HG) BraTS2013 (brain tu-
mor) Training set. Wang et al. report a higher in-
crease in mean Dice scores, from 0.63 to 0.78, on
a private test set of 8 brains with chronic stroke le-
sions. However the method they use is unclear; the
absence of such an explanation suggests a simple lin-
ear transformation, perhaps a reflection in the medial
(mid-sagittal) plane. Zhang et al. uses a reflection
in the medial plane of images that have already been
registered to a template (with the registration method
unspecified). Evaluations on the BraTS2017 dataset
show that adding symmetry features speeds conver-
gence of the algorithm, however there is no consis-
tent improvement in segmentation accuracy. All three
methods require homologous voxels to be in the same
axial plane, a restriction that our method does not
have.

We note that the idea of using symmetry also
appeared in early literature, prior to the widespread
use of neural networks, for example in (Meier et al.,
2014), (Schmidt et al., 2005) and (Dvorak et al.,
2013). These works are based on an initial linear reg-
istration of each subject’s brain to a template. This
is also true of (Tustison et al., 2015), with the ma-
jor differences being the use of multiple modalities
and nonlinear registration. Our contributions are thus
two-fold: (1) Using template-free registration of an
image with a reflected version of itself, called reflec-
tive registration, to produce supplementary features
for use by segmentation algorithms; and (2) demon-
strating that nonlinear reflective registration is better
than linear reflective registration for locating mirror
voxels, as judged by improved segmentation results.
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Figure 1: The quasi-symmetry property of the normal brain can be used to aid lesion segmentation. Subfigure (a) shows a
lesion voxel (red) and its non-lesion (blue) mirror voxel (projected onto the same axial slice); (b) shows the voxel intensity
plotted against the intensity of its mirror for a sample of 600 voxels taken from the same brain and equally divided between
lesions and non-lesions; (c) and (d) show superimposed densities for the difference between standardized intensities of a
voxel and its mirror, based on a sample of 2000 voxels taken from the same brain and equally divided amongst lesions and
non-lesions, where homologous voxels have been identified using linear and nonlinear reflective registration in (c) and (d)
respectively.

2 METHODS

Our two baseline algorithms are slight modifications
of: (i) TwoPathCNN by Havaei et al. (Havaei et al.,
2017), see Figure 2; and (ii) Wider2dSeg by Kamnit-
sas et al. (Kamnitsas et al., 2017). All of the 2D archi-
tectures in Kamnitsas et al. (Kamnitsas et al., 2017),
including Wider2dSeg, are two dimensional variants
of their 3D deepMedic architecture. The 2D archi-
tectures vary in the number of layers, feature maps
(FMs) per layer, and FMs per hidden layer. See Table
B.1 in Appendix B of Kamnitsas et al. (Kamnitsas
et al., 2017) for more details. We first describe the ar-
chitectures and training of these baseline models, and
then describe how to compute and append symmet-
ric features so as to preserve dense inference on 2D
images of arbitrary size.

Figure 2: TwoPathCNN architecture, reproduced from
Havaei et al. (Havaei et al., 2017) with permission of the
authors. Note that the final output is a 2× 1× 1 tensor for
our application.

2.1 Baseline Models

TwoPathCNN and Wider2dSeg are convolutional
neural networks. Both architectures take as input
one or, as in the case of Kamnitsas’ 2D architec-
tures, two stacks of four patches from different MRI
modalities. The networks branch into two path-

ways. TwoPathCNN consists of three convolutional
blocks of sizes shown in Fig. 2, which also shows
the locations of maxout and max pooling operations.
Wider2dSeg is a deeper architecture with 16 convo-
lutional blocks that makes use of multiscale features
through downsampling, convolution and upsampling
back to the original scale. This allows for a larger area
of information to be used. For more details on the ar-
chitectures, see (Havaei et al., 2017) and (Kamnitsas
et al., 2017). An important feature of these architec-
tures is that all the layers of the network are convo-
lutional, enabling dense inference on full images or
image segments.

2.1.1 Training

We interpret the output of the CNNs as predicted la-
bel probabilities for lesion, and define a training loss
function consisting of the negative log likelihood with
both L1 and L2 regularization. This loss is minimised
by following a stochastic gradient descent approach
on randomly selected minibatches of patches within
each brain.

Performance of CNNs depends greatly on the dis-
tribution of the training samples. A commonly used
approach is to train a classifier on the same number
of image patches from each of the classes per mini-
batch. However since the classes are imbalanced, this
approach biases the classifier towards making false
positive predictions.

In TwoPathCNN, we follow the two-phase train-
ing proposed in [3] with minibatches of one labeled
sample per training instance. In the first phase, the
mini-batches are equally divided among lesions and
backround. In the second phase, we keep the weights
of all layers fixed and retrain only the final layer on
patches uniformly extracted to be closer to the true
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data distribution.
For Wider2dSeg, the patch size fed down each

pathway is larger than the network’s receptive field
(Kamnitsas et al., 2017). This technique, called dense
training, increases the effective batch size by con-
structing mini-batches of more than one labeled sam-
ple per training instance since it allows the network
to segment a neighborhood of voxels sorrounding the
central voxel. (Kamnitsas et al., 2017). This makes
the patch size, also called image segment size, an im-
portant parameter to tune since larger patch sizes cap-
ture more background voxels than smaller patch sizes.

2.2 Implementation Details

We implemented the models using Tensorflow (Abadi
et al., 2016). We apply only minimal pre-processing:
we normalize within each input channel by subtract-
ing its mean and dividing by its standard deviation.
Unlike (Havaei et al., 2017), we did not use N41TK
bias correction and we did not remove the 1% highest
and lowest intensities. Similarily we didn’t use batch
normalization as proposed in (Kamnitsas et al., 2017)
since it is more of a requirement for 3D architectures.
We use standard momentum and fix the momentum
coefficient µ = 0.6 throughout training for all archi-
tectures.

2.2.1 TwoPathCNN

Weights are initialized from a uniform distribution on
(−0.005,0.005), as in (Havaei et al., 2017), and bi-
ases are initialized to zero. Every epoch consists of
10,000 iterations of stochastic gradient descent with
momentum on mini-batches of 10 labeled samples.
Each sample consists of 4 stacked patches of size
33× 33, each patch correspond to a different MRI
modality, and a label, which is the ground truth la-
bel for the central voxel in the patch. The first phase
of training consists of 50,000 iterations or 5 epochs.
The minibatches at this stage contain equal number of
positive and negative examples. The learning rate is
set to 0.001 decays by a factor of 0.1 (Havaei et al.,
2017) starting from the third epoch. The second phase
of training consists of another 4 epochs of 10,000 it-
erations each. The minibatches at this stage have the
property that approximately 2% of samples presented
in them are labeled as negative. The learning rate is
reset to 0.001 and decays by a factor of 0.1 after each
epoch. Thus, in total, the model is trained on 900,000
samples. The L1 regularization constant is 10−6 and
the L2 regularization constant is 10−4. For further
regularization, dropout at a rate of 0.5 was applied on
hidden layers of the local pathway. In all of these im-
plementation details, we follow (Havaei et al., 2017),

except that the regularization constants were inspired
from (Kamnitsas et al., 2017) (which used the same
dataset as we do), but changed to account for the in-
creased number of parameters.

2.2.2 Wider2dSeg:

As in (Kamnitsas et al., 2017), we use the weight ini-
tiliazation method of He et al. (He et al., 2015), since
deeper architectures are prone to larger signal vari-
ance. The bias terms are initialized to zero. We used
the RMSProp optimizer for a total of 80,000 iterations
with a learning rate of 0.001 and decayed it by a factor
of 0.5 (Kamnitsas et al., 2017) at the the following it-
erations: 25,000, 39,000, 49,000, 59,000, 71,000, and
75,000. In contrast to (Kamnitsas et al., 2017), we
use an image segment size of 43 for the first pathway
and 75 for the second pathway, which segments the
272 neighborhood around the central voxel per train-
ing instance. Mini-batches are of size 12 and equally
divided amongst lesions and background. The batch
and image segment sizes were chosen to achieve the
same effective batch size shown in Table B.1 of Ap-
pendix B from (Kamnitsas et al., 2017). To regularize
the network we follow (Kamnitsas et al., 2017) and
set the L1 constant to 10−8, the L2 constant to 10−6,
and apply dropout at a rate of 0.5 on the last two hid-
den layers.

2.3 Symmetry-augmented methods
(LSymm and NLSymm)

For each subject, we augment the four image modali-
ties by four “mirror” images produced as follows. We
begin by producing a reflected FLAIR image by re-
versing the orientation of the x (left-right) axis, using
the fslorient tool of FSL (Smith et al., 2001). Since
the original images are linearly co-registered, this step
is approximately a reflection in the median, i.e. mid-
sagittal, plane. (FLAIR was chosen due to its frequent
use in lesion segmentation, however we intend in later
work to compare the use of T1 or multiple modali-
ties in this step.) We align the result with the original
FLAIR image using either “linear”/affine (LSymm) or
nonlinear (NLSymm) registration. This step uses the
SynQuick method in the ANTs package (Avants et al.,
2009). For LSymm, the “-t a” option was used, giv-
ing a 2-stage rigid+affine registration. For NLSymm,
the default options were used, giving a 3-stage rigid +
affine + nonlinear (“SyN”) registration. In either case,
the resulting transformation, composed with a reflec-
tion, produces a symmetry transformation T (x,y,z)
that associates to each voxel its corresponding “mir-
ror” voxel in the opposite hemisphere.
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Figure 3: An example of different segmentations of Brain #8 of the SISS2015 Training set from the ISLES2015 Chal-
lenge. From left to right, the columns show segmentations produced by the TwoPathCNN, TwoPathCNN+LSymm and
TwoPathCNN+NLSymm methods, and the ground truth.

Table 1: Performance of TwoPathCNN and Wider2dSeg based on a 7-fold cross-validation for baseline, NLSymm and LSymm
on the ISLES2015 (SISS) training data. Results for Dice, Recall and Precision (Havaei et al., 2017) are shown as mean (std.
dev.).

Architecture Dice Recall Precision
TwoPathCNN 0.45(0.25) 0.59(0.22) 0.45(0.29)

TwoPathCNN+LSymm 0.52(0.23) 0.63(0.23) 0.50(0.28)
TwoPathCNN+NLSymm 0.54(0.21) 0.65(0.22) 0.52(0.26)

Wider2dSeg 0.49(0.25) 0.53(0.28) 0.54(0.25)
Wider2dSeg+LSymm 0.61(0.22) 0.58(0.25) 0.67(0.22)

Wider2dSeg+NLSymm 0.62(0.22) 0.60(0.25) 0.68(0.21)

Once we have obtained our linear or nonlinear
symmetry transformation for each subject, we use it
to construct a Symmetry Difference Image for each
modality, by subtracting from each voxel’s standard-
ized intensity the standardized intensity of the “mir-
ror” voxel, Sr(x,y,z) = Ir(x,y,z)− Ir(T (x,y,z)).

This results in 4 Symmetry Difference Images
(SDIs), one for each modality, which we use to aug-
ment the original 4 images. For instance in the base-
line TwoPathCNN model, for each voxel, one 33×33
patch is extracted from each of the 4 MR images and
combined into a 4× 33× 33 tensor; in LSymm and
NLSymm, one 33× 33 patch is extracted from each
of the 8 MR images (originals plus SDIs) and com-
bined into a 8×33×33 tensor. This double-size ten-
sor is fed into the both the local and global pathways
of the TwoPathCNN architecture. Apart from dou-
bling the number of images from 4 to 8, all details of
architecture and training are exactly as in the baseline

methods.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Dataset

We evaluated our methods on the ISLES2015 (SISS)
training data. The training data consists of FLAIR,
DWI ,T1 and T1-contrast images of size 230×230×
154, for each of 28 patients with sub-acute ischemic
stroke lesions. All images are skull-stripped and have
isotropic 1mm3 voxel resolution.

3.2 Experiment

For each of the two architectures, we compare the
three methods described above: baseline, baseline
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with LSymm, and baseline with NLSymm, using 7-
fold cross-validation on the Training dataset of 28
subjects. All methods are run with the same hyper-
parameters, on the same pseudo-random sequence of
training patches.

3.3 Results

Example segmentations produced by the three meth-
ods on TwoPathCNN are shown in Fig. 3. The main
results are summarised in Table 1. Adding linearly or
nonlinearly registered symmetry features (LSymm or
NLSymm) to the baseline architectures consistently
improves mean Dice coefficient, Recall and Precision,
showing the effectiveness of reflective registration.
For the Dice coefficient, we performed one-sided
paired t-tests for symmetry-augmented vs. baseline
methods, and found that the resulting p-values were
always less than 10−5, for both LSymm and NLSymm
and for both baseline architectures. Moreover, nonlin-
early registered symmetry features (NLSymm) con-
sistently produced higher Dice, Recall and Precision
scores compared to linearly registered symmetry fea-
tures (p < 0.001 for the TwoPathCNN architecture,
and p = 0.08 for the Wider2dSeg architecture). Of
the two architectures evaluated, Wider2dSeg benefit-
ted more from the symmetry augmentation, however
the difference between LSymm and NLSymm was
not significant; both differences were perhaps due to
its deeper architecture.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed an improvement to existing seg-
mentation methods by exploiting the bilateral quasi-
symmetry of healthy brains. Our method, which does
not require a template, consists of augmenting the in-
put images to a CNN with extra Symmetry Difference
Images, which are intensity differences between ho-
mologous (“mirror”) voxels in different hemispheres.
We showed how to incorporate these symmetric fea-
tures into the increasingly popular patch-based CNNs
so as to preserve dense inference. In an experi-
ment on the ISLES2015 SISS dataset, we found that
adding symmetric features generated using nonlinear
reflective registration (the “NLSymm” method) con-
sistently resulted in a mean improvement in Dice co-
efficient, Recall and Precision. Using linear reflec-
tive registration instead gave consistently smaller im-
provements over baseline, showing that nonlinear reg-
istration is superior in this application. For the Dice
coefficient, improvement over baseline was signifi-
cant (p < 10−5) for both linear and nonlinear sym-

metric features. The nonlinear method was signifi-
cantly better than the linear one (p < 0.001) for one
baseline architecture (TwoPathCNN) but not the other
(Wider2dSeg).

While our numerical results are not directly com-
parable with those of the three preceding studies of
symmetric feature augmentation for CNNs mentioned
in the Introduction, we note that our improvements in
Dice scores of 9 to 13% on an open dataset compare
favourably to earlier results.

We have shown that the brain’s quasi-symmetry
property is a valuable tool for brain lesion segmenta-
tion. The ease of application of symmetry augmen-
tation to most existing CNN methods and many other
methods suggests a potentially wide-ranging utility of
the method.
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Abstract: Monitoring the progression of lesions is important for clinical response. Summary statistics such as lesion
volume are objective and easy to interpret, which can help clinicians assess lesion growth or decay. CNNs are
commonly used in medical image segmentation for their ability to produce useful features within large con-
texts and their associated efficient iterative patch-based training. Many CNN architectures require hundreds
of thousands parameters to yield a good segmentation. In this work, an efficient, computationally inexpensive
CNN is implemented to estimate the number of lesion voxels in a predefined patch size from magnetic reso-
nance (MR) images. The output of the CNN is interpreted as the conditional Poisson parameter over the patch,
allowing standard mini-batch gradient descent to be employed. The ISLES2015 (SISS) data is used to train
and evaluate the model, which by estimating lesion volume from raw features, accurately identified the lesion
image with the larger lesion volume for 86% of paired sample patches. An argument for the development and
use of estimating lesion volumes to also aid in model selection for segmentation is made.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many segmentation challenges have been undertaken
recently, showing the need for automated models in
clinical settings (Maier et al., 2017; Winzeck et al.,
2018; Bakas et al., 2018). Along with strong predic-
tive power, these challenges stress the importance of
fast inference, as lesions can quickly spread. For in-
stance, ischemic stroke lesions cause increasing tis-
sue death within hours of onset, requiring reperfu-
sion therapies around this time. The stroke progresses
through acute, sub-acute and chronic stages within
days. Gliomas, the most common type of malignant
brain tumour, grows at a rate of increasing severity
depending on the grade. As the tumour gets larger,
symptoms often worsen, reinforcing the need to mon-
itor lesion growth.

A simple, yet powerful, summary statistic is the
lesion volume, or when the brain is represented as
labelled voxels, the lesion label count. In a clini-
cal study, (Alexander et al., 2010) showed that le-
sion volume is a significant covariate for understand-
ing ischemic stroke deficits after the initial onset. In
application, lesion volume has generally been a de-
pendable factor in the prognosis of ischemic stroke

a https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6240-9675

(Merino et al., 2007; Rivers et al., 2006) and multi-
ple sclerosis (Zivadinov et al., 2012; Bagnato et al.,
2011). The objectivity of counts enables straightfor-
ward inference: a higher lesion label count means the
lesion has grown.

In comparison to segmenting entire 3D medical
images, directly estimating the number of lesion vox-
els in the brain from raw features should be expected
to require less computational resources since it is
no longer necessary to provide detailed information
about the lesion’s appearance. Nonetheless, in a study
by (Erskine et al., 2005) comparing the effects on vol-
ume estimation by using different magnetic resonance
imaging scanners, lesion volume was estimated from
a computer-assisted segmentation tool. Other meth-
ods for estimating lesion volume favored a geometric
approach, wherein the lesion’s surface area per slice is
calculated and the estimate is derived by summing ac-
cross slices (Park et al., 2013; Filippi et al., 1995). In
contrast, the output of our proposed statistical direct
lesion counting model is a single non-negative integer
that doesn’t require sophisticated viewing software or
significant memory usage.

CNNs have shown promising results in lesion seg-
mentation, as in the works of (Kamnitsas et al., 2017),
(Havaei et al., 2017) and (Ronneberger et al., 2015),
due to their ability to produce useful features from
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Figure 1: 3D architecture employed for counting lesions. The input tensor is obtained by stacking patches from the patient’s
brain MRI over 4 different modalities. After applying convolution and pooling operations, the final output is a real number.

large visual spatial contexts combined with efficient
iterative patch-based training and dense inference.
The output of the CNN is often interpeted as the pa-
rameter of a conditional distribution. For instance, in
(Kamnitsas et al., 2017; Havaei et al., 2017), the out-
put at each voxel is the parameter of a Bernoulli con-
ditional distribution. The Poisson distribution is gen-
erally well known for modelling counts over time and
space, and particularly has been applied to modelling
the count of multiple sclerosis lesions over time (Alt-
man and Petkau, 2005; Albert et al., 1994). For this
reason, we propose the lesion label counts, or equiv-
alently lesion volume, in a predefined patch size is
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution conditional
on the patch features. The CNNs of (Kamnitsas et al.,
2017) and (Havaei et al., 2017) use hundreds of thou-
sands of parameters for segmentation. Using CNNs,
coupled with good distributional assumptions, should
allow for smaller architectures and faster convergence
on the counting task.

One prior related work by (Dubost et al., 2017)
used a 3D CNN, similar to U-Net (Ronneberger et al.,
2015) to predict global lesion label count, but pro-
duces a segmentation when testing by using a remov-
able global pooling layer. A drawback of estimating
global lesion label counts is the need for more pa-
tient brain images, since an entire brain serves as a
single sample. In their study, training was performed
on 1,289 3D PD-weighted MRI scans, whereas some
challenges provide limited training instances (Maier
et al., 2017). Another challenge with global lesion
counts is being able to efficiently produce scalar out-
puts from larger 3D information, which would require
additional preprocessing and transformations. Esti-

mation of counts in patches can help in these situa-
tions.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes the methods, Section 3 presents the results,
and a discussion follows in Section 4.

2 METHODS

2.1 Architecture

The proposed network is shown in Figure 1. As in-
put it stacks 25× 25× 25 patches from each MR se-
quence, runs 3 layers of convolution and max pooling
which have sizes 3×3×3 and 2×2×2 respectively,
followed by a final convolution of size 16×16×16 to
output one real number. In addition to the convolution
and max pooling operations, Leaky ReLU nonlinear-
ity was used. It is important to note the number of
output activations at each layer are considerably small
to reduce the total number of parameters. The patch is
not only a parameter of the training features, but is in-
tertwined with the task as well, since it delineates the
region over which the lesion label count is estimated.

Training : A block diagram of the methodology is
shown in Figure 2. In accordance with the notation of
Figure 2, the architecture associates one real number
N to each input tensor. Then, the model can be for-
mulated as: c|X ∼ Pois(eN(X ,Θ)), where c is the lesion
label count over the patch, X are the input features
used in the architecture, and Θ are the parameters of
the
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Figure 2: Block diagram representation of the CNN-based Poisson Regression model. The predicted count is obtained by
flooring the estimated conditional Poisson parameter (λ).

architecture. In order to train the parameters from
observed counts ci (assumed to Poisson distributed
with rate λi), mini-batch gradient descent with a batch
size b is used to minimize the average negative log-

likelihood, − 1
b ∑b

i=1 log(λci
i e−λi

ci!
), plus additional L1

and L2 regularization terms to prevent overfitting.
The samples used in the mini-batch were taken so as
to ensure the lesion count was non-zero by insisting
the central voxel be lesion. Since training only sam-
ples non-zero counts, it will not be efficient at predict-
ing counts for completely randomly sampled patches,
for which zero counts are more frequent. A possible
workaround for this task is using a zero-inflated Pois-
son model (ZIP) (Lambert, 1992), which is suggested
for a future study.

2.2 Implementation Details

The open-source software Tensorflow was used to
implement the model (Abadi et al., 2016). Non-
zero counts were sampled in mini-batches of size 10.
Weights were initialized under a Gaussian with mean
0 and standard deviation of 0.001, while biases are
initialized to 0. Moreover, the Adam Optimizer was
used with initial learning rate of 10−4, and training
was stopped when the average cost over 1,000 itera-
tions increased. This always happened within 15,000
iterations. In comparison, the segmentation CNN of
(Kamnitsas et al., 2017) has default training configu-
rations set to 70,000 iterations, demonstrating a quick
ability to learn for direct counting models. L1 regu-
larization and L2 regularization were used and set to
10−8 and 10−6 respectively. In addition to regulariza-
tion, dropout on all hidden layers was employed at a
rate ot 0.5. At prediction time, the mean Poisson rate
was floored to provide an integer estimate. Table 1
summarizes the implementation details.

Table 1: Numerical summary of implementation details.

Implementation Detail Value
Batch size (b) 10

Kernel initialization mean(std.) 0(0.001)
Learning rate 10−4

L1, L2 coefficients 10−8,10−6

Dropout 0.5

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Dataset

The architecture and model were trained and evalu-
ated on the ISLES2015 (SISS) training data, which
consists of 28 patients with sub-acute ischemic stroke.
All data come from the same clinical center, which
provided 4 MR sequences for each patient: FLAIR,
DWI, T1 and T1-contrast. Images are of size 230×
230×153/154, are processed to not contain the skull
and have isotropic 1mm3 voxel resolution. Sub-acute
ischemic stroke lesions have large variation in size.
For instance, in the dataset, the smallest lesion con-
sists of 106 voxels, and the largest consists of 233,547
voxels. From the 28 brains, 20 were randomly se-
lected to form the training set, and the remaining 8
formed the validation set. This selection was carried
out once, and the same split was used across all ex-
periments. It should be acknowledged that the choice
of the training and validation split will have an effect
on performance due to the aformentioned variability
in lesion count.

3.2 Model Performance

To evaluate the performance of the architecture, sev-
eral metrics are calculated on 10,000 patches sampled
to have a non-zero lesion label count from the valida-
tion set. Sampling was done by first selecting the vali-
dation brain and then selecting a patch from the brain.
Estimated counts that surpassed the possible count in
the predefined patch size were adjusted to predict the
maximum possible count. In the experiment applied
to the ISLES2015 (SISS) data, the mean absolute er-
ror (MAE) rounded up to the nearest integer was com-
puted to be 1,458. In addition, over the same samples
the average estimated count to true count ratio was
computed to be 1.15. Finally, the mean relative error
(MRE) was 0.42 for the ischemic stroke lesions. True
patch lesion label counts vary from a few hundred to
15,000, indicating a promising initial result. Figure 3
plots the estimated and true counts for 200 samples.
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Figure 3: Plot of true count and estimated count for 200
lesion patch samples. Coefficient of multiple correlation
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient between predicted and ac-
tual values) of R = 0.81.

3.3 Predicting count order

The second experiment was to order pairs of patches
by lesion label count, which can be applied in a clin-
ical setting to compare lesion images over time and
assess growth or decay. Given any two image patches
containing lesions, the goal is to evaluate the model’s
ability to identify the image with the larger (equiva-
lently smaller) lesion volume using the proposed esti-
mation. In the experiment, 10,000 pairs of non-zero
count patches are sampled from the validation fold. A
sample is counted as correct if the predicted counts
preserve the same order as the true counts. Running
the experiment on the ISLES2015 (SISS) data gives a
correct order prediction for 86 % of samples, demon-
strating good ordering capabilities. Figure 4 shows an
accurately predicted sample.

Figure 4: Example of predicting count order, where the red
square outline represents the middle slice of the 253 patch.
The true counts from left to right are: 356 and 5297. The
predicted counts from left to right are: 501 and 5640. In
this case, the model accurately identifies the left image as
having the smaller lesion volume.

4 FUTURE WORK

4.1 Extension to Arbitrary Patches

The analysis and modelling undertaken in the previ-
ous sections were done on patches that contain lesion
voxels. That is, the patches were sampled to contain
lesion voxels. Although it was shown that this has the
potential for modelling lesion growth or decay by first
estimating lesion volume, relaxing this restriction al-
lows for the prediction of counts in arbitrary patches,
which are more frequently zero counts. Due to the un-
balanced nature of the data, one proposition for a fu-
ture study is to combine a zero-inflated Poisson model
which is known to account for excess zero counts in
data, with CNNs.

4.2 Location Detection

Being able to predict counts in arbitrary patches can
form the basis for lesion location detection. A pos-
sible algorithm could be to randomly sample patches
from one brain, predict their counts, and record the
central voxel position for the patch with the maxi-
mum predicted count. The voxel position returned
by the algorithm should identify an area of signifi-
cant lesion presence in the brain, assuming the model
is well-tuned. Though simple, the algorithm is theo-
retically stable when applied on a single lesion, since
applying true counts in place of predictions will al-
ways return the location of a lesion provided a lesion
is present.

Rather than recording just the maximum predicted
count from the given sample, another option would be
to order the predicted counts for samples drawn from
one brain. From a pre-defined quantile, larger counts
a long with their central voxel positions will delineate
the lesion.

4.3 Model Selection for Segmentation

The size of a lesion is one of the factors that can
allow some configurations of a segmentation algo-
rithm to perform better than others (Kamnitsas et al.,
2017). Smaller lesions, often found in sub-acute is-
chemic stroke, are usually tougher to segment and
produce lower dice coefficients (Havaei et al., 2017)
than larger lesions due to a relatively higher num-
ber of false positives compared to true positives. For
CNNs, configurations mainly pertain to the architec-
ture employed. Given that some architectures may
segment smaller lesions better, one option is to regress
the architecture employed for a brain, on an estimate
of the global lesion label count in the brain.
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5 DISCUSSION

Direct counting models might be useful in clinical
settings. Some potential examples are but not lim-
ited to: monitoring and locating lesions. They can
also aid segmentation by selecting configurations of
segmentation algorithms based on global lesion size,
from raw data, and reducing the required segmenta-
tion area through lesion detection. Further develop-
ments need to be made to predict patch counts, includ-
ing: improving accuracy in the predictions of non-
zero counts, accounting for highly imbalanced zero
counts, developing sampling-based algorithms for le-
sion location detection, and providing aggregate patch
measures to predict global lesion count. This will in-
crease the effectiveness and broaden the applications
of direct counting models.
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Chapter 6

Statistical inference of the

inter-sample Dice distribution for

discriminative CNN brain lesion

segmentation models

6.1 Introduction

Discriminative CNNs, such as those constructed by [64, 59, 94], have consistently

ranked on the top of the leaderboard in many brain lesion segmentation challenges

[77, 119, 22]. Commonly, they are formulated by assuming a voxel-wise multinoulli

distribution, conditional on the MRI intensities of neighboring voxels where the pa-

rameters are obtained and estimated with a CNN. For the case of 2 labels, if xj

denotes the 3D MRI intensities used in the prediction of voxel j over a discrete do-

main Ω ⊂ R3, Yj represents the random label at voxel j, and Θ are the parameters

of a CNN architecture, then the model is formulated as
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Yj|xj ∼ Bernoulli(πj = CNN(Θ, xj)). (6.1.1)

At prediction time, the translational invariance property of the CNN allows for a fast

way to estimate all the voxel-wise conditional distributions, without having to sepa-

rately feed their respective covariates. When a model is fully trained, the parameters

in (6.1.1) are replaced with an estimate: Θ̂. In this way, discriminative CNNs are

capable of sampling segmentations by sampling the associated label at each voxel,

conditionally independent of each other. Despite this source of variability, a decision

rule of selecting the label with the highest probability is often applied rendering the

segmentation deterministic.

Measuring the performance variation of trained discriminative CNNs in brain

lesion segmentation on a patient by patient basis can help clinical practitioners instill

a degree of confidence in the use of automated segmentation methods. One metric

of model performance is the Dice coefficient [46, 106], which measures the similarity

between two 3D voxel-wise labelled images: S1 and S2. The Dice coefficient is a real

number in [0, 1] given by

Dice(S1, S2) =
2TP

2TP + FN + FP
, (6.1.2)

where a value of 0 indicates no overlap and a value of 1 indicates perfect similarity.

TP, FP and FN refer to the number of true positive, false positive, and false negative

voxels in the medical image respectively. Formulating this incentive mathematically,

if D denotes the Dice coefficient random variable which incorporates randomness

across patients, and across model segmentations, and Xp collects all the covariates in

(6.1.1) accross all voxels in the image for patient p to from a high dimensional vector,

then the interest lies in measuring

V ar(D|Xp, Θ̂). (6.1.3)
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Here the Dice random variable is theoretically measured on the true segmentation,

which is never known, and the random segmentations produced by a trained discrimi-

native CNN model on the particular patient. Intuitively, the observations of D can be

generated by: observing a new random patient, randomly generating a segmentation

from the trained discriminative CNN given their radiological features, and calculating

the Dice coefficient against the ground truth. In (6.1.3), the first source of variation

is eliminated by conditioning on the patient. Estimating (6.1.3) can also help suggest

the complete abandonment of an algorithm in favor of another, as some CNNs may be

better tuned to deal with specific brain lesion characterstics like small lesion volume.

Despite these advantages, some brain lesion segmentation challenges compute

variability in the Dice metric accross patient predictions [77]. Moreover, for a partic-

ular patient, only a single deterministic segmentation is produced by some decision

rule. That is, V ar(D|Θ̂) becomes the measure to be estimated, but this estimate

does not account for model variability. It is important to note this measure is un-

conditional on the patient’s radiological features, and thus inherently incorporates

additional variability. The merit of this metric is in its applicability, as not all seg-

mentation algorithm are capable of sampling segmentations. However in the case of

discriminative CNNs, by its very nature, this metric can solely be used to construct a

one size fits all confidence interval and could completely discard a model that may in

fact perform well on certain kinds of patients. Another disadvantage is that this met-

ric is obtained from the training set, and then must be generalized to arbitrary cases,

which may present significant differences. Analysis of model performance variance

on a single patient (6.1.3), conditional on their radiological features, eliminates these

extra sources of variation, and can be more useful in clinical practice by providing

specialized patient care.

One step towards this direction was taken in the BraTS 2019 challenge, which is

an extension of [22]. In particular, voxel-wise measures of segmentation uncertainty

ranging from 0 to 100 were calculated from 3D MRIs for all patients individually.
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Then, at specified thresholds, uncertain voxels were filtered out in the calculation of

the Dice coefficient. Depending on the structure of uncertainties, this method can

reward or penalize the Dice score, but this can never be confirmed in practice since

we never know the ground truth segmentation.

Segmentation sampling and consequent analysis of the inter-sample Dice distri-

bution has been undertaken for generative models, for instance, by Lê et al. [70]. In

their work, they use a Gaussian process to produce segmentation samples based on a

single expert manual segmentation of grade 4 gliomas. The mean of the inter-sample

Dice distribution and variability of the segmentations can be controlled by a single

model parameter. The samples can then be used in radiotherapy planning by deliver-

ing radiation to certain voxels and avoiding dose to uncertain voxels, where perhaps

there are more sensitive tissues.

The contribution mentions the applicability of their method in evaluating uncer-

tainty in the performance of segmentation algorithms, by repeatedly sampling seg-

mentations off the ground truth and calculating the variability against a deterministic

predicted segmentation. Though this method can be applied to arbitrary segmenta-

tion algorithms, the source of variation is not produced by the model predictions,

as in the case of discriminative CNNs. As a consequence, the method is effective

in assessing the effectiveness of a particular segmentation produced from a model,

but not the model itself. Another related work by Roy et al. [95], shows that the

inter-sample Dice coefficient correlates with Dice performance using a discriminative

CNN for the segmentation of brain scans from children with phsychiatric disorders

(CANDI-13 dataset), and suggests it as a measure for quantifying uncertainty. Figure

6.1 shows the correlation of the metrics organized by brain region.

In this proposed work, the inter-sample Dice observations are shown to be inde-

pendent and identically distributed samples from a distribution with finite variance

and mean, under certain conditions. Segmentations are sampled directly from a

discriminative CNN. The mean with a confidence interval of the inter-sample Dice
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Figure 6.1: Correlation of inter-sample Dice coefficient and Dice performance
against ground truth on the CANDI-13 dataset from Roy et al. [95].

distribution is then estimated by the central limit theorem and used in place of (6.1.3)

to decide on whether to reject or accept the CNN model on patients with ischemic

stroke. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the methods, Section

3 presents the results, and a discussion follows in Section 4.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Architecture

The CNN architecture considered is Wider2DSeg, which was originally constructed

by Kamnitsas et al. [64] and is a two dimensional variant of their 3D deepMedic

architecture. Raina et al. [90] tuned this architecture in junction with additional

symmetry covariates obtained from a reflective registration step to yield a 0.62 Dice

coefficient over a 7-fold cross validation on the ISLES 2015 SISS dataset. All the

implementation details in this work are exactly as in the Wider2DSeg implementation

of Raina et al. [90] with nonlinear symmetry covariates.
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6.2.2 Segmentation sampling

Referencing eqaution (6.1.1), suppose there are V voxels in an image. The attention

is restricted to the case of 2 voxel labels, though this analysis can extend to an

arbitrary finite number of labels. Let S ∈ RV represent the segmentation random

vector of a trained discriminative CNN model, where each element Sk = Yj, for unique

j ∈ Ω. The segmentation vector is unconditional and incorporates randomness across

patients. Although in what follows it does not matter which permutation in the

assignment of voxels to array elements is used, the assignment must be chosen and

fixed. Then, denote X as a patient’s radiological features as formulated in equation

(6.1.3) , and Θ̂ as the estimated parameters of the CNN. Segmentations can be

sampled conditional on a patient’s radiological features if conditional independence

is assumed accross voxels. In this case, the distribution is completely known by

S|X ∼ f(s;X, Θ̂) =
V∏
j=1

πj(xj, Θ̂)sj(1− πj(xj, Θ̂))1−sj . (6.2.1)

6.2.3 Inter-sample Dice distribution

Let S∗1 and S∗2 represent two iid model segmentation random vectors for a given

patient, each distributed according to (6.2.1). By independence, the joint distribution

of these samples is given by

(S∗1 , S
∗
2) ∼ f(s∗1;X, Θ̂)f(s∗2;X, Θ̂). (6.2.2)

In this way, the inter-sample Dice random variable is just a function of the random

vectors. In particular, if S∗2 is seen as the ground truth, then the Dice coefficient of

S∗1 can be computed against it, and vice-versa. Define Γ to be the inter-sample Dice

random variable. Then
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Γ = Dice(S∗1 , S
∗
2). (6.2.3)

In fact, the complete distribution of Γ can be obtained, but can be quite computation-

ally expensive as the number of voxels are often large. That is, if D(·) represents the

support of a random variable, then |DS∗1
| ≤ 2V , where the upper bound is obtained

by having 0 < πj < 1 for all voxels in the image. By independence of S∗1 and S∗2 , this

further implies that |D(S∗1 ,S
∗
2 )| ≤ 22V . Subsequently, after applying the Dice trans-

formation (6.2.3) which may at most associate a unique Dice value for each element

in D(S∗1 ,S
∗
2 ), the inequality |DΓ| ≤ 22V is obtained. Hence, computing the exact Dice

distribution may require the calculation of at most 22V probabilties, where V tends to

be in the millions. Though, since DΓ is bounded by 22V , Γ has a discrete distribution

with a finite and countable support.

In order to conduct statistical inference on E[Γ] it must also be finite, however,

this is not the case. Notice that if (S∗1 , S
∗
2) = (0, 0), Γ is undefined, and this outcome

always has a non-zero probability. In fact, this is the only way for Γ to be undefined.

To correct this, two necessary modifications are introduced: 1) ∃ πj 6= 0, for some j

and 2) The inter-sample Dice random variable is redefined as

Γ∗ = Γ|(S∗1 , S∗2) 6= (0, 0). (6.2.4)

The first condition ensures that (0, 0) can never be the only sample generated, thereby

permitting its removal and still retaining a distribution through the redefinition in

the second condition. The second condition redefines the inter-sample Dice random

variable to be conditional on all samples drawn from (6.2.2) except (0, 0). Now,

∀γ ∈ DΓ∗ , 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, where DΓ∗ 6= ∅. Then

E[(Γ∗)2] <∞. (6.2.5)
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As a consequence, sampling observations from this distribution, and estimating

its mean from a sample can be used. Independent and identically distributed pairs of

segmentations can be sampled from (6.2.2), and can generate an iid sample of inter-

sample Dice observations. To adjust for the second modification, any (0, 0) sample,

or equivalently undefined Dice score, is removed in the sampling phase. Moreover,

since the inter-sample Dice distribution has a finite mean and variance, the central

limit theorem can be applied, and associated confidence intervals can be constructed.

Computationally, this method can be undertaken by first producing the esti-

mated probability tensors. At each voxel in the probability tensor are the estimated

label probabilities obtained from the features and CNN parameter estimates. Once

this tensor is calculated, segmentations are sampled by sampling from the associated

multinoulli distribution and iterating over all voxels. Naturally, these will produce

segmentation samples that can be appropriately viewed as such since the format of

the probability tensors align with that of the actual image.

6.2.4 Decision rule

Let γ1, .., γn be an iid sample of realized inter-sample Dice coefficients for a given

patient, and construct a (1 − α)% approximate confidence interval, based on the

central limit theorem. For a specified threshold, reject the use of a discriminative

CNN model on a patient if the confidence interval is entirely below the threshold. In

this manner, the clinician can justify with (1 − α)% confidence that the true mean

of the inter-sample Dice distribution is below the given threshold, and appropriate

actions to reject the model in favor of another can be undertaken.
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6.3 Experiments and results

6.3.1 Dataset

The discriminative CNN model is trained and evaluated on the ISLES2015 (SISS)

training data, which consists of 28 patients with sub-acute ischemic stroke. The

radiological features X for a patient are 4 MR sequences: FLAIR, DWI, T1 and T1-

contrast. Each image has a total of 230× 230× 154 voxels. At each voxel, there are

only two possible labels classes: lesion or non-lesion.

6.3.2 Efficacy of decision rule

The proposed segmentation sampling based decision rule is applied to the results of

Raina et al. [90], which yielded an average Dice coefficient (predicted against ground

truth) of 0.62 over a 7-fold cross-validation from single deterministic segmentations

obtained by selecting the label with the highest probability. For each fold in the cross-

validation and for each brain in the validation fold, 30 inter-sample Dice observations

are sampled, and the central limit theorem confidence interval is computed. Table

6.1 displays the patient by patient results. The Pearson correlation between mean

ISD and Dice over the 28 patients was computed to be r = 0.81. Figure 6.2 plots

the mean ISD against Dice score for each patient, and depicts the fitted regression

line. The threshold was set to 0.85 with reference to the regression line in Figure 6.2,

and corresponds to a Dice score of 0.60. In addition, the confidence level is 95%. By

removing the rejected predictions, the average Dice coefficient increased from 0.62 to

0.74.
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Table 6.1: Case by case hypothesis testing for Wider2dSeg on ISLES2015
SISS. The inter-sample Dice confidence interval is computed using the central
limit theorem with 30 samples.

Patient No. ISD confidence Dice Rejection Status

1 0.940339 ± 0.000116 0.866798 Fail to Reject

2 0.955828 ± 0.000243 0.815299 Fail to Reject

3 0.897922 ± 0.001002 0.736231 Fail to Reject

4 0.946641 ± 0.000122 0.797607 Fail to Reject

5 0.944956 ± 0.000133 0.857821 Fail to Reject

6 0.965364 ± 0.000146 0.905630 Fail to Reject

7 0.943856 ± 0.000178 0.822416 Fail to Reject

8 0.909659 ± 0.000349 0.702697 Fail to Reject

9 0.969197 ± 0.000076 0.854602 Fail to Reject

10 0.875187 ± 0.000340 0.592438 Fail to Reject

11 0.933384 ± 0.000399 0.775896 Fail to Reject

12 0.888211 ± 0.000810 0.517170 Fail to Reject

13 0.850324 ± 0.001449 0.277828 Fail to Reject

14 0.980536 ± 0.000095 0.815283 Fail to Reject

15 0.974488 ± 0.000179 0.887611 Fail to Reject

16 0.580227 ± 0.004708 0.009584 Reject

17 0.508344 ± 0.005390 0.164190 Reject

18 0.949571 ± 0.000435 0.730066 Fail to Reject

19 0.730039 ± 0.003967 0.487031 Reject

20 0.950651 ± 0.000441 0.795393 Fail to Reject

21 0.687765 ± 0.003033 0.434674 Reject

22 0.863127 ± 0.000823 0.685439 Fail to Reject

23 0.754482 ± 0.002522 0.634320 Reject

24 0.861986 ± 0.001278 0.507946 Fail to Reject

25 0.916227 ± 0.001130 0.761670 Fail to Reject

26 0.598502 ± 0.006355 0.191637 Reject

27 0.824157 ± 0.000633 0.000156 Reject

28 0.887825 ± 0.001183 0.732581 Fail toReject
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Figure 6.2: Plot of mean ISD against Dice score with regression line: y =
1.66x− 0.82, where y is Dice score and x is mean ISD. The F-test yielded a
p-value of 1.4× 10−7.

6.4 Limitations and future work

The reason as to why ISD is highly correlated to Dice performance for discriminative

CNNs, and can be used to detect weak segmentations is not entirely clear. As a

counter-example, consider a model that always predicts P (lesion) = 0 for all but one

voxel, which instead has P (lesion) = 1. Then, the ISD would always be 1, since

the model produces exactly the same segmentation with probability 1, regardless of

the input. However, it would be unexpected to see a high Dice score for this model.

The coupling of CNN outputs and ISD for detecting uncertain segmentations requires

further investigation for a deeper understanding of its performance.

One important remark is that the Dice metric can be substituted by other metrics

such as the sensitivity, specificity, mean squared error, or precision and the preceding

analysis would also follow for these distributions, thereby permitting hypothesis test-

ing. Moreover, the computations considered in this work were over the entire brain,
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but could also be calculated on specific regions of interest (ROIs). Deciding on which

metrics to use, and applying them to more detailed brain sub-regions could improve

the decision-making potential, and is a possible area of development.

Another point to remark is that the proposed method can be used to rigorously

test competing discriminative models based on their respective inter-sample mean

Dice confidence intervals, and select the most robust one on an individualized patient

basis. Applying this unifying technique for all competing CNNs in a brain lesion

challenge may exhibit the best possible performance, without any consideration to

the ground truth. Segmentation challenges have recently begun to incorporate un-

certainty analysis, but further work is required to apply these techniques on various

types of brain lesion structures.



Chapter 7

Unsupervised invariant

information clustering applied to

MRI brain lesion segmentation

7.1 Introduction

The need for large and costly annotated datasets by supervised deep learning seg-

mentation methods affects their efficiency and applicability [63]. In such cases unsu-

pervised algorithms, which don’t use any labels, are useful. Efforts have been made

to combine deep learning with unsupervised clustering algorithms [122, 57, 30], but

often this combination leads to degenerate solutions, which is the tendency for all

data samples to be classified into a single cluster. Caron et al. [30] reasons that

solutions are typically based on penalizing the number of data samples per cluster.

Over smaller datasets, these terms can be computed easily, but are not applicable

in the training of large-scale datasets that CNNs are often applied to. In addition,

some distributions are dominated by only a few classes, which leads the CNN to

exclusively discriminate between them. To prevent this issue, many artificial pre-

64
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processing and post-training steps have been developed [122, 30, 47, 48]. Invariant

information clustering (IIC), proposed by Ji et al. [63], is an unsupervised image

segmentation method designed to deal with solution degeneracy. The basic idea is to

train on pairs of similar inputs, and maximize mutual information between the (soft)

labels assigned to the two elements of each pair. In Ji et al. [63] and in the present

work, the inputs are images and labels are assigned by a CNN. Although Ji et al.

[63] showed the efficacy of IIC on RGB images, in this section we show that applying

IIC to MR brain lesion segmentation is more challenging due to image contrast, and

suggest methods for improvement.

7.2 Method

Figure 7.1: IIC framework [63] .

As per the notation of Ji et al., let x ∈ X be image features used by a CNN
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for classification. In addition, let x′ ∈ X be the result of a transformation of the

image x that is considered to leave the content of the image intact, i.e. the content

is invariant to the transformation. For example, the transformation could be scaling,

skewing, rotation, flipping, or changing color contrast. The pair of random vectors

(x, x′) can be sampled from their joint distribution P (x, x′). The marginal distribu-

tions of x and x′ are identical (if we ignore image boundary effects), but the variables

are highly dependent, in fact x′ depends deterministically on x. In the case of 2D seg-

mentation, x is usually an image patch centered on a voxel u ∈ {1, .., H}×{1, ..,W}.
If t ∈ T ⊂ Z2 is a small 2 dimensional shift vector, then x′ can be the image patch

centered on a neighboring voxel u + t. Thus, synthetic perturbations are not the

only way of generating pairs of images in segmentation. In particular, the segmen-

tation framework provides access to the spatial relationship between patches, and

local spatial invariance can also be included. In fact, Ji et al. [63] experimented with

incorporating both synthetic and spatial transformations simultaneously. Moreover,

for a classification of C classes, let φ(x) : X → {1, .., C} represent the CNN archi-

tecture applied to image feature x. Note that the parameters of the CNN, Θ, are

hidden in the notation. Since φ(x) ∈ [0, 1]C by construction, by referencing chapter

3 it can be interpreted as the distribution of a discrete random variable Z over the

C classes, given the image features. In particular, P (Z = c|x) = φc(x). However,

in IIC we are also interested in the unconditioned random variable Z whose distri-

bution is the output of the CNN based on the random input vector x. Similarly, Z ′

is the random variable whose distribution is the output of the CNN associated with

inputs x′. By conditional independence the conditional joint distribution is given

by P (Z = c, Z ′ = c′|x, x′) = φc(x)φc(x
′). It is important to note that despite the

conditional independence, Z and Z ′ are dependent on each other when marginalizing

over the paired feature random vectors (x, x′). That is

p(z, z′) =
∫
x

∫
x′
p(z, z′, x, x′)dx′dx =

∫
x

∫
x′
p(x, x′)p(z, z′|x, x′)dx′dx.
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In practice, the joint distribution is estimated from a batch of observations {(xi, x′i)}ni=1,

which are treated as having a discrete distribution with mass 1/n at each observation.

The discrete version of the above marginalization is

p(z, z′) =
∑n

i=1 p(xi, x
′
i)p(z, z

′|xi, x′i) = 1
n

∑n
i=1 p(z, z

′|xi, x′i).

Ji et al. transforms this equation into a matrix formulation for an easier computa-

tional implementation. In particular the probability distribution of (Z,Z ′) can be

re-written as the sum of matrices Pi obtained from the outer product of the vectors

φ(x) and φ(x′):

Pi = φ(xi)φ(x′i)
T = [P (Z = c, Z ′ = c′|xi, x′i)](c,c′)∈{1..C}×{1..C}.

Thus, p(z, z′) can be reformulated as

P = [P (Z = c, Z ′ = c′)](c,c′)∈{1..C}×{1..C} = 1
n

∑n
i=1 Pi.

The matrix P is then symmetrized by replacing it with (P+P T )/2, and the marginals

Pc = P (Z = c) and P ′c = P (Z = c′) can then be obtained by summing accross rows

or columns. Then, the mutual information between Z and Z ′ is defined as

I(Z;Z ′) = I(P ) =
∑C

c=1

∑C
c′=1 Pc,c′ln(

Pc,c′

PcPc′
),

and is a non-negative [43] measure of dependence between the random variables. In

addition, the mutual information is 0 if and only if Z and Z ′ are independent [43].

The goal of IIC is to adapt the parameters of the CNN in order to maximize the

mutual information or dependency in the classification of two variants of the same

image so as to learn differences that may arise in a similarly labeled images. By

comparing an image with a transformed version of itself, the method eliminates the

need for labels. Thus, notationally, the objective can be written as

max
φ

I(φ(x), φ(x′).
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Mutual information can be expanded into the difference of two terms: I(z, z′) =

H(z)−H(z|z′). In particular, H(z) is the individual cluster assignment entropy and

H(z|z′) is the conditional cluster assignment entropy. Hence, maximizing mutual

information is equivalent to maximizing H(z) and minimizing H(z|z′) simultaneously.

However, this dual optimization presents a trade-off. H(z) is maximized when all

clusters are equally likely to be picked, while H(z|z′) is minimized when the cluster

assignments are entirely predictable from each other. This leads to the balancing of

mass equalization and prediction reinforcement for avoiding degeneracy.

7.3 Implementation details

The model was implemented using Tensorflow [10] (See Appendix for the IIC code).

Minimal pre-processing is applied by normalizing within each input channel by sub-

tracting its mean and dividing by its standard deviation. Batch normalization was

not used as proposed in [64], since it is more of a requirement for 3D architectures.

Standard momentum and a fixed momentum coefficient µ = 0.6 was used throughout

training for all architectures. As in Kamnitsas et al., the weight initialization method

of He et al. [60] is used, since deeper architectures are prone to larger signal variance.

The bias terms are initialized to zero. The Adam optimizer ran for a total of 20, 000

iterations with a learning rate of 0.0001 before it converged. Following Kamnitsas et

al., we use an image segment size of 25 for the first pathway and 57 for the second

pathway, which segments the 92 neighborhood around the central voxel per training

instance. Mini-batches are of size 10 and randomly sampled from cropped images. To

regularize the network we follow Kamnitsas et al., and set the L1 constant to 10−8, the

L2 constant to 10−6, and apply dropout at a rate of 0.5 on the last two hidden layers.

The last fully convolutional layer is treated as the single sub-head (h = 1), and there

are no sample repeats[63]. Furthermore, the shift size was set to t = 2, and k = 10

classes were assumed with the intention of segmenting the lesion, but also identifying
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CSF, gray matter, white matter, and any other undiscovered but prominent clusters.

No synthetic transformations were applied for these experiments.

7.4 Experiments and results

Figure 7.2: IIC segmentation results for selected slices from a patient. Only
three clusters were discovered: background (dark-gray), black, and brain
(light-gray).

7.4.1 Dataset

IIC was experimented on the ISLES2015 (SISS) training data. The training data

consists of FLAIR, DWI ,T1 and T1-contrast images of size 230× 230× 154, for each

of 28 patients with sub-acute ischemic stroke lesions. All images are skull-stripped

and have isotropic 1mm3 voxel resolution.

7.4.2 Results and discussion

As can be seen in Fig 7.2, IIC was mainly able to separate brain tissue from back-

ground, while also outlining a third unknown cluster. Lesions have very similar

intensities to healthy tissue, and IIC was not able to differentiate this. Image pre-

processing methods amongst different MRI modalities could help to improve contrast
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and segmentation results. For instance, Harris et al. [58] noted that CSF pixels ap-

pear brighter in T2 images, and in proton-weighted images they appear darker. Thus,

by subtracting proton-weighted images from T2 images and adding a constant to en-

sure positive pixel values, the CSF is highlighted. Similar pre-processing methods for

lesions, gray or white matter could improve IIC medical image segmentation results.

In addition, x′ was obtained only from shifts, which contains slightly different content

than x. This breaks the model of x and x′ always having the same content, which is a

conceptual issue of IIC segmentation. Moreover, including synthetic transformations

with or without shifts may lead to different results. In the future, we will investigate

adapting IIC to address the conceptual issue, while also verifying our implementation.



Appendix A

TwoPathCNN Python Code
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Mon Jan 21 13:47:09 2019

@author: Kevin Raina
"""

import nibabel as nib
import os
os.environ['TF_CPP_MIN_LOG_LEVEL']='2'
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np
from random import randint
from random import seed
from pylab import *

class process:
    
        
       
        def load_data(data_path , modality, range1,range2 ):
            """
            Parameters:
            data_path: path to the folder "Training" with brain images 
            """
            data = []
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = '0' + str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if modality in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        data.append(np_image)
            normalized1 = process.standard_normalization(data)
            return normalized1
        
        def load_header(data_path , modality, range1, range2):
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if modality in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
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                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        img_header = image.header
            return img_header
        
        def load_test_data(data_path , modality, range1,range2 ):
            """
            Parameters:
            data_path: path to the folder "Training" with brain images 
            """
            data = []
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if modality in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        data.append(np_image)
            normalized1 = process.standard_normalization(data)
            return normalized1
        
        
        def dataorganize(array,testsize,valsize,trainsize,modality,mode):
            data = []
            if mode == "Validation":
                for j in range(0,valsize):
                    data.append(process.load_data("/data/SISS2015/Training",modality, array[j],array[j])[0])
            if mode == "Test":
                for j in range(valsize,valsize+testsize):
                    data.append(process.load_test_data("/data/SISS2015/Testing",modality, array[j],array[j])
[0])
            if mode == "Training":
                for j in range(valsize + testsize, valsize + trainsize + testsize):
                    data.append(process.load_data("/data/SISS2015/Training",modality, array[j],array[j])[0])
            return(data)
        
        def labelorganize(array,testsize,valsize,trainsize,mode):
            labels = []
            if mode == "Validation":
                for k in range(0,valsize):
                    labels.append(process.load_labels("/data/SISS2015/Training",array[k],array[k])[0])
            if mode == "Test":
                for k in range(valsize,valsize + testsize):
                    labels.append(process.load_labels("/data/SISS2015/Training",array[k],array[k])[0])
            if mode == "Training":
                for k in range(valsize + testsize,valsize + testsize + trainsize):
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                    labels.append(process.load_labels("/data/SISS2015/Training",array[k],array[k])[0])
            return(labels)
            
        def load_symmdata(data_path, modality):
            """Modality is always Flair"""
            data = []
            if modality == "Flair":
                indexes = 
np.array([70614,70620,70626,70632,70638,70644,70650,70656,70662,70668,70674,70680,70686,706
92,70708,70718,
                                70730,70736,70750,70768,70774,70780,70786,70792,70798,70804,70810,70816])
            if modality == "T1":
                indexes = 
np.array([70615,70621,70627,70633,70639,70645,70651,70657,70663,70669,70675,70681,70687,706
93,70709,70725,
                                70731,70737,70753,70769,70775,70781,70787,70793,70799,70805,70811,70817])
            
            i=0    
            while len(data) < 28 and i < 28 :
                for file in os.listdir(data_path):
                    if i == 28:
                        i = 28
                    elif modality in file and str(indexes[i]) in file:
                        i=i+1
                        file_name = os.path.join(data_path,file)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        data.append(np_image)
            return(data)
        
        def load_symmdata_test(data_path, modality):
            data = []
            if modality == "T1":
                indexes = 
np.array([86843,86849,86855,86861,86867,86873,86879,86885,86891,86897,86903,86909,86915,869
21,86927,86933,
                                
86939,86945,86951,86957,86963,86969,86975,86981,86987,86993,86999,87005,92727,92740,92746,
92752,92765,
                                92928,92734,92759])
            if modality == "Flair":
                indexes = 
np.array([86842,86848,86854,86860,86866,86872,86878,86884,86890,86896,86902,86908,86914,869
20,86926,86932,
                                
86938,86944,86950,86956,86962,86968,86974,86980,86986,86992,86998,87004,92726,92739,92745,
92751,92764,
                                92927,92733,92758])            
            i=0    
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            while len(data) < 36 and i < 36 :
                for file in os.listdir(data_path):
                    if i == 36:
                        i = 36
                    elif modality in file and str(indexes[i]) in file:
                        i=i+1
                        file_name = os.path.join(data_path,file)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        data.append(np_image)
            print(data[35].shape)
            print(data[30].shape)
            print(data[20].shape)
            print(data[1].shape)
            return(data)
        
        def dataorganizesymm(array,mode,modality,linear):
            data = []
            if linear == False:
                if mode == "Training":
                    if modality == "Flair":
                        symmdata = process.load_symmdata("/home/krain033/homLR","Flair")
                    if modality == "T1":
                        symmdata = process.load_symmdata("/home//SymmCNN/homLR/T1all","T1")
                    for k in range(0,28):
                        data.append(symmdata[array[k]-1])
                if mode == "Test":
                    if modality == "Flair":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata_test("/home//SymmCNN/homLR/FlairTesting","Flair")
                    if modality == "T1":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata_test("/home//SymmCNN/homLR/T1all","T1")
                    for k in range(0,36):
                        data.append(symmdata[array[k]-1])  
            if linear == True:
                if mode == "Training":
                    if modality == "Flair":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata("/home//SymmCNN/homLR_linear/allFlair","Flair")
                    if modality == "T1":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata("/home//SymmCNN/homLR_linear/allT1","T1")
                    for k in range(0,28):
                        data.append(symmdata[array[k]-1])   
                
                if mode == "Test":
                    if modality == "Flair":
                        symmdata = 
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process.load_symmdata_test("/home//SymmCNN/homLR_linear/allFlair","Flair")
                    if modality == "T1":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata_test("/home//SymmCNN/homLR_linear/allT1","T1")
                    for k in range(0,36):
                        data.append(symmdata[array[k]-1]) 
            
            return(data)
        
        def load_labels(data_path, range1, range2):
        
            labels = []
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = '0' + str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if "OT" in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        labels.append(np_image)
        
            return labels
    
        def standard_normalization(data):
            """
            Here the input is a list of brains and the function normalize each of this brains 
            to have a mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
            """
            normalized = []
            for image in data:
                m = np.mean(image)
                image = image - m
                st_dev = np.std(image)
                image = image/st_dev
                normalized.append(image)
            return normalized    
        
        def one_hot_encode(labels, number_of_labels=2):
            """
            One hot encode a list of sample labels. Return a one-hot encoded vector for each label.
            : labels: List of sample Labels
            : return: Numpy array of one-hot encoded labels
            """
            labels = np.array(labels)
            one_hot = np.zeros((labels.size, number_of_labels), dtype = np.int)
            one_hot[np.arange(labels.size), labels] = 1 
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            return one_hot
    
        def one_hot_encode_dense(labels, number_of_labels=2):
            """
            One hot encode a list of sample labels. Return a one-hot encoded vector for each label.
            : labels: List of sample Labels
            : return: Numpy array of one-hot encoded labels
            """
            labels = np.array(labels)
            one_hot = np.zeros(labels.shape + (2,), dtype = np.int)
            one_hot[process.all_idx(labels, axis=3)] = 1
            return one_hot
        
        def all_idx(idx, axis):
            grid = np.ogrid[tuple(map(slice, idx.shape))]
            grid.insert(axis, idx)
            return tuple(grid)
        
        def 
get_samples(data_I,data_I_symm,data_F_symm,data_D_symm,data_T1_symm,data_T2_symm,data_F,
data_D,data_T1,data_T2, labels, from_brains, size , dim, pi,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction):
            """
            Parameters:
            data: list of 3D numpy arrays representing an image of the brain
            labels: list of 3D numpy array representing a voxelwise segmentation of the brain in data
            from_brains: 
            size: number of extracted patches 
            dim: patch has a shape (dim, dim)
    
            Returns: tuple, namely, (array of patches, array of labels of the central voxels in the patches).
        
            Samples are taken from the uniform distribution.
            """
            batch_data_F = []
            batch_data_D = []
            batch_data_T1 = []
            batch_data_T2 = []
            batch_data_F_symm = []
            batch_data_D_symm = []
            batch_data_T1_symm = []
            batch_data_T2_symm = []
            batch_data_I = []
            batch_data_I_symm =[]
            batch_labels = []
            
           
            while len(batch_data_F) < size:
                bernoulli = np.random.binomial(size=1,n=1,p=pi)
                bernoulli = int(bernoulli)
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                found = 0
                index = randint(0,from_brains)
                while found == 0:
                    if bernoulli == 0:
                        x = randint(int(dim/2), (data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                        y = randint(int(dim/2), (data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                        z = randint(int(dim/2), (data_F[index].shape[2] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    if  bernoulli == 1:
                        x = randint(int(dim/2), (data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                        y = randint(int(dim/2), (data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                        z = randint(0,data_F[index].shape[2])
                    if data_F[index][x][y][z] != 0 and labels[index][x][y][z] == bernoulli: 
                        found = 1
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        """
                        when you subet an array the upper dimension is + 1 above the true size
                        """
                        patch_F.reshape((dim, dim, 1))
                        batch_data_F.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        patch_D.reshape((dim, dim, 1))
                        batch_data_D.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        patch_T1.reshape((dim, dim, 1))
                        batch_data_T1.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        patch_T2.reshape((dim, dim, 1))
                        batch_data_T2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_F = data_F_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        patch_F.reshape((dim, dim, 1))
                        batch_data_F_symm.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        patch_D.reshape((dim, dim, 1))
                        batch_data_D_symm.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        patch_T1.reshape((dim, dim, 1))
                        batch_data_T1_symm.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        patch_T2.reshape((dim, dim, 1))
                        batch_data_T2_symm.append(patch_T2)
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                        patch_I = data_I[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        patch_I.reshape((dim,dim,1))
                        batch_data_I.append(patch_I)
                        patch_I_symm = data_I_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        patch_I_symm.reshape((dim,dim,1))
                        batch_data_I_symm.append(patch_I_symm)
                        
                        label = labels[index][x][y][z]
                        batch_labels.append(label)
            batch_data_F = np.array(batch_data_F)
            batch_data_D = np.array(batch_data_D)
            batch_data_T1 = np.array(batch_data_T1)
            batch_data_T2 = np.array(batch_data_T2)
            batch_data_F_symm = np.array(batch_data_F_symm)
            batch_data_D_symm = np.array(batch_data_D_symm)
            batch_data_T1_symm = np.array(batch_data_T1_symm)
            batch_data_T2_symm = np.array(batch_data_T2_symm)
            batch_labels = np.array(process.one_hot_encode(batch_labels))
            batch_data_I = np.array(batch_data_I)
            batch_data_I_symm = np.array(batch_data_I_symm)
            #batch_labels=np.array(batch_labels)
            if symmetry == True:
                if joint == True:
                    if interaction == True:
                        samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_F_symm,batch_data_
D_symm,batch_data_T1_symm,batch_data_T2_symm,batch_data_I,batch_data_I_symm])
                    if interaction == False:
                        samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_F_symm,batch_data_
D_symm,batch_data_T1_symm,batch_data_T2_symm])
                if marginal == "Flair" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_F_symm])
                if marginal == "DWI" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_D_symm])
                if marginal == "T1" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_T1_symm])
                if marginal == "T2" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_T2_symm])

            if symmetry == False:
                samples = np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2])
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            return samples, batch_labels
        
        def 
get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_I,data_I_symm,data_F_symm,data_D_symm,data_T1_symm,
data_T2_symm,data_F,data_D, data_T1,data_T2, labels, from_brains , size , dim 
,archsize,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction):
            """
            Parameters:
            data: list of 3D numpy arrays representing an image of the brain
            labels: list of 3D numpy array representing a voxelwise segmentation of the brain in data
            from_brains: 
            size: number of extracted patches 
            dim: patch has a shape (dim, dim)
    
            Returns: tuple, namely, (array of patches, array of labels of the central voxels in the patches).
        
            There are equal number of samples labeled 1 and 0.
            """
            batch_data_F = []
            batch_data_D = []
            batch_data_T1 = []
            batch_data_T2 = []
            batch_data_F_symm = []
            batch_data_D_symm = []
            batch_data_T1_symm = []
            batch_data_T2_symm = []
            batch_data_I = []
            batch_data_I_symm = []
            batch_labels = []
            while len(batch_data_F) < size/2:
                index = randint(0,from_brains)
                found = 0
                while found == 0:
                    x = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    y = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    z = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[2] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    if data_F[index][x][y][z] != 0 and labels[index][x][y][z] == 0:
                        found = 1
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        """
                        when you subet an array the upper dimension is + 1 above the true size
                        """
                        batch_data_F.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        batch_data_D.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
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                        batch_data_T1.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        batch_data_T2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_F = data_F_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_F_symm.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_D_symm.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T1_symm.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T2_symm.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_I = data_I[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_I.append(patch_I)
                        patch_I_symm = data_I_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_I_symm.append(patch_I_symm)
                        
                        
                        label = labels[index][x - int(dim/2) + int(archsize/2): x + int(dim/2) - int(archsize/2) + 
1,y - int(dim/2) + int(archsize/2): y + int(dim/2) - int(archsize/2) + 1 ,z]
                        batch_labels.append(label)
            while len(batch_data_F) < size:
                index = randint(0,from_brains)
                found = 0
                while found == 0:
                    x = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    y = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    z = randint(0, (data_F[index].shape[2]))
                    if data_F[index][x][y][z] != 0 and labels[index][x][y][z] == 1:
                        found = 1
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        """
                        when you subet an array the upper dimension is + 1 above the true size
                        """
                        batch_data_F.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        batch_data_D.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        batch_data_T1.append(patch_T1)
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                        patch_T2 = data_T2[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        batch_data_T2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_F = data_F_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_F_symm.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_D_symm.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T1_symm.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T2_symm.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_I = data_I[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_I.append(patch_I)
                        patch_I_symm = data_I_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_I_symm.append(patch_I_symm)
                        
                        label = labels[index][x - int(dim/2) + int(archsize/2): x + int(dim/2) - int(archsize/2) + 
1,y - int(dim/2) + int(archsize/2): y + int(dim/2) - int(archsize/2) + 1 ,z]
                        batch_labels.append(label)
            batch_data_F = np.array(batch_data_F)
            batch_data_D = np.array(batch_data_D)
            batch_data_T1 = np.array(batch_data_T1)
            batch_data_T2 = np.array(batch_data_T2)
            batch_data_F_symm = np.array(batch_data_F_symm)
            batch_data_D_symm = np.array(batch_data_D_symm)
            batch_data_T1_symm = np.array(batch_data_T1_symm)
            batch_data_T2_symm = np.array(batch_data_T2_symm)
            batch_data_I = np.array(batch_data_I)
            batch_data_I_symm = np.array(batch_data_I_symm)

           
            # batch_labels = np.array(process.one_hot_encode(batch_labels))
            # batch_labels = np.array(batch_labels)
            
            batch_labels = np.array(process.one_hot_encode_dense(batch_labels))
           
            #   randomize = np.arange(size)
            #   np.random.shuffle(randomize)
            if symmetry == True:
                if joint == True:
                    if interaction == True:
                        samples = 
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np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_F_symm,batch_data_
D_symm,batch_data_T1_symm,batch_data_T2_symm,batch_data_I,batch_data_I_symm])
                    if interaction == False:
                        samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_F_symm,batch_data_
D_symm,batch_data_T1_symm,batch_data_T2_symm])
                if marginal == "Flair" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_F_symm])
                if marginal == "DWI" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_D_symm])
                if marginal == "T1" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_T1_symm])
                if marginal == "T2" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_T2_symm])

            if symmetry == False:
                samples = np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2])

            return samples,batch_labels
        
        def create_new_conv_layer(input_data, num_input_channels, num_filters, filter_shape, 
pool_shape, K, name, patch_size, addpool, keep_prob):
            # setup the filter input shape for tf.nn.conv_2d
            conv_filt_shape = [filter_shape[0], filter_shape[1], num_input_channels,num_filters]

            # initialise weights and bias for the filter
            weights = tf.Variable(tf.random_uniform(conv_filt_shape, minval = -0.005,maxval = 0.005, 
seed = 1967),name=name+'_W')
            bias = tf.Variable(tf.zeros([num_filters],name = name + '_b'))
            #bias = tf.Variable(tf.truncated_normal([num_filters],seed = 1953), name=name+'_b')
            
            # setup the convolutional layer operation
            if addpool == False:
                out_layer = tf.nn.conv2d(input_data, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')

                # add the bias
                out_layer += bias

                # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                out_layer = tf.nn.relu(out_layer)
                out_layer = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1992)
                return out_layer
            if addpool == True:
                out_layer = tf.nn.conv2d(input_data, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')
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                # add the bias
                out_layer += bias
                    
                # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                out_layer = tf.nn.relu(out_layer)                # now perform max pooling
                ksize = [1, pool_shape[0], pool_shape[1], 1]
                strides = [1, 1, 1, 1]
                out_layer = tf.nn.max_pool(out_layer, ksize=ksize, strides=strides, padding = 'VALID')
                out_layer = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1995)
                return out_layer
            
        def maxout(x,num_filters,patch_size,K):
            
            a1,a2,a3,a4 = x.get_shape().as_list()
            N = a1
            if N == None:
                print("Goodfellow initialization")
                
                
            else:
                for n in range(1,N + 1):
                    for l in range(1,patch_size + 1):
                        for w in range(1,patch_size + 1):
                            for s in range(1,num_filters - K + 2):
                                n1,n2,n3 = tf.split(x,[n-1,1,N-(n-1)-1],0)
                                l1,l2,l3 = tf.split(n2,[l-1,1,patch_size-(l-1)-1],1)
                                w1,w2,w3 = tf.split(l2,[w-1,1,patch_size-(w-1)-1],2)
                                p1,p2,p3 = tf.split(w2,[s-1,1,num_filters-(s-1)-1],3)
                                s1,s2,s3 = tf.split(w2,[s-1,K,num_filters-(s-1)-K],3)
                                d = tf.reduce_max(s2,3,keep_dims = True)
                                r = tf.concat([p1,d,p3],3)
                                t = tf.concat([w1,r,w3],2)
                                m = tf.concat([l1,t,l3],1)
                                g = tf.concat([n1,m,n3],0)
                                x = g
            return(x)    
        
        def 
crossval(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,barray,nval,ntrain,ntest,j,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,la
mbda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondphase,tsize,
pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction):    
            """
            for jval in range(1,j+1):
                print("Sample:",j)
                array = process.randomvaltrain(choicearray = barray , nbrains=28, testsize = 0, valsize = 3)    
                print("Array Setup:",array)
            """
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
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            print("Fold 1",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondph
ase,tsize,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
            
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([17,19,22,21,15,20,14,8,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 2",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondph
ase,tsize,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
            
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([25,5,13,26,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 3",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondph
ase,tsize,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([12,3,11,27,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            
            print("Fold 4",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondph
ase,tsize,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([1,28,7,10,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 5",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondph
ase,tsize,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([23,6,16,24,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 6",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondph
ase,tsize,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([18,9,2,4,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24])
            print("Fold 7",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondph
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ase,tsize,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
            """
            for jval in range(17,29):
                seed(13031953)
                print("Case",jval)
                componentarr = np.arange(1,29)
                componentarr[0] = jval
                componentarr[jval-1] = 1
                print("Array:",componentarr,"Left-out Case:",componentarr[0])
                
process.mainrandom(componentarr,nval,ntrain,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpo
int,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondphase,tsize,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,
joint,marginal,interaction)
            """
        
        
        
        def 
test(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,barray,nval,ntrain,ntest,j,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda
1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondphase,tsize,pi,dro
p1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction):    
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.arange(1,29)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondph
ase,tsize,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
            
        
        
        """Kevin Raina"""
        def 
mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,l
ambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondphase,tsize
,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction):
            for v in range(1,2):
                print("Validation: Fold #",v)
                
                if nval != 0:
                    data_F_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Flair","Training")
                    data_D_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"DWI","Training")
                    data_T1_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T1","Training")
                    data_T2_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T2","Training")
                    labels_T = process.labelorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                
                    data_F_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Flair","Validation")
                    data_D_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"DWI","Validation")
                    data_T1_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T1","Validation")
                    data_T2_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T2","Validation")
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                    labels_V = process.labelorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                    for w in range(0,4):
                        print(data_F_V[w].shape)
                if nval ==0:
                    data_F_T = process.dataorganize(array,0,nval,ntrain,"Flair","Training")
                    data_D_T = process.dataorganize(array,0,nval,ntrain,"DWI","Training")
                    data_T1_T = process.dataorganize(array,0,nval,ntrain,"T1","Training")
                    data_T2_T = process.dataorganize(array,0,nval,ntrain,"T2","Training")
                    labels_T = process.labelorganize(array,0,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                    array2 = np.arange(1,37)
                    data_F_V = process.dataorganize(array2,ntest,nval,0,"Flair","Test")
                    data_D_V = process.dataorganize(array2,ntest,nval,0,"DWI","Test")
                    data_T1_V = process.dataorganize(array2,ntest,nval,0,"T1","Test")
                    data_T2_V = process.dataorganize(array2,ntest,nval,0,"T2","Test")
                    for w in range(0,4):
                        print(data_F_V[w].shape)
                        
                    
                
                
                if symmetry == True:
                    print("Loading symmetric data...")
                    if nval !=0:
                        if linear == False:
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmData = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","Flair",linear)
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmData = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","T1",linear)
                        if linear == True:
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmData = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","Flair",linear)
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmData = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","T1",linear)
                            
                            for w in range(0,4):
                                print(SymmData[w].shape)
                    if nval == 0:
                        if linear == False:
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmDataTrain = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","T1",linear)
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmDataTrain = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","Flair",linear)
                            if symmtestingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmDataTest = process.dataorganizesymm(array2,"Test","T1",linear)
                            if symmtestingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmDataTest = process.dataorganizesymm(array2,"Test","Flair",linear)
                        if linear == True:
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmDataTrain = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","Flair",linear)
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                            if symmtestingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmDataTest = process.dataorganizesymm(array2,"Test","Flair",linear)
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmDataTrain = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","T1",linear)
                            if symmtestingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmDataTest = process.dataorganizesymm(array2,"Test","T1",linear)
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    print("Done Loading")      
                    if joint == True:
                        print("Building Symmetric Features...")
                        if nval != 0:
                            data_F_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                            data_D_V_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_D_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                            data_T1_V_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T1_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                            data_T2_V_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T2_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")

                            data_F_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_D_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_T1_T_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T1_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_T2_T_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T2_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                        
                        if nval == 0:
                            data_F_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_V,SymmDataTest,0,ntest,"Training")
                            data_D_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_V,SymmDataTest,0,ntest,"Training")
                            data_T1_V_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T1_V,SymmDataTest,0,ntest,"Training")
                            data_T2_V_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T2_V,SymmDataTest,0,ntest,"Training")

                            data_F_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_T,SymmDataTrain,0,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_D_T_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_D_T,SymmDataTrain,0,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_T1_T_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T1_T,SymmDataTrain,0,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_T2_T_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T2_T,SymmDataTrain,0,ntrain,"Training")
                        
                        mods=8
                        if interaction == True:
                            print("Building Interaction Features...")
                            data_I_T = 
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process.buildInteractions(data_F_T,data_D_T,data_T1_T,data_T2_T,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_I_T_symm = 
process.buildInteractions(data_F_T_symm,data_D_T_symm,data_T1_T_symm,data_T2_T_symm,nval
,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_I_V = 
process.buildInteractions(data_F_V,data_D_V,data_T1_V,data_T2_V,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                            data_I_V_symm = 
process.buildInteractions(data_F_V_symm,data_D_V_symm,data_T1_V_symm,data_T2_V_symm,nv
al,ntrain,"Validation")
                            mods = 10
                    if marginal == "Flair" and joint == False:
                        data_F_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                        data_F_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                        mods = 5
                    if marginal == "DWI" and joint == False:
                        data_D_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                        data_D_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                        mods = 5
                    if marginal == "T1" and joint == False:
                        data_T1_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T1_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                        data_T1_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T1_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                        mods = 5
                    if marginal == "T2" and joint == False:
                        data_T2_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T2_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                        data_T2_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T2_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                        mods = 5
                if symmetry == False:
                    mods = 4
        

                """
                data_D_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                data_T1_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T1_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                data_T2_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T2_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                
                data_D_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                data_T1_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T1_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                data_T2_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T2_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                """
                
                
              
                tf.reset_default_graph()
                
                x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)
                y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)
                probl1 = tf.placeholder_with_default(1.0,shape=())
                probl2 = tf.placeholder_with_default(1.0,shape=())
                probl3 = tf.placeholder_with_default(1.0,shape=())
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                probl4 = tf.placeholder_with_default(1.0,shape=())
                """patch-6,patch-11,patch-12,1,[patch-12,patch-12], 24,21,21,1,[21,21]"""
                """4,64,7,4,64,64,3,2,4,160,13,13,1,224,2,1,1 """
                layer1 = process.create_new_conv_layer(x,mods,64,[7,7],[4,4],2,'layer1',patch-6,True,probl1)
                layer2 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer1,64,64,[3,3],[2,2],2,'layer2',patch-
11,True,probl2)
                layer3 = process.create_new_conv_layer(x,mods,160,[13,13],[1,1],2,'layer3',patch-
12,False,probl3)
                conc = tf.concat([layer3, layer2], axis = 3)
                layer4 = process.create_new_conv_layer(conc,224,2,[patch-12,patch-12],
[1,1],2,'layer4',1,False,probl4)
                logits = tf.squeeze(layer4)
                """layer 4: 1 by 198 by 198 by 2, logits: 198 by 198 by 2"""
                y_ = tf.nn.softmax(logits) 
                """ 154 by 230 by 230 by 2 m,idx,count = tf.unique_with_counts(tf.argmax(y,3))"""
                iteration = int(len(tf.trainable_variables())/8)
               
                reg1 = tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[iteration*8-2])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[iteration*8-4]))+ 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[iteration*8-6]))
+tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[iteration*8-8]))
                reg2 = tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[iteration*8-2]) + 
tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[iteration*8-4])+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[iteration*8-
6])+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[iteration*8-8])
                cross_entropy= tf.reduce_mean(tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(logits = 
logits,labels = y))
                loss = cross_entropy + lambda1*reg1 + lambda2*reg2
                global_step = tf.Variable(0,trainable = False)
                
                """
                optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(learning_rate=g1).minimize(loss)
                

                """
                learningprime = tf.train.piecewise_constant(global_step, boundaries = 
[20000,30000,40000,50000,60000,70000,80000,90000,100000],values = [g1,0.1*g1,(0.1**2)*g1,
(0.1**3)*g1, g2,(0.1)*g2,(0.1**2)*g2,(0.1**3)*g2,(0.1**4)*g2,(0.1**5)*g2])
                """
                learningprime = tf.train.exponential_decay(learning_rate = g1,global_step = 
global_step,decay_steps = dsize,decay_rate = d)
                """
                optimizer = tf.train.MomentumOptimizer(learningprime,mu).minimize(loss, global_step = 
global_step)
                
                optimizer2 = tf.train.MomentumOptimizer(learningprime,mu).minimize(loss, var_list = 
tf.trainable_variables()[iteration*8-2:], global_step=global_step)
                
                gradients = tf.gradients(loss, tf.trainable_variables())
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                paddedy_ = tf.pad(tf.argmax(y_,3),paddings = tf.constant([[0,0],[int(patch/2),int(patch/2)],
[int(patch/2),int(patch/2)]]),mode = "CONSTANT")
                tp = tf.metrics.true_positives(y,paddedy_,weights=None)[1]
                fp = tf.metrics.false_positives(y,paddedy_,weights=None)[1]
                fn = tf.metrics.false_negatives(y,paddedy_,weights=None)[1]
                
               

                init_op = tf.global_variables_initializer()
                init_l = tf.local_variables_initializer()
                with tf.Session() as sess:
                    sess.run(init_op)
                    sess.run(init_l)
                    print("Training")
                    total_batch = int(n)
                    """
                    switch = 0
                    """
                    for epoch in range(epochs):
                        avg_cost = 0
                        for i in range(1,total_batch + 1):
                            
                            if (i/checkpoint).is_integer() and i > burnin1:
                                print("Overfit Checkpoint:",i/checkpoint)
                                print("Testing on Training Set:")
                                
                                if nval == 0:
                                    for m in range(1,ntest+1):
                                        print("Validation Brain (not actual index)",m)
                                        for s in range(0,2):
                                            if symmetry ==True:
                                                if joint == True:
                                                    if interaction == True:
                                                        data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_F_V_symm[m-1],data_D_V_symm[m-1],data_T1_V_symm[m-
1],data_T2_V_symm[m-1],data_I_V[m-1],data_I_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                    if interaction == False:
                                                        data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_F_V_symm[m-1],data_D_V_symm[m-1],data_T1_V_symm[m-
1],data_T2_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "Flair":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_F_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "DWI":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_D_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "T1":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
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1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_T1_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "T2":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_T2_V_symm[m-1]])
                                            if symmetry == False:
                                                data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1]])
                                            data_V_prime1 = np.transpose(data_V,(3,1,2,0))
                                            dat1 = data_V_prime1[77*s:77*s + 77,:,:,:]
                                            
                                            if s==0:
                                                pred1 = sess.run(paddedy_, feed_dict = {x:dat1})
                                                pred1 = np.asarray(pred1)
                                                pred1 = np.transpose(pred1,(1,2,0))
                                            if s==1:
                                                pred2 = sess.run(paddedy_, feed_dict = {x:dat1})
                                                pred2 = np.asarray(pred2)
                                                pred2 = np.transpose(pred2,(1,2,0))
                                                predf = np.concatenate((pred1,pred2),axis=2)
                                                img_header = process.load_header("/data/SISS2015/Testing","Flair", 
array2[m-1],array2[m-1])

                                                predf1 = nib.Nifti1Image(predf,np.eye(4),img_header)
                                                if symmetry == False:
                                                    nib.save(predf1,'VSD.BL_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                if symmetry == True:
                                                    if linear == False:
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.NLS_T1_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.NLS_Flair_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                    if linear == True:
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.LS_T1_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.LS_Flair_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                if nval != 0:
                                    for m in range(1,nval+1):
                                        print("Validation Brain (not actual index)",m)
                                        for s in range(0,2):
                                            labels_Temp1 = labels_V[m-1]
                                            labels_Temp_Prime1 = np.transpose(labels_Temp1,(2,0,1))
                                            lab1 = labels_Temp_Prime1[77*s:77*s + 77,:,:]
                                            if symmetry ==True:
                                                if joint == True:
                                                    if interaction == True:
                                                        data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_F_V_symm[m-1],data_D_V_symm[m-1],data_T1_V_symm[m-
1],data_T2_V_symm[m-1],data_I_V[m-1],data_I_V_symm[m-1]])
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                                                    if interaction == False:
                                                        data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_F_V_symm[m-1],data_D_V_symm[m-1],data_T1_V_symm[m-
1],data_T2_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "Flair":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_F_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "DWI":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_D_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "T1":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_T1_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "T2":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_T2_V_symm[m-1]])
                                            if symmetry == False:
                                                data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1]])

                                            data_V_prime1 = np.transpose(data_V,(3,1,2,0))
                                            dat1 = data_V_prime1[77*s:77*s + 77,:,:,:]
                                        
                                        
                                            if s==0:
                                                pred1 = sess.run(paddedy_, feed_dict = {x:dat1,y:lab1})
                                                pred1 = np.asarray(pred1)
                                                pred1 = np.transpose(pred1,(1,2,0))
                                            if s==1:
                                                pred2 = sess.run(paddedy_, feed_dict = {x:dat1,y:lab1})
                                                pred2 = np.asarray(pred2)
                                                pred2 = np.transpose(pred2,(1,2,0))
                                                predf = np.concatenate((pred1,pred2),axis=2)
                                                predf1 = nib.Nifti1Image(predf,np.eye(4))
                                            
                                                if symmetry == False:
                                                    nib.save(predf1,'VSD.BL_TRN_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                if symmetry == True:
                                                    if linear == False:
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.NLS_TRN_T1'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.NLS_TRN_Flair'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                    if linear == True:
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.LS_TRN_T1'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.LS_TRN_Flair'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                            trup1 = sess.run(tp, feed_dict = {x:dat1,y:lab1})
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                                            trup1 = np.asarray(trup1)
                                            falp1 = sess.run(fp, feed_dict = {x:dat1,y:lab1})
                                            falp1 = np.asarray(falp1)
                                            faln1 = sess.run(fn, feed_dict = {x:dat1,y:lab1})
                                            faln1 = np.asarray(faln1)
                                            np.save(file = "tp" + str(m) + str(s+1) + ".npy", arr = trup1)
                                            np.save(file = "fp" + str(m) + str(s+1) + ".npy", arr = falp1)
                                            np.save(file = "fn" + str(m) + str(s+1) + ".npy", arr = faln1)
                                            sess.run(init_l)
                                        print(process.dice(m))
                            
                            if i <= secondphase:
                                if symmetry == True:
                                    if joint == True:
                                        if interaction == True:
                                            train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_I_T,data_I_T_symm,data_F_T_symm,data_D_T_sym
m,data_T1_T_symm,data_T2_T_symm,data_F_T,data_D_T, data_T1_T, 
data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                        if interaction == False:
                                            train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T_symm,data_D_T_symm,dat
a_T1_T_symm,data_T2_T_symm,data_F_T,data_D_T, data_T1_T, 
data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                    if joint == False and marginal == "Flair":
                                        train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T_symm,data_F_T,data_F_T,d
ata_F_T,data_F_T,data_D_T, data_T1_T, 
data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                    if joint == False and marginal == "DWI":
                                        train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_D_T_symm,data_F_T,d
ata_F_T,data_F_T,data_D_T, data_T1_T, 
data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                    if joint == False and marginal == "T1":
                                        train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_T1_T_symm,
data_F_T,data_F_T,data_D_T, data_T1_T, 
data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                    if joint == False and marginal == "T2":
                                        train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_T2_
T_symm,data_F_T,data_D_T, data_T1_T, 
data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                if symmetry == False:
                                    train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T
,data_F_T,data_D_T, data_T1_T, 
data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
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                                train_array = train_samples[0]
                                train_array = np.transpose(train_array,(1,2,3,0))
                                arrlab = train_samples[1]
                                dict = {x : train_array ,y : arrlab, probl1 : drop1 ,probl2 : drop2,probl3 : 
drop3,probl4 : drop4}
                                temploss = sess.run(loss, feed_dict = dict)
                                _,c = sess.run([optimizer,loss],feed_dict=dict)
                                avg_cost += temploss/costcheckpt
                               
                                if i < costinit or (i/costcheckpt).is_integer():
                                     print(i,avg_cost)
                                     if (i/costcheckpt).is_integer():
                                         avg_cost = 0
                                carr = np.array([c])
                                if np.isnan(carr) == True:
                                    print ("Cost is Infinite")
                            
                            if i > secondphase:
                                if i == secondphase + 1:
                                    avg_cost = 0
                                if symmetry == True:
                                    if joint == True:
                                        if interaction == True:
                                            train_samples = 
process.get_samples(data_I_T,data_I_T_symm,data_F_T_symm,data_D_T_symm,data_T1_T_symm,d
ata_T2_T_symm,data_F_T,data_D_T,data_T1_T, 
data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,patch,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                        if interaction == False:
                                            train_samples = 
process.get_samples(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T_symm,data_D_T_symm,data_T1_T_symm,data_T
2_T_symm,data_F_T,data_D_T,data_T1_T, 
data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,patch,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                    if joint == False and marginal == "Flair":
                                        train_samples = 
process.get_samples(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T_symm,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data
_D_T,data_T1_T, data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,patch,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                    if joint == False and marginal == "DWI":
                                        train_samples = 
process.get_samples(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_D_T_symm,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data
_D_T,data_T1_T, data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,patch,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                    if joint == False and marginal == "T1":
                                        train_samples = 
process.get_samples(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_T1_T_symm,data_F_T,data_F_T,dat
a_D_T,data_T1_T, data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,patch,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                    if joint == False and marginal == "T2":
                                        train_samples = 
process.get_samples(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_T2_T_symm,data_F_T,dat
a_D_T,data_T1_T, data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,patch,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                if symmetry == False:
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                                    train_samples = 
process.get_samples(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_D_T,d
ata_T1_T, data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,patch,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal,interaction)
                                train_array = train_samples[0]
                                train_array = np.transpose(train_array,(1,2,3,0))
                                arrlab = train_samples[1]
                                dict = {x : train_array ,y : arrlab}
                                temploss = sess.run(loss, feed_dict = dict)
                                _,c = sess.run([optimizer2,loss],feed_dict=dict)
                                avg_cost += temploss/costcheckpt
                                if i < secondphase + costinit or (i/costcheckpt).is_integer():
                                     print(i,avg_cost)
                                     if (i/costcheckpt).is_integer():
                                         avg_cost = 0
                                carr = np.array([c])
                                if np.isnan(carr) == True:
                                    print ("Cost is Infinite")
                            
                            
                    sess.close()
        
        
        def buildsymm(data_M_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,mode):
            data = []
            if mode == "Validation":
                a = 0
                b = nval
            if mode == "Training":
                a = nval
                b = ntrain + nval
            for n in range(a,b):
                print("Loading Checkpoint (%):",100*(n+1)/b)
                data.append(np.zeros((data_M_V[n-a].shape[0],data_M_V[n-a].shape[1],data_M_V[n-
a].shape[2])))
                for i in range(0,data_M_V[n-a].shape[0]):
                    for j in range(0,data_M_V[n-a].shape[1]):
                        for k in range(0,data_M_V[n-a].shape[2]):
                            xsymm = int(min(data_M_V[n-a].shape[0]-1,max(0,round(SymmData[n][i,j,k,0,0]))))
                            ysymm = int(min(data_M_V[n-a].shape[1]-1,max(0,round(SymmData[n][i,j,k,0,1]))))
                            zsymm = int(min(data_M_V[n-a].shape[2]-1,max(0,round(SymmData[n][i,j,k,0,2]))))
                            data[n-a][i,j,k] = data_M_V[n-a][i,j,k] - data_M_V[n-a][xsymm,ysymm,zsymm]
                            

            return(data)
    
        def buildInteractions(data_M1,data_M2,data_M3, data_M4,nval,ntrain,mode):
            data = []
            if mode == "Validation":
                a = 0
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                b = nval
            if mode == "Training":
                a = nval
                b = ntrain + nval
            for n in range(a,b):
                print("Loading Checkpoint (%):",100*(n+1)/b)
                data.append(np.zeros((data_M1[n-a].shape[0],data_M1[n-a].shape[1],data_M1[n-
a].shape[2])))
                for i in range(0,data_M1[n-a].shape[0]):
                    for j in range(0,data_M1[n-a].shape[1]):
                        for k in range(0,data_M1[n-a].shape[2]):
                            data[n-a][i,j,k] = (data_M1[n-a][i,j,k]+data_M2[n-a][i,j,k]+data_M3[n-a][i,j,k]
+data_M4[n-a][i,j,k])/4
            return(data)
            
            
                        
        def dice (m):
            tp1 = np.load("tp" + str(m) + str(1) + ".npy")
            tp2 = np.load("tp" + str(m) + str(2) + ".npy")
            fn1 = np.load("fn" + str(m) + str(1) + ".npy")
            fn2 = np.load("fn" + str(m) + str(2) + ".npy")
            fp1 = np.load("fp" + str(m) + str(1) + ".npy")
            fp2 = np.load("fp" + str(m) + str(2) + ".npy")
            tp = int(tp1) + int(tp2)
            fn = int(fn1) + int(fn2)
            fp = int(fp1) + int(fp2)
            print("True Positive Rate:", tp/(tp+fn))
            print("TP:",tp)
            print("FN:",fn)
            print("FP:",fp)
            if int(fn1) == 0 and int(fn2) == 0 and int(fp1) ==0 and int(fp2) == 0:
                dice = "Division by Zero in Dice Coefficient"
            else:
                dice = 2*(int(tp1) + int(tp2))/(2*(int(tp1) + int(tp2)) + int(fn1) + int(fn2) + int(fp1) + 
int(fp2))    
            return(dice)
            

process.crossval(linear = False,symmtrainingmodality = "Flair",symmtestingmodality ="Flair" 
,barray=np.array([1]), j = 15, nval = 4,
                 ntrain = 24,ntest = 0,mu = 0.6, d = 0.1, g1 = 0.001, g2= 0.001, b = 10, n = 90050, lambda1 = 
0.000001, 
                 lambda2 = 0.0001, epochs = 1, patch = 33, checkpoint = 10000, dsize = 50000, costcheckpt 
= 1000, costinit = 100, 
                 burnin1 = 85000, burnin2 = 100, secondphase = 50000, tsize = 33,pi=0.02,drop1=1,drop2 
=0.5,drop3 =1,drop4=1,
                 symmetry = False, joint = True, marginal = "T2",interaction = False)
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"""
process.mainrandom(array = 
np.array([15,20,14,8,22,18,2,4,1,3,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13,16,17,19,21,23,24,25,26,27,28]), nval = 8,
                   ntrain = 20,mu = 0.6, d = 0.1, g1 = 0.001, g2= 0.1, b = 10, n = 13, 
                 lambda1 = 0.000001, lambda2 = 0.0001, epochs = 1, patch = 33, checkpoint = 10, dsize = 
50000, 
                 costcheckpt = 1000, costinit = 100, burnin1 = 3, burnin2 = 100, secondphase = 5, tsize = 
33,pi=0.02,drop1=1,
                 drop2 =0.5,drop3 =1,drop4=1, symmetry = False, joint = True, marginal = "T2",interaction =
False)
"""
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Wider2DSeg Python Code
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Mon Jan 21 13:47:09 2019

@author:  Kevin Raina
"""
import scipy
import cv2
import nibabel as nib
import os
import math as mat
os.environ['TF_CPP_MIN_LOG_LEVEL']='2'
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np
from random import randint
from random import seed
from pylab import *

class process:
    
        
       
        def load_data(data_path , modality, range1,range2 ):
            """
            Parameters:
            data_path: path to the folder "Training" with brain images 
            """
            data = []
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = '0' + str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if modality in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        data.append(np_image)
            normalized1 = process.standard_normalization(data)
            return normalized1
        
        def load_test_data(data_path , modality, range1,range2 ):
            """
            Parameters:
            data_path: path to the folder "Training" with brain images 
            """
            data = []
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
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                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if modality in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        data.append(np_image)
            normalized1 = process.standard_normalization(data)
            return normalized1
        
        def load_header(data_path , modality, range1, range2):
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if modality in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        img_header = image.header
            return img_header
        
        def dataorganize(array,testsize,valsize,trainsize,modality,mode):
            data = []
            if mode == "Validation":
                for j in range(0,valsize):
                    data.append(process.load_data("/data/SISS2015/Training",modality, array[j],array[j])[0])
            if mode == "Test":
                for j in range(valsize,valsize+testsize):
                    data.append(process.load_data("/data/SISS2015/Training",modality, array[j],array[j])[0])
            if mode == "Training":
                for j in range(valsize + testsize, valsize + trainsize + testsize):
                    data.append(process.load_data("/data/SISS2015/Training",modality, array[j],array[j])[0])
            return(data)
        
        def labelorganize(array,testsize,valsize,trainsize,mode):
            labels = []
            if mode == "Validation":
                for k in range(0,valsize):
                    labels.append(process.load_labels("/data/SISS2015/Training",array[k],array[k])[0])
            if mode == "Test":
                for k in range(valsize,valsize + testsize):
                    labels.append(process.load_labels("/data/SISS2015/Training",array[k],array[k])[0])
            if mode == "Training":
                for k in range(valsize + testsize,valsize + testsize + trainsize):
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                    labels.append(process.load_labels("/data/SISS2015/Training",array[k],array[k])[0])
            return(labels)
            
        def load_symmdata(data_path, modality):
            """Modality is always Flair"""
            data = []
            if modality == "Flair":
                indexes = 
np.array([70614,70620,70626,70632,70638,70644,70650,70656,70662,70668,70674,70680,70686,706
92,70708,70718,
                                70730,70736,70750,70768,70774,70780,70786,70792,70798,70804,70810,70816])
            if modality == "T1":
                indexes = 
np.array([70615,70621,70627,70633,70639,70645,70651,70657,70663,70669,70675,70681,70687,706
93,70709,70725,
                                70731,70737,70753,70769,70775,70781,70787,70793,70799,70805,70811,70817])
            
            i=0    
            while len(data) < 28 and i < 28 :
                for file in os.listdir(data_path):
                    if i == 28:
                        i = 28
                    elif modality in file and str(indexes[i]) in file:
                        i=i+1
                        file_name = os.path.join(data_path,file)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        data.append(np_image)
            return(data)
            
        def load_symmdata_test(data_path, modality):
            data = []
            if modality == "T1":
                indexes = 
np.array([86843,86849,86855,86861,86867,86873,86879,86885,86891,86897,86903,86909,86915,869
21,86927,86933,
                                
86939,86945,86951,86957,86963,86969,86975,86981,86987,86993,86999,87005,92727,92740,92746,
92752,92765,
                                92928,92734,92759])
            if modality == "Flair":
                indexes = 
np.array([86842,86848,86854,86860,86866,86872,86878,86884,86890,86896,86902,86908,86914,869
20,86926,86932,
                                
86938,86944,86950,86956,86962,86968,86974,86980,86986,86992,86998,87004,92726,92739,92745,
92751,92764,
                                92927,92733,92758])            
            i=0    
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            while len(data) < 36 and i < 36 :
                for file in os.listdir(data_path):
                    if i == 36:
                        i = 36
                    elif modality in file and str(indexes[i]) in file:
                        i=i+1
                        file_name = os.path.join(data_path,file)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        data.append(np_image)
            print(data[35].shape)
            print(data[30].shape)
            print(data[20].shape)
            print(data[1].shape)
            return(data)
        
        def dataorganizesymm(array,mode,modality,linear):
            data = []
            if linear == False:
                if mode == "Training":
                    if modality == "Flair":
                        symmdata = process.load_symmdata("/home/UOTTAWA/krain033/homLR","Flair")
                    if modality == "T1":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata("/home/UOTTAWA//SymmCNN/homLR/T1all","T1")
                    for k in range(0,28):
                        data.append(symmdata[array[k]-1])
                if mode == "Test":
                    if modality == "Flair":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata_test("/home/UOTTAWA//SymmCNN/homLR/FlairTesting","Flair")
                    if modality == "T1":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata_test("/home/UOTTAWA//SymmCNN/homLR/T1all","T1")
                    for k in range(0,36):
                        data.append(symmdata[array[k]-1])  
            if linear == True:
                if mode == "Training":
                    if modality == "Flair":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata("/home/UOTTAWA//SymmCNN/homLR_linear/allFlair","Flair")
                    if modality == "T1":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata("/home/UOTTAWA//SymmCNN/homLR_linear/allT1","T1")
                    for k in range(0,28):
                        data.append(symmdata[array[k]-1])   
                
                if mode == "Test":
                    if modality == "Flair":
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                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata_test("/home/UOTTAWA//SymmCNN/homLR_linear/allFlair","Flair")
                    if modality == "T1":
                        symmdata = 
process.load_symmdata_test("/home/UOTTAWA//SymmCNN/homLR_linear/allT1","T1")
                    for k in range(0,36):
                        data.append(symmdata[array[k]-1]) 
            
            return(data)
        
        def load_labels(data_path, range1, range2):
        
            labels = []
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = '0' + str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if "OT" in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        labels.append(np_image)
        
            return labels
    
        def standard_normalization(data):
            """
            Here the input is a list of brains and the function normalize each of this brains 
            to have a mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
            """
            normalized = []
            for image in data:
                m = np.mean(image)
                image = image - m
                st_dev = np.std(image)
                image = image/st_dev
                normalized.append(image)
            return normalized    
        
        def one_hot_encode(labels, number_of_labels=2):
            """
            One hot encode a list of sample labels. Return a one-hot encoded vector for each label.
            : labels: List of sample Labels
            : return: Numpy array of one-hot encoded labels
            """
            labels = np.array(labels)
            one_hot = np.zeros((labels.size, number_of_labels), dtype = np.int)
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            one_hot[np.arange(labels.size), labels] = 1 
            return one_hot
    
        def one_hot_encode_dense(labels, number_of_labels=2):
            """
            One hot encode a list of sample labels. Return a one-hot encoded vector for each label.
            : labels: List of sample Labels
            : return: Numpy array of one-hot encoded labels
            """
            labels = np.array(labels)
            one_hot = np.zeros(labels.shape + (2,), dtype = np.int)
            one_hot[process.all_idx(labels, axis=3)] = 1
            return one_hot
        
        def all_idx(idx, axis):
            grid = np.ogrid[tuple(map(slice, idx.shape))]
            grid.insert(axis, idx)
            return tuple(grid)
        
      
        
        def 
get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_symm,data_D_symm,data_T1_symm,data_T2_symm,data_
F,data_D, data_T1,data_T2, labels, from_brains , size , dim , dim2, archsize,symmetry,joint,marginal):
            """
            Parameters:
            data: list of 3D numpy arrays representing an image of the brain
            labels: list of 3D numpy array representing a voxelwise segmentation of the brain in data
            from_brains: 
            size: number of extracted patches 
            dim: patch has a shape (dim, dim)
    
            Returns: tuple, namely, (array of patches, array of labels of the central voxels in the patches).
        
            There are equal number of samples labeled 1 and 0.
            """
            batch_data_F = []
            batch_data_D = []
            batch_data_T1 = []
            batch_data_T2 = []
            batch_data_F_symm = []
            batch_data_D_symm = []
            batch_data_T1_symm = []
            batch_data_T2_symm = []
            
            batch_data_F2 = []
            batch_data_D2 = []
            batch_data_T12 = []
            batch_data_T22 = []
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            batch_data_F_symm2 = []
            batch_data_D_symm2 = []
            batch_data_T1_symm2 = []
            batch_data_T2_symm2 = []
           
            batch_labels = []
            while len(batch_data_F) < size/2:
                index = randint(0,from_brains)
                found = 0
                while found == 0:
                    x = randint(int(dim2/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim2/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    y = randint(int(dim2/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim2/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    z = randint(int(dim2/2),(data_F[index].shape[2] - 1) - (int(dim2/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    if data_F[index][x][y][z] != 0 and labels[index][x][y][z] == 0:
                        found = 1
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        """
                        when you subet an array the upper dimension is + 1 above the true size
                        """
                        batch_data_F.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        batch_data_D.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        batch_data_T1.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        batch_data_T2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_F = data_F_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_F_symm.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_D_symm.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T1_symm.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T2_symm.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) 
+ 1, z]
                        batch_data_F2.append(patch_F)
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                        patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) 
+ 1, z]
                        batch_data_D2.append(patch_D)
                        
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T12.append(patch_T1)
                        
                        patch_T2 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T22.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_F = data_F_symm[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_F_symm2.append(patch_F)
                        
                        patch_D = data_D_symm[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_D_symm2.append(patch_D)
                        
                        patch_T1 = data_T1_symm[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T1_symm2.append(patch_T1)
                        
                        patch_T2 = data_T2_symm[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T2_symm2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        
                        label = labels[index][x - int(dim/2) + int(archsize/2): x + int(dim/2) - int(archsize/2) + 
1,y - int(dim/2) + int(archsize/2): y + int(dim/2) - int(archsize/2) + 1 ,z]
                        batch_labels.append(label)
            while len(batch_data_F) < size:
                index = randint(0,from_brains)
                found = 0
                while found == 0:
                    x = randint(int(dim2/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim2/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    y = randint(int(dim2/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim2/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    z = randint(0, (data_F[index].shape[2]))
                    if data_F[index][x][y][z] != 0 and labels[index][x][y][z] == 1:
                        found = 1
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        """
                        when you subet an array the upper dimension is + 1 above the true size
                        """
                        batch_data_F.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
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                        batch_data_D.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        batch_data_T1.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        batch_data_T2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_F = data_F_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_F_symm.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_D_symm.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T1_symm.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2_symm[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T2_symm.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) 
+ 1, z]
                        batch_data_F2.append(patch_F)
                        
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) 
+ 1, z]
                        batch_data_D2.append(patch_D)
                        
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T12.append(patch_T1)
                        
                        patch_T2 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T22.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_F = data_F_symm[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_F_symm2.append(patch_F)
                        
                        patch_D = data_D_symm[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_D_symm2.append(patch_D)
                        
                        patch_T1 = data_T1_symm[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T1_symm2.append(patch_T1)
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                        patch_T2 = data_T2_symm[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T2_symm2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                      
                        label = labels[index][x - int(dim/2) + int(archsize/2): x + int(dim/2) - int(archsize/2) + 
1,y - int(dim/2) + int(archsize/2): y + int(dim/2) - int(archsize/2) + 1 ,z]
                        batch_labels.append(label)
            batch_data_F = np.array(batch_data_F)
            batch_data_D = np.array(batch_data_D)
            batch_data_T1 = np.array(batch_data_T1)
            batch_data_T2 = np.array(batch_data_T2)
            batch_data_F_symm = np.array(batch_data_F_symm)
            batch_data_D_symm = np.array(batch_data_D_symm)
            batch_data_T1_symm = np.array(batch_data_T1_symm)
            batch_data_T2_symm = np.array(batch_data_T2_symm)
            
            batch_data_F2 = np.array(batch_data_F2)
            batch_data_D2 = np.array(batch_data_D2)
            batch_data_T12 = np.array(batch_data_T12)
            batch_data_T22 = np.array(batch_data_T22)
            batch_data_F_symm2 = np.array(batch_data_F_symm2)
            batch_data_D_symm2 = np.array(batch_data_D_symm2)
            batch_data_T1_symm2 = np.array(batch_data_T1_symm2)
            batch_data_T2_symm2 = np.array(batch_data_T2_symm2)
            
           
            # batch_labels = np.array(process.one_hot_encode(batch_labels))
            # batch_labels = np.array(batch_labels)
            
            batch_labels = np.array(process.one_hot_encode_dense(batch_labels))
            #   randomize = np.arange(size)
            #   np.random.shuffle(randomize)
            if symmetry == True:
                if joint == True:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_F_symm,batch_data_
D_symm,batch_data_T1_symm,batch_data_T2_symm])
                    samples2 = 
np.array([batch_data_F2,batch_data_D2,batch_data_T12,batch_data_T22,batch_data_F_symm2,batch_
data_D_symm2,batch_data_T1_symm2,batch_data_T2_symm2])
                if marginal == "Flair" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_F_symm])
                    samples2 = 
np.array([batch_data_F2,batch_data_D2,batch_data_T12,batch_data_T22,batch_data_F_symm2])
                if marginal == "DWI" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
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np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_D_symm])
                    samples2 = 
np.array([batch_data_F2,batch_data_D2,batch_data_T12,batch_data_T22,batch_data_D_symm2])
                if marginal == "T1" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_T1_symm])
                    samples2 = 
np.array([batch_data_F2,batch_data_D2,batch_data_T12,batch_data_T22,batch_data_T1_symm2])
                if marginal == "T2" and joint == False:
                    samples = 
np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2,batch_data_T2_symm])
                    samples2 = 
np.array([batch_data_F2,batch_data_D2,batch_data_T12,batch_data_T22,batch_data_T2_symm2])

            if symmetry == False:
                samples = np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2])
                samples2 = np.array([batch_data_F2,batch_data_D2,batch_data_T12,batch_data_T22])

            return samples,samples2,batch_labels
        
        def create_new_conv_layer(input_data, num_input_channels, num_filters, filter_shape, 
pool_shape, K, name, patch_size, addpool, keep_prob):
            # setup the filter input shape for tf.nn.conv_2d
            conv_filt_shape = [filter_shape[0], filter_shape[1], num_input_channels,num_filters]

            # initialise weights and bias for the filter
            weights = tf.Variable(tf.random_normal(conv_filt_shape, mean=0.0,stddev=(2/
(num_input_channels*filter_shape[0]*filter_shape[1]))**(1/2), seed = 1967),name=name+'_W')
            bias = tf.Variable(tf.zeros([num_filters], name=name+'_b'))

            # setup the convolutional layer operation
            if addpool == False:
                out_layer = tf.nn.conv2d(input_data, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')

                # add the bias
                out_layer += bias

                # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                out_layer = tf.nn.leaky_relu(out_layer)
                out_layer = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1992)
                return out_layer
            if addpool == True:
                out_layer = tf.nn.conv2d(input_data, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')

                # add the bias
                out_layer += bias
                    
                # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
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                out_layer = tf.nn.leaky_relu(out_layer)
                # now perform max pooling
               
                
                out_layer = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1995)
                return out_layer
            
       
        
        def 
crossval(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,barray,j,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,la
mbda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,tsize,tsize2,pi,sym
metry,joint,marginal):    
            """
            for jval in range(1,j+1):
                print("Sample:",j)
                array = process.randomvaltrain(choicearray = barray , nbrains=28, testsize = 0, valsize = 3)    
                print("Array Setup:",array)
            """
            seed(13031952)
            array = np.array([15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 1",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,tsize,tsiz
e2,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal)
            """
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([17,19,22,21,15,20,14,8,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 2",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,tsize,tsiz
e2,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([25,5,13,26,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 3",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,tsize,tsiz
e2,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([12,3,11,27,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 4",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,tsize,tsiz
e2,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal)
            seed(13031953)
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            array = np.array([1,28,7,10,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 5",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,tsize,tsiz
e2,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([23,6,16,24,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 6",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,tsize,tsiz
e2,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([18,9,2,4,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24])
            print("Fold 7",array)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,tsize,tsiz
e2,pi,symmetry,joint,marginal)
            """

        def 
test(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,barray,nval,ntrain,ntest,j,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda
1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondphase,tsize,pi,dro
p1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal):    
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.arange(1,29)
            
process.mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1
,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,secondph
ase,tsize,pi,drop1,drop2,drop3,drop4,symmetry,joint,marginal)

        
        """Kevin Raina"""
        def 
mainrandom(linear,symmtrainingmodality,symmtestingmodality,array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,l
ambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,tsize,tsize2,pi,sy
mmetry,joint,marginal):
            for v in range(1,2):
                print("Validation: Fold #",v)
                
                if nval != 0:
                    data_F_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Flair","Training")
                    data_D_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"DWI","Training")
                    data_T1_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T1","Training")
                    data_T2_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T2","Training")
                    labels_T = process.labelorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Training")
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                    data_F_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Flair","Validation")
                    data_D_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"DWI","Validation")
                    data_T1_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T1","Validation")
                    data_T2_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T2","Validation")
                    labels_V = process.labelorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                
                if nval ==0:
                    data_F_T = process.dataorganize(array,0,nval,ntrain,"Flair","Training")
                    data_D_T = process.dataorganize(array,0,nval,ntrain,"DWI","Training")
                    data_T1_T = process.dataorganize(array,0,nval,ntrain,"T1","Training")
                    data_T2_T = process.dataorganize(array,0,nval,ntrain,"T2","Training")
                    labels_T = process.labelorganize(array,0,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                    array2 = np.arange(1,37)
                    data_F_V = process.dataorganize(array2,ntest,nval,0,"Flair","Test")
                    data_D_V = process.dataorganize(array2,ntest,nval,0,"DWI","Test")
                    data_T1_V = process.dataorganize(array2,ntest,nval,0,"T1","Test")
                    data_T2_V = process.dataorganize(array2,ntest,nval,0,"T2","Test")
                
                
                
                if symmetry == True:
                    print("Loading symmetric data...")
                    if nval !=0:
                        if linear == False:
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmData = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","Flair",linear)
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmData = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","T1",linear)
                        if linear == True:
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmData = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","Flair",linear)
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmData = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","T1",linear)
                    
                    if nval == 0:
                        if linear == False:
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmDataTrain = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","T1",linear)
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmDataTrain = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","Flair",linear)
                            if symmtestingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmDataTest = process.dataorganizesymm(array2,"Test","T1",linear)
                            if symmtestingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmDataTest = process.dataorganizesymm(array2,"Test","Flair",linear)
                        if linear == True:
                            if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmDataTrain = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","Flair",linear)
                            if symmtestingmodality == "Flair":
                                SymmDataTest = process.dataorganizesymm(array2,"Test","Flair",linear)
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                            if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmDataTrain = process.dataorganizesymm(array,"Training","T1",linear)
                            if symmtestingmodality == "T1":
                                SymmDataTest = process.dataorganizesymm(array2,"Test","T1",linear)
                    
                    
                    print("Done Loading")      
                    if joint == True:
                        print("Building Symmetric Features...")
                        if nval != 0:
                            data_F_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                            data_D_V_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_D_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                            data_T1_V_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T1_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                            data_T2_V_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T2_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")

                            data_F_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_D_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_T1_T_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T1_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_T2_T_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T2_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                        
                        if nval == 0:
                            data_F_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_V,SymmDataTest,0,ntest,"Training")
                            data_D_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_V,SymmDataTest,0,ntest,"Training")
                            data_T1_V_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T1_V,SymmDataTest,0,ntest,"Training")
                            data_T2_V_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T2_V,SymmDataTest,0,ntest,"Training")

                            data_F_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_T,SymmDataTrain,0,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_D_T_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_D_T,SymmDataTrain,0,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_T1_T_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T1_T,SymmDataTrain,0,ntrain,"Training")
                            data_T2_T_symm 
=process.buildsymm(data_T2_T,SymmDataTrain,0,ntrain,"Training")
                        
                        mods=8
                        
                    if marginal == "Flair" and joint == False:
                        data_F_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                        data_F_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_F_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                        mods = 5
                    if marginal == "DWI" and joint == False:
                        data_D_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
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                        data_D_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                        mods = 5
                    if marginal == "T1" and joint == False:
                        data_T1_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T1_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                        data_T1_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T1_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                        mods = 5
                    if marginal == "T2" and joint == False:
                        data_T2_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T2_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                        data_T2_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T2_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                        mods = 5
                if symmetry == False:
                    mods = 4
        

                """
                data_D_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                data_T1_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T1_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                data_T2_V_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T2_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                
                data_D_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_D_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                data_T1_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T1_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                data_T2_T_symm =process.buildsymm(data_T2_T,SymmData,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                """
                
                
              
                tf.reset_default_graph()
                x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)

                x2 = tf.placeholder(tf.float32,shape=[None,None,None,None])
                y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)
                probl1 = tf.placeholder_with_default(1.0,shape=())
                probl2 = tf.placeholder_with_default(1.0,shape=())
                #x2.set_shape([10,75,75,4])
                print(tf.shape(x2),tf.shape(x2))
                x2down = tf.image.resize_nearest_neighbor(x2,tf.cast(tf.stack([tf.shape(x2)[1]/3,tf.shape(x2)
[2]/3]),tf.int32),True)
                #x2.set_shape([None,None,None,None])
                """patch-6,patch-11,patch-12,1,[patch-12,patch-12], 24,21,21,1,[21,21]"""
                """4,64,7,4,64,64,3,2,4,160,13,13,1,224,2,1,1 """
                layer11 = process.create_new_conv_layer(x,mods,60,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer11',patch-
2,True,probl1)
                layer12 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer11,60,60,[3,3],[2,2],2,'layer12',patch-
11,True,probl1)
                layer13 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer12,60,80,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer13',patch-
12,False,probl1)
                layer14 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer13,80,80,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer14',patch-
12,False,probl1)
                layer15 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer14,80,80,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer15',patch-
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12,False,probl1)
                layer16 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer15,80,80,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer16',patch-
12,False,probl1)                
                layer17 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer16,80,100,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer17',patch-
12,False,probl1)                
                layer18 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer17,100,100,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer18',patch-
12,False,probl1)        
                
                layer21 = process.create_new_conv_layer(x2down,mods,60,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer21',patch-
2,True,probl1)
                layer22 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer21,60,60,[3,3],[2,2],2,'layer22',patch-
11,True,probl1)
                layer23 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer22,60,80,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer23',patch-
12,False,probl1)
                layer24 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer23,80,80,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer24',patch-
12,False,probl1)
                layer25 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer24,80,80,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer25',patch-
12,False,probl1)
                layer26 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer25,80,80,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer26',patch-
12,False,probl1)                
                layer27 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer26,80,100,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer27',patch-
12,False,probl1)                
                layer28 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer27,100,100,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer28',patch-
12,False,probl1)
                layer28up = tf.image.resize_nearest_neighbor(layer28,[tf.shape(layer28)
[1]*3,tf.shape(layer28)[2]*3],True)
                conc = tf.concat([layer28up, layer18], axis = 3)
                layerf1 = process.create_new_conv_layer(conc,200,200,[1,1],[1,1],2,'layerf1',1,False,probl2)
                layerf2 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layerf1,200,200,[1,1],
[1,1],2,'layerf2',1,False,probl2)
                layerf = process.create_new_conv_layer(layerf2,200,2,[1,1],[1,1],1,'layerf',1,False,probl1)
                logits = tf.squeeze(layerf)
                """layer 4: 1 by 198 by 198 by 2, logits: 198 by 198 by 2"""
                y_ = tf.nn.softmax(logits) 
                """ 154 by 230 by 230 by 2 m,idx,count = tf.unique_with_counts(tf.argmax(y,3))"""
                
                reg1 = tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[0])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[2])) + tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[4])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[6])) + tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[8])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[10])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[12])) 
+ tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[14])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()
[16])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[18])) 
+tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[20])) + tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()
[22])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[24])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[26])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[28])) 
+ tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[30])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()
[32])) + tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[34])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[36]))
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                reg2 = tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[0]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[2]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[4]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[6]) + 
tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[8]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[10]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[12]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[14]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[16]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[18]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[20]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[22]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[24]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[26]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[28]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[30]) + 
tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[32]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[34]) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[36]))
               

                    
                cross_entropy= tf.reduce_mean(tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(logits = 
logits,labels = y))
                loss = cross_entropy + lambda1*reg1 + lambda2*reg2
                global_step = tf.Variable(0,trainable = False)
                
                """
                optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(learning_rate=g1).minimize(loss)
                

                """
                learningprime = tf.train.piecewise_constant(global_step, boundaries = 
[25000,39000,49000,59000,71000,75000],values = [g1,g1/2,g1/4,g1/8,g1/16,g1/32,g1/64])
                """
                learningprime = tf.train.exponential_decay(learning_rate = g1,global_step = 
global_step,decay_steps = dsize,decay_rate = d)
                """
                optimizer= 
tf.train.RMSPropOptimizer(learning_rate=learningprime,momentum=mu,epsilon=1e-4).minimize(loss,
global_step=global_step)                
                
                

                paddedy_ = tf.pad(tf.argmax(y_,3),paddings = tf.constant([[0,0],[int(51/2),int(51/2)],
[int(51/2),int(51/2)]]),mode = "CONSTANT")
                tp = tf.metrics.true_positives(y,paddedy_,weights=None)[1]
                fp = tf.metrics.false_positives(y,paddedy_,weights=None)[1]
                fn = tf.metrics.false_negatives(y,paddedy_,weights=None)[1]
                
               

            
                init_op = tf.global_variables_initializer()
                init_l = tf.local_variables_initializer()
                with tf.Session() as sess:
                    sess.run(init_op)
                    sess.run(init_l)
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                    print("Training")
                    total_batch = int(n)
                    """
                    switch = 0
                    """
                    for epoch in range(epochs):
                        avg_cost = 0
                        for i in range(1,total_batch + 1):
                            
                            if (i/checkpoint).is_integer() and i > burnin1:
                                print("Overfit Checkpoint:",i/checkpoint)
                                print("Testing on Training Set:")
                                
                                
                                if nval == 0:
                                    for m in range(1,ntest+1):
                                        print("Validation Brain (not actual index)",m)
                                        for s in range(0,2):
                                            if symmetry ==True:
                                                if joint == True:
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_F_V_symm[m-1],data_D_V_symm[m-1],data_T1_V_symm[m-
1],data_T2_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "Flair":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_F_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "DWI":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_D_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "T1":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_T1_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "T2":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_T2_V_symm[m-1]])
                                            if symmetry == False:
                                                data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1]])
                                            
                                            """ 
                                            Arbitrary Image Dimensions
                                            xdim = data_F_V[m-1].shape[0]
                                            ydim = data_F_V[m-1].shape[1]
                                            
                                            i_x = mat.floor(xdim/3) - 16 
                                            i_y = mat.floor(ydim/3) - 16
                                            
                                            xsize1 = 16 + 3*i_x 
                                            xsize2 = 3*(16 + i_x)
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                                            ysize1 = 16 + 3*i_y
                                            ysize2 = 3*(16 + i_y)
                                            
                                            if xsize1 % 2 == 0:
                                                xlim1 = (xsize1 + xdim)/2
                                            """
                                            data_V_prime1 = np.transpose(data_V,(3,1,2,0))
                                            
                                            
                                            dat2 = data_V_prime1[77*s:77*s + 77,1:229,1:229,:]
                                            dat1 = data_V_prime1[77*s:77*s+77,17:213,17:213,:]
                                            
                                            if s==0:
                                                pred1 = sess.run(paddedy_, feed_dict = {x:dat1})
                                                pred1 = np.asarray(pred1)
                                                pred1 = np.transpose(pred1,(1,2,0))
                                            if s==1:
                                                pred2 = sess.run(paddedy_, feed_dict = {x:dat1})
                                                pred2 = np.asarray(pred2)
                                                pred2 = np.transpose(pred2,(1,2,0))
                                                predf = np.concatenate((pred1,pred2),axis=2)
                                                img_header = process.load_header("/data/SISS2015/Testing","Flair", 
array2[m-1],array2[m-1])

                                                predf1 = nib.Nifti1Image(predf,np.eye(4),img_header)
                                                if symmetry == False:
                                                    nib.save(predf1,'VSD.BL_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                if symmetry == True:
                                                    if linear == False:
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.NLS_T1_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.NLS_Flair_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                    if linear == True:
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.LS_T1_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.LS_Flair_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                if nval != 0:
                                    for m in range(1,nval+1):
                                        print("Validation Brain (not actual index)",m)
                                        for s in range(0,2):
                                            labels_Temp1 = labels_V[m-1]
                                            labels_Temp_Prime1 = np.transpose(labels_Temp1,(2,0,1))
                                            lab1 = labels_Temp_Prime1[77*s:77*s + 77,:,:]
                                            if symmetry ==True:
                                                if joint == True:
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
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1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_F_V_symm[m-1],data_D_V_symm[m-1],data_T1_V_symm[m-
1],data_T2_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "Flair":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_F_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "DWI":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_D_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "T1":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_T1_V_symm[m-1]])
                                                if joint == False and marginal == "T2":
                                                    data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1],data_T2_V_symm[m-1]])
                                            if symmetry == False:
                                                data_V = np.array([data_F_V[m-1],data_D_V[m-1],data_T1_V[m-
1],data_T2_V[m-1]])

                                            data_V_prime1 = np.transpose(data_V,(3,1,2,0))
                                            dat2 = data_V_prime1[77*s:77*s + 77,1:229,1:229,:]
                                            dat1 = data_V_prime1[77*s:77*s+77,17:213,17:213,:]
                                            
                                            if s==0:
                                                pred1 = sess.run(paddedy_, feed_dict = {x:dat1,x2:dat2,y:lab1})
                                                pred1 = np.asarray(pred1)
                                                pred1 = np.transpose(pred1,(1,2,0))
                                                
                                                pro1 = sess.run(y_,feed_dict = {x:dat1,x2:dat2,y:lab1})
                                                pro1 = np.asarray(pro1)
                                                pro1 = np.transpose(pro1,(1,2,0,3))
                                            if s==1:
                                                pred2 = sess.run(paddedy_, feed_dict = {x:dat1,x2:dat2,y:lab1})
                                                pred2 = np.asarray(pred2)
                                                pred2 = np.transpose(pred2,(1,2,0))
                                                
                                                pro2 = sess.run(y_,feed_dict = {x:dat1,x2:dat2,y:lab1})
                                                pro2 = np.asarray(pro2)
                                                pro2 = np.transpose(pro2,(1,2,0,3))
                                                
                                                predf = np.concatenate((pred1,pred2),axis=2)
                                                predf1 = nib.Nifti1Image(predf,np.eye(4))
                                                
                                                prof = np.concatenate((pro1,pro2),axis=2)
                                                prof = nib.Nifti1Image(prof,np.eye(4))
                                                #nib.save(predf1,'segment.nii')
                                                
                                                if symmetry == False:
                                                    nib.save(predf1,'VSD.BL_TRN_'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                    nib.save(prof,'Probabilities'+str(m)+'.nii')
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                                                if symmetry == True:
                                                    if linear == False:
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.NLS_TRN_T1'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.NLS_TRN_Flair'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                            nib.save(logif1,'Probabilities'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                    if linear == True:
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "T1":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.LS_TRN_T1'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                                        if symmtrainingmodality == "Flair":
                                                            nib.save(predf1,'VSD.LS_TRN_Flair'+str(m)+'.nii')
                                            
                                            trup1 = sess.run(tp, feed_dict = {x:dat1,x2:dat2,y:lab1})
                                            trup1 = np.asarray(trup1)
                                            falp1 = sess.run(fp, feed_dict = {x:dat1,x2:dat2,y:lab1})
                                            falp1 = np.asarray(falp1)
                                            faln1 = sess.run(fn, feed_dict = {x:dat1,x2:dat2,y:lab1})
                                            faln1 = np.asarray(faln1)
                                            np.save(file = "tp" + str(m) + str(s+1) + ".npy", arr = trup1)
                                            np.save(file = "fp" + str(m) + str(s+1) + ".npy", arr = falp1)
                                            np.save(file = "fn" + str(m) + str(s+1) + ".npy", arr = faln1)
                                            sess.run(init_l)
                                        print(process.dice(m))
                            
                           
                            if symmetry == True:
                                if joint == True:
                                    train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T_symm,data_D_T_symm,data_T1_T_symm,data
_T2_T_symm,data_F_T,data_D_T, data_T1_T, 
data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,tsize2,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal)
                                if joint == False and marginal == "Flair":
                                    train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T_symm,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,d
ata_D_T, data_T1_T, data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,tsize2,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal)
                                if joint == False and marginal == "DWI":
                                    train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_D_T_symm,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,d
ata_D_T, data_T1_T, data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,tsize2,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal)
                                if joint == False and marginal == "T1":
                                    train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_T1_T_symm,data_F_T,data_F_T,
data_D_T, data_T1_T, data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,tsize2,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal)
                                if joint == False and marginal == "T2":
                                    train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_T2_T_symm,data_F_T,
data_D_T, data_T1_T, data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,tsize2,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal)
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                            if symmetry == False:
                                    train_samples = 
process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_F_T,data_D_
T, data_T1_T, data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b,tsize,tsize2,patch,symmetry,joint,marginal)
                            
                            train_array = train_samples[0]
                            train_array2 = train_samples[1]
                            train_array = np.transpose(train_array,(1,2,3,0))
                            train_array2 = np.transpose(train_array2,(1,2,3,0))
                            arrlab = train_samples[2]
                            dict = {x : train_array ,x2: train_array2, y : arrlab, probl1:1,probl2:0.5}
                           
                            temploss = sess.run(loss, feed_dict = dict)
                            _,c = sess.run([optimizer,loss],feed_dict=dict)
                            avg_cost += temploss/costcheckpt
                               
                            if i < costinit or (i/costcheckpt).is_integer():
                                print(i,avg_cost)
                                if (i/costcheckpt).is_integer():
                                    avg_cost = 0
                            carr = np.array([c])
                            if np.isnan(carr) == True:
                                print ("Cost is Infinite")
                            
                            
                            
                    sess.close()
        
        
        def buildsymm(data_M_V,SymmData,nval,ntrain,mode):
            data = []
            if mode == "Validation":
                a = 0
                b = nval
            if mode == "Training":
                a = nval
                b = ntrain + nval
            for n in range(a,b):
                print("Loading Checkpoint (%):",100*(n+1)/b)
                data.append(np.zeros((data_M_V[n-a].shape[0],data_M_V[n-a].shape[1],data_M_V[n-
a].shape[2])))
                for i in range(0,data_M_V[n-a].shape[0]):
                    for j in range(0,data_M_V[n-a].shape[1]):
                        for k in range(0,data_M_V[n-a].shape[2]):
                            xsymm = int(min(229,max(0,round(SymmData[n][i,j,k,0,0]))))    
                            ysymm = int(min(229,max(0,round(SymmData[n][i,j,k,0,1]))))
                            zsymm = int(min(data_M_V[n-a].shape[2]-1,max(0,round(SymmData[n][i,j,k,0,2]))))
                            data[n-a][i,j,k] = data_M_V[n-a][i,j,k] - data_M_V[n-a][xsymm,ysymm,zsymm]
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            return(data)
    
       
        def dice (m):
            tp1 = np.load("tp" + str(m) + str(1) + ".npy")
            tp2 = np.load("tp" + str(m) + str(2) + ".npy")
            fn1 = np.load("fn" + str(m) + str(1) + ".npy")
            fn2 = np.load("fn" + str(m) + str(2) + ".npy")
            fp1 = np.load("fp" + str(m) + str(1) + ".npy")
            fp2 = np.load("fp" + str(m) + str(2) + ".npy")
            tp = int(tp1) + int(tp2)
            fn = int(fn1) + int(fn2)
            fp = int(fp1) + int(fp2)
            print("True Positive Rate:", tp/(tp+fn))
            print("TP:",tp)
            print("FN:",fn)
            print("FP:",fp)
            if int(fn1) == 0 and int(fn2) == 0 and int(fp1) ==0 and int(fp2) == 0:
                dice = "Division by Zero in Dice Coefficient"
            else:
                dice = 2*(int(tp1) + int(tp2))/(2*(int(tp1) + int(tp2)) + int(fn1) + int(fn2) + int(fp1) + 
int(fp2))    
            return(dice)
          
print("Wider 2-D Segmentation")
process.crossval(linear = False,symmtrainingmodality = "Flair",symmtestingmodality = "Flair", 
barray=np.array([1]), j = 15, nval = 4,
                 ntrain = 24, ntest = 0, mu = 0.6, d = 0.1, g1 = 0.001, g2= 0.001, b = 12, n = 80005, 
                 lambda1 = 0.00000001, lambda2 = 0.000001, epochs = 1, patch = 17, checkpoint = 10000, 
dsize = 50000, 
                 costcheckpt = 1000, costinit = 100, burnin1 = 75000, burnin2 = 100,tsize = 43,tsize2 = 75 
,pi=0.02,
                 symmetry = False, joint = True, marginal = "T2")
"""
seed(13031953)
process.crossval(linear = False,symmtrainingmodality = "Flair",symmtestingmodality = "Flair", 
barray=np.array([1]), j = 15, nval = 4,
                 ntrain = 24, ntest = 0, mu = 0.6, d = 0.1, g1 = 0.001, g2= 0.001, b = 12, n = 20, 
                 lambda1 = 0.00000001, lambda2 = 0.000001, epochs = 1, patch = 17, checkpoint = 15, dsize
= 50000, 
                 costcheckpt = 1000, costinit = 100, burnin1 = 10, burnin2 = 100,tsize = 43,tsize2 = 75 
,pi=0.02,
                 symmetry = False, joint = True, marginal = "T2")
"""
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Appendix C

PRCountNet3D Python Code
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Mon Jan 21 13:47:09 2019
CountNet
@author:  Kevin Raina
"""
import scipy
import nibabel as nib
import os
import math
os.environ['TF_CPP_MIN_LOG_LEVEL']='2'
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np
from random import randint
from random import seed
from pylab import *

class process:
    
        
       
        def load_data(data_path , modality, range1,range2 ):
            """
            Parameters:
            data_path: path to the folder "Training" with brain images 
            """
            data = []
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = '0' + str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if modality in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        data.append(np_image)
            normalized1 = process.standard_normalization(data)
            return normalized1
       
        
        def dataorganize(array,testsize,valsize,trainsize,modality,mode):
            data = []
            if mode == "Validation":
                for j in range(0,valsize):
                    data.append(process.load_data("/data/SISS2015/Training",modality, array[j],array[j])[0])
            if mode == "Test":
                for j in range(valsize,valsize+testsize):
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                    data.append(process.load_data("/data/SISS2015/Training",modality, array[j],array[j])[0])
            if mode == "Training":
                for j in range(valsize + testsize, valsize + trainsize + testsize):
                    data.append(process.load_data("/data/SISS2015/Training",modality, array[j],array[j])[0])
            return(data)
        
        def labelorganize(array,testsize,valsize,trainsize,mode):
            labels = []
            if mode == "Validation":
                for k in range(0,valsize):
                    labels.append(process.load_labels("/data/SISS2015/Training",array[k],array[k])[0])
            if mode == "Test":
                for k in range(valsize,valsize + testsize):
                    labels.append(process.load_labels("/data/SISS2015/Training",array[k],array[k])[0])
            if mode == "Training":
                for k in range(valsize + testsize,valsize + testsize + trainsize):
                    labels.append(process.load_labels("/data/SISS2015/Training",array[k],array[k])[0])
            return(labels)
            
      
        def load_labels(data_path, range1, range2):
        
            labels = []
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = '0' + str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if "OT" in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        labels.append(np_image)
        
            return labels
    
        def standard_normalization(data):
            """
            Here the input is a list of brains and the function normalize each of this brains 
            to have a mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
            """
            normalized = []
            for image in data:
                m = np.mean(image)
                image = image - m
                st_dev = np.std(image)
                image = image/st_dev
                normalized.append(image)
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            return normalized    
        
        def one_hot_encode(labels, number_of_labels=2):
            """
            One hot encode a list of sample labels. Return a one-hot encoded vector for each label.
            : labels: List of sample Labels
            : return: Numpy array of one-hot encoded labels
            """
            labels = np.array(labels)
            one_hot = np.zeros((labels.size, number_of_labels), dtype = np.int)
            one_hot[np.arange(labels.size), labels] = 1 
            return one_hot
    
        def one_hot_encode_dense(labels, number_of_labels=2):
            """
            One hot encode a list of sample labels. Return a one-hot encoded vector for each label.
            : labels: List of sample Labels
            : return: Numpy array of one-hot encoded labels
            """
            labels = np.array(labels)
            one_hot = np.zeros(labels.shape + (2,), dtype = np.int)
            one_hot[process.all_idx(labels, axis=3)] = 1
            return one_hot
        
        def all_idx(idx, axis):
            grid = np.ogrid[tuple(map(slice, idx.shape))]
            grid.insert(axis, idx)
            return tuple(grid)
        
      
        
        def get_training_samples(data_F,data_D, data_T1,data_T2, labels, from_brains , size , dim):
            
            batch_data_F = []
            batch_data_D = []
            batch_data_T1 = []
            batch_data_T2 = []
          
            batch_indices = []
            batch_labels = []
            
           
            while len(batch_data_F) < size:
                sample = np.random.binomial(n=1,p=1)
                index = randint(0,from_brains)
                found = 0
                while found == 0:
                    x = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    y = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)                   
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                    z = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[2] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    #if np.count_nonzero(labels[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z]) != 0:
                    if sample == 1:
                        if labels[index][x,y,z] == 1:    
                            found = 1
                            patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                       
                            batch_data_F.append(patch_F)
                        
                            patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                            batch_data_D.append(patch_D)
                            patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) 
+ 1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                            batch_data_T1.append(patch_T1)
                            patch_T2 = data_T2[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) 
+ 1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                            batch_data_T2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                            label = np.array([np.count_nonzero(labels[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1])])
                            batch_labels.append(label)
                            batch_indices.append(np.array([x,y,z]))        

                    if sample == 0:
                        if np.count_nonzero(labels[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]) == 0:    
                            found = 1
                            patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                       
                            batch_data_F.append(patch_F)
                        
                            patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                            batch_data_D.append(patch_D)
                            patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) 
+ 1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                            batch_data_T1.append(patch_T1)
                            patch_T2 = data_T2[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) 
+ 1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                            batch_data_T2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                            label = np.array([np.count_nonzero(labels[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1])])
                            batch_labels.append(label)
                            batch_indices.append(np.array([x,y,z]))        
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            batch_data_F = np.array(batch_data_F)
            
            batch_data_D = np.array(batch_data_D)
            batch_data_T1 = np.array(batch_data_T1)
            batch_data_T2 = np.array(batch_data_T2)
            batch_labels = np.array(batch_labels)
            batch_indices = np.array(batch_indices)
           
            # batch_labels = np.array(process.one_hot_encode(batch_labels))
            # batch_labels = np.array(batch_labels)
            
            #   randomize = np.arange(size)
            #   np.random.shuffle(randomize)
            samples = np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2])
                

            return samples,batch_labels,batch_indices
        
        def get_positive_samples(data_F,data_D, data_T1,data_T2, labels, from_brains , size , dim):
           
            batch_data_F = []
            batch_data_D = []
            batch_data_T1 = []
            batch_data_T2 = []
          
           
            batch_labels = []
            
            while len(batch_data_F) < size:
                index = randint(0,from_brains)
                found = 0
                while found == 0:
                    x = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    y = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[0] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)
                    z = randint(int(dim/2),(data_F[index].shape[2] - 1) - (int(dim/2) + 1) + 1 + 1)

                    if labels[index][x,y,z] == 1:    
                        
                        found = 1
                        #print("Sample",len(batch_data_F),index,x,y,z)
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                        batch_data_F.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                        batch_data_D.append(patch_D)
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                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                        batch_data_T1.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1]
                        batch_data_T2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        
                        
                        label = np.array([np.count_nonzero(labels[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-
int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, z-int(dim/2):z+int(dim/2)+1])])
                        
                        batch_labels.append(label)
       
            batch_data_F = np.array(batch_data_F)
            
            batch_data_D = np.array(batch_data_D)
            batch_data_T1 = np.array(batch_data_T1)
            batch_data_T2 = np.array(batch_data_T2)
            batch_labels = np.array(batch_labels)
           
            samples = np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2])
                

            return samples,batch_labels
        

        def create_new_conv_layer(input_data, num_input_channels, num_filters, filter_shape, 
pool_shape, K, name, patch_size, addpool,maxout, keep_prob):
            # setup the filter input shape for tf.nn.conv_2d
            conv_filt_shape = [filter_shape[0], filter_shape[1], filter_shape[2], 
num_input_channels,num_filters]

            # initialise weights and bias for the filter
            weights = tf.Variable(tf.random.normal(conv_filt_shape, mean=0.0,stddev = 0.001, seed = 
1967),name=name+'_W')
            bias = tf.Variable(tf.zeros([num_filters]), name=name+'_b')

            if maxout == True:
                # setup the convolutional layer operation
                if addpool == False:
                    out_layer = tf.nn.conv3d(input_data, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')
                    
                    # add the bias
                    out_layer += bias

                    # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                    out_layer = tf.nn.leaky_relu(out_layer)
                    out_layer = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1992)
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                    return out_layer
                if addpool == True:
                    out_layer = tf.nn.conv3d(input_data, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')
                    
                    # add the bias
                    out_layer += bias
                        
                    # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                    out_layer = tf.nn.leaky_relu(out_layer)
                    # now perform max pooling
                    ksize = [1, pool_shape[0], pool_shape[1], pool_shape[2], 1]
                    strides = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1]
                    out_layer = tf.nn.max_pool3d(out_layer, ksize=ksize, strides=strides, padding = 'VALID')
                
                    out_layer = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1995)
                    return out_layer
            if maxout == False:
                # setup the convolutional layer operation
                if addpool == False:
                    out_layer = tf.nn.conv3d(input_data, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')
                    
                    # add the bias
                    out_layer += bias

                    # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                    out_layer = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1992)
                    return out_layer
                if addpool == True:
                    out_layer = tf.nn.conv3d(input_data, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')
                    
                    # add the bias
                    out_layer += bias
                        
                    # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                    # now perform max pooling
                    ksize = [1, pool_shape[0], pool_shape[1], pool_shape[2], 1]
                    strides = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1]
                    out_layer = tf.nn.max_pool3d(out_layer, ksize=ksize, strides=strides, padding = 'VALID')
                
                    out_layer = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1995)
                    return out_layer                
       
        
        def 
crossval(barray,j,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,costi
nit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2):    
            """
            seed(13031952)
            array = np.array([15,20,14,8,2,6,7,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,10,23,16,24,18,9,4])
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            print("Fold 1",array)
            
process.mainrandom(array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,
dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2)
            """
            seed(13031952)
            array = np.array([15,19,14,16,1,6,7,21,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,10,23,16,24,18,9,4])
            print("Fold 2",array)
            
process.mainrandom(array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,
dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2)
            
            """
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([17,19,22,21,15,20,14,8,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 2",array)
            
process.mainrandom(array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,
dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2)
            
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([25,5,13,26,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 3",array)
            
process.mainrandom(array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,
dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([12,3,11,27,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 4",array)
            
process.mainrandom(array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,
dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([1,28,7,10,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,23,6,16,24,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 5",array)
            
process.mainrandom(array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,
dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([23,6,16,24,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,18,9,2,4])
            print("Fold 6",array)
            
process.mainrandom(array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,
dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2)
            seed(13031953)
            array = np.array([18,9,2,4,15,20,14,8,17,19,22,21,25,5,13,26,12,3,11,27,1,28,7,10,23,6,16,24])
            print("Fold 7",array)
            
process.mainrandom(array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,
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dsize,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2)
            
            """
     
        """Kevin Raina"""
        def 
mainrandom(array,nval,ntrain,ntest,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsize,co
stinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2):
            for v in range(1,2):
                print("Validation: Fold #",v)
                
                if nval != 0:
                    data_F_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Flair","Training")
                    data_D_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"DWI","Training")
                    data_T1_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T1","Training")
                    data_T2_T = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T2","Training")
                    labels_T = process.labelorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Training")
                
                    data_F_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Flair","Validation")
                    data_D_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"DWI","Validation")
                    data_T1_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T1","Validation")
                    data_T2_V = process.dataorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"T2","Validation")
                    labels_V = process.labelorganize(array,ntest,nval,ntrain,"Validation")
                
            
                
                
                mods = 4
        

              
                tf.reset_default_graph()
                
                x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)
                y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)
                probl1 = tf.placeholder_with_default(1.0,shape=())
                probl2 = tf.placeholder_with_default(1.0,shape=())
                #probl2 had dropout 0.5 and probl1 has no dropout
                layer1 = process.create_new_conv_layer(x,mods,8,[3,3,3],[2,2,2],2,'layer1',patch-
3,True,True,probl1)
                layer2 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer1,8,16,[3,3,3],[2,2,2],2,'layer2',patch-
4,True,True,probl2)
                layer3 = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer2,16,32,[3,3,3],[2,2,2],2,'layer3',patch-
6,True,True,probl2)
              
                layerf = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer3,32,1,[patch-9,patch-9,patch-9],
[2,2,2],2,'layerf',patch-12,False,True,probl1)
                logits = tf.squeeze(layerf)
                link = tf.exp(logits)
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                with tf.get_default_graph().gradient_override_map({"Floor": "Identity"}):
                    y_ = tf.floor(link)
                
                
                reg1 = tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[0])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[2])) + tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[4])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[6]))# + tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[8])) +
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[10])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[12])) 
+ tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[14])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()
[16])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[18])) 
+tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[20]))
       
                reg2 = tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[0]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[2]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[4]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[6]) #+ 
tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[8]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[10]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[12]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[14]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[16]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[18]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[20])  
               

                    
                average_log_loss = tf.reduce_mean(tf.nn.log_poisson_loss(targets = y,log_input = 
logits,compute_full_loss=True))
                loss = average_log_loss + lambda1*reg1 + lambda2*reg2
                global_step = tf.Variable(0,trainable = False)
              
                optimizer = tf.train.AdamOptimizer(learning_rate=g1,epsilon=1.0).minimize(loss, 
global_step = global_step)
                
                
               

            
                init_op = tf.global_variables_initializer()
                init_l = tf.local_variables_initializer()
                saver = tf.train.Saver()
                with tf.Session() as sess:
                    sess.run(init_op)
                    sess.run(init_l)
                    #saver.restore(sess, './saved_variable')                            

                    print("Training")
                    total_batch = int(n)
                   
                    for epoch in range(epochs):
                        avg_cost = 0
                        prev_avg_cost = 0
                        for i in range(1,total_batch + 1):
                            train_samples = process.get_training_samples(data_F_T,data_D_T, data_T1_T, 
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data_T2_T,labels_T,ntrain,b, patch)
                            train_array = train_samples[0]
                            
                            train_array = np.transpose(train_array,(1,2,3,4,0))
                            arrlab = train_samples[1]
                            arrlab = np.squeeze(arrlab)
                            dict = {x : train_array , y : arrlab, probl1:1,probl2:0.5}
                            
                            temploss = sess.run(loss, feed_dict = dict)
                            _,c = sess.run([optimizer,loss],feed_dict=dict)
                            avg_cost += temploss/costcheckpt
                               
                            if i < costinit or (i/costcheckpt).is_integer():
                                
                                if prev_avg_cost < avg_cost and i > 2*costcheckpt -1:
                                #if (i/checkpoint).is_integer():   
                                    save_path = saver.save(sess,'./saved_variable')
                                    #print('Model saved in {}'.format(save_path))

                                    #print(i,avg_cost,"Model Converged") 
                                   
                                    if nval != 0:
                                        
                                        boundarray = np.array([0,250,500,750,1000,1500,2000])
                                        for index_2 in range(0,1):
                                           
                                            
                                            
                                            #Experiment 1
                                            comp_accuracy = 0
                                            N = 0
                                            for m in range(1,10001):
                                                train_samples = process.get_positive_samples(data_F_V,data_D_V, 
data_T1_V, data_T2_V,labels_V,nval, 2, patch)
                                                train_array = train_samples[0]
                                                train_array = np.transpose(train_array,(1,2,3,4,0))
                                                arrlab = train_samples[1]
                                                arrlab = np.squeeze(arrlab)
                                                dict = {x : train_array , y : arrlab}
                                                predictions = sess.run(y_,feed_dict=dict)
                                                if (abs(arrlab[0]-arrlab[1])>boundarray[0]):
                                                    N += 1
                                                    if ((predictions[0] > predictions[1] and arrlab[0] > arrlab[1]) or 
(predictions[0] < predictions[1] and arrlab[0] < arrlab[1])):
                                                        comp_accuracy += 1
                                                        #print(predictions[0],arrlab[0],predictions[1],arrlab[1])
                                                    else:
                                                        comp_accuracy += 0
                                            print(comp_accuracy/N)
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                                            print(N)
                                                      
                                                
                                            
                                            
                                            #Experiment 2
                                            
                                            MAE = 0
                                            MRE = 0
                                            RATIO = 0
                                            for m in range(1,1001):
                                                train_samples = process.get_training_samples(data_F_V,data_D_V, 
data_T1_V, data_T2_V,labels_V,nval,10, patch)
                                                train_array = train_samples[0]
                                                train_array = np.transpose(train_array,(1,2,3,4,0))
                                                arrlab = train_samples[1]
                                                arrlab = np.squeeze(arrlab)
                                                #arrindex = train_samples[2]
                                                dict = {x : train_array , y : arrlab}
                                                """
                                                if 1 <= m <= 20:
                                                    print("Sample:",m,"True Count:",arrlab,"Mean 
Rate:",sess.run(y_,feed_dict=dict))
                                                """   
                                                
                                                predictions = sess.run(y_,feed_dict=dict)
                                            
                                                for s in range(0,len(predictions)):
                                                    if predictions[s] > patch*patch*patch:
                                                        predictions[s] = patch*patch*patch
                                                    RE = abs(predictions[s]-arrlab[s])/arrlab[s]
                                                    MRE += RE/(1000*10)
                                                    MAE += abs(predictions[s]-arrlab[s])/(1000*10)
                                                    RATIO += (predictions[s]/arrlab[s])/(1000*10)       
                                            print("MRE:",MRE)
                                            print("MAE:",MAE)
                                            print("AVG RATIO:",RATIO)
                                        
                                            #Experiment 3
                                            fhat = np.zeros(100)
                                            truth = np.zeros(100)
                                            
                                            #Experiment 3
                                            #sizearray = np.array([5,13,15,17,19,21,25])
                                            #feature = np.empty([len(sizearray),25,25,25,4])
                                            #for alph in range(0,7):
                                            #    inndim = int(sizearray[alph])
                                            #    inner = np.full([inndim,inndim,inndim],2.5)
                                            #    padwith = 12-int(inndim/2) 
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                                            #    mrseq = np.pad(inner,((padwith,padwith),(padwith,padwith),
(padwith,padwith)),'constant',constant_values=((1.5,1.5),(1.5,1.5),(1.5,1.5)))
                                            #    obs = np.transpose(np.array([mrseq,mrseq,mrseq,mrseq]),(1,2,3,0))
                                            #    obs = np.array([obs])
                                            #    print(obs.shape)
                                            #    if alph == 0:
                                            #        temp = obs
                                            #    if alph >= 1:
                                            #        feature = np.append(temp,obs,axis=0)
                                            #        temp = feature
                                            #dict = {x: feature}
                                            #predictions = sess.run(y_,feed_dict=dict)
                                            #print("Estimation:",predictions)
                                #print(i,avg_cost)
                                prev_avg_cost = avg_cost
                                if (i/costcheckpt).is_integer():
                                    avg_cost = 0
                            carr = np.array([c])
                            if np.isnan(carr) == True:
                                print ("Cost is Infinite")
                            
                            
                            
                    sess.close()
        
        
       
       
      
     
          
print("PRcount3D")

process.crossval(barray=np.array([1]), j = 15, nval = 8,ntrain = 20, ntest = 0, mu = 0.6, d = 0.1, g1 = 
0.0001, g2= 0.001, b = 10,
                 n = 15000, lambda1 = 10e-8, lambda2 = 10e-6, epochs = 1, patch = 25, checkpoint = 45000, 
dsize = 50000, 
                 costcheckpt = 1000, costinit = 100, burnin1 = 15000, burnin2 = 100)
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Appendix D

Wider2DSegIIC Python Code
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Mon Jan 21 13:47:09 2019

@author: Pandit Kevin Raina
"""
import sys
#import scipy
#import cv2
import nibabel as nib
import os
#import math as mat
os.environ['TF_CPP_MIN_LOG_LEVEL']='2'
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np
from random import randint
from random import seed
#from pylab import *

class process:
    
        
       
        def load_data(data_path , modality, range1,range2):
            """
            Parameters:
            data_path: path to the folder "Training" with brain images 
            """
            data = []
            for brain_id in range(range1, range2+1):
                if brain_id < 10:
                    brain_id = '0' + str(brain_id)
                folder = os.path.join(data_path, str(brain_id))
                for file in os.listdir(folder):
                    if modality in file:
                        filefile = file + '/' + file +'.nii'
                        file_name = os.path.join(folder, filefile)
                        image = nib.load(file_name)
                        np_image = image.get_data()
                        data.append(np_image)
            
            normalized1 = process.standard_normalization(data)
            
            return normalized1
        

    
        def standard_normalization(data):
            """
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            Here the input is a list of brains and the function normalize each of this brains 
            to have a mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
            """
            normalized = []
            for image in data:
                m = np.mean(image)
                image = image - m
                st_dev = np.std(image)
                image = image/st_dev
                normalized.append(image)
            return normalized    
        

        def get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F,data_D, data_T1,data_T2, size , dim , dim2, 
archsize, shift_size):
            """
            Parameters:
            data: list of 3D numpy arrays representing an image of the brain
            labels: list of 3D numpy array representing a voxelwise segmentation of the brain in data
            from_brains: 
            size: number of extracted patches 
            dim: patch has a shape (dim, dim)
    
            Returns: tuple, namely, (array of patches, array of labels of the central voxels in the patches).
        
            There are equal number of samples labeled 1 and 0.
            """
            batch_data_F = []
            batch_data_D = []
            batch_data_T1 = []
            batch_data_T2 = []
            batch_data_F_shift = []
            batch_data_D_shift = []
            batch_data_T1_shift = []
            batch_data_T2_shift = []
       
            
            batch_data_F2 = []
            batch_data_D2 = []
            batch_data_T12 = []
            batch_data_T22 = []
            batch_data_F_shift2 = []
            batch_data_D_shift2 = []
            batch_data_T1_shift2 = []
            batch_data_T2_shift2 = []
        
            
            while len(batch_data_F) < size:
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                index = 0
                found = 0
                while found == 0:
                    #x = randint(int(dim2/2)+shift_size,data_F[index].shape[0] - int(dim2/2) - shift_size-1)
                    #y = randint(int(dim2/2)+shift_size,data_F[index].shape[1] - int(dim2/2) - shift_size-1)
                    #z = randint(0,data_F[index].shape[2] - 1)
                    x = randint(43,187)
                    y = randint(32,198)
                    z = randint(5,147)
                    if data_F[index][x][y][z] != 0:
                        t = randint(-shift_size,shift_size)
                        #print(x,y,z,t)
                        """
                        and labels[index][x][y][z] == 0:
                        """
                        found = 1
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        """
                        when you subet an array the upper dimension is + 1 above the true size
                        """
                        batch_data_F.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 1, 
z]
                        batch_data_D.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        batch_data_T1.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2[index][x-int(dim/2):x+int(dim/2) + 1, y-int(dim/2):y+int(dim/2) + 
1, z]
                        batch_data_T2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x+t-int(dim/2):x+t+int(dim/2) + 1, y+t-
int(dim/2):y+t+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_F_shift.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x+t-int(dim/2):x+t+int(dim/2) + 1, y+t-
int(dim/2):y+t+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_D_shift.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x+t-int(dim/2):x+t+int(dim/2) + 1, y+t-
int(dim/2):y+t+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T1_shift.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T2[index][x+t-int(dim/2):x+t+int(dim/2) + 1, y+t-
int(dim/2):y+t+int(dim/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T2_shift.append(patch_T2)
                        
                   
                        
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) 
+ 1, z]
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                        batch_data_F2.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) 
+ 1, z]
                        batch_data_D2.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T12.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T1[index][x-int(dim2/2):x+int(dim2/2) + 1, y-
int(dim2/2):y+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T22.append(patch_T2)
                        
                        patch_F = data_F[index][x+t-int(dim2/2):x+t+int(dim2/2) + 1, y+t-
int(dim2/2):y+t+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_F_shift2.append(patch_F)
                        patch_D = data_D[index][x+t-int(dim2/2):x+t+int(dim2/2) + 1, y+t-
int(dim2/2):y+t+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_D_shift2.append(patch_D)
                        patch_T1 = data_T1[index][x+t-int(dim2/2):x+t+int(dim2/2) + 1, y+t-
int(dim2/2):y+t+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T1_shift2.append(patch_T1)
                        patch_T2 = data_T1[index][x+t-int(dim2/2):x+t+int(dim2/2) + 1, y+t-
int(dim2/2):y+t+int(dim2/2) + 1, z]
                        batch_data_T2_shift2.append(patch_T2)
                        
                
                        
                        
                        
           
            batch_data_F = np.array(batch_data_F,dtype=object)
            batch_data_D = np.array(batch_data_D,dtype=object)
            batch_data_T1 = np.array(batch_data_T1,dtype=object)
            batch_data_T2 = np.array(batch_data_T2,dtype=object)
            batch_data_F_shift = np.array(batch_data_F_shift,dtype=object)
            batch_data_D_shift = np.array(batch_data_D_shift,dtype=object)
            batch_data_T1_shift = np.array(batch_data_T1_shift,dtype=object)
            batch_data_T2_shift = np.array(batch_data_T2_shift,dtype=object)

            
            batch_data_F2 = np.array(batch_data_F2,dtype=object)
            batch_data_D2 = np.array(batch_data_D2,dtype=object)
            batch_data_T12 = np.array(batch_data_T12,dtype=object)
            batch_data_T22 = np.array(batch_data_T22,dtype=object)
            batch_data_F_shift2 = np.array(batch_data_F_shift2,dtype=object)
            batch_data_D_shift2 = np.array(batch_data_D_shift2,dtype=object)
            batch_data_T1_shift2 = np.array(batch_data_T1_shift2,dtype=object)
            batch_data_T2_shift2 = np.array(batch_data_T2_shift2,dtype=object)
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            # batch_labels = np.array(process.one_hot_encode(batch_labels))
            # batch_labels = np.array(batch_labels)
            
            #   randomize = np.arange(size)
            #   np.random.shuffle(randomize)
   
            samples = np.array([batch_data_F,batch_data_D,batch_data_T1,batch_data_T2])
            samples2 = np.array([batch_data_F2,batch_data_D2,batch_data_T12,batch_data_T22])
            samples3 = 
np.array([batch_data_F_shift,batch_data_D_shift,batch_data_T1_shift,batch_data_T2_shift])
            samples4 = 
np.array([batch_data_F_shift2,batch_data_D_shift2,batch_data_T1_shift2,batch_data_T2_shift2])
            #print(samples.shape,samples2.shape,samples3.shape,samples4.shape)
            return samples,samples2,samples3,samples4
        
        def create_new_conv_layer(input_data, input_data2, num_input_channels, num_filters, 
filter_shape, pool_shape, K, name, patch_size, addpool, keep_prob):
            # setup the filter input shape for tf.nn.conv_2d
            conv_filt_shape = [filter_shape[0], filter_shape[1], num_input_channels,num_filters]

            # initialise weights and bias for the filter
            weights = tf.Variable(tf.random_normal(conv_filt_shape, mean=0.0,stddev=(2/
(num_input_channels*filter_shape[0]*filter_shape[1]))**(1/2), seed = 1967),name=name+'_W')
            bias = tf.Variable(tf.zeros([num_filters], name=name+'_b'))

            # setup the convolutional layer operation
            if addpool == False:
                out_layer = tf.nn.conv2d(input_data, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')

                # add the bias
                out_layer += bias

                # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                out_layer = tf.nn.leaky_relu(out_layer)
                out_layer = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1992)
                
                out_layer2 = tf.nn.conv2d(input_data2, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')

                # add the bias
                out_layer2 += bias

                # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                out_layer2 = tf.nn.leaky_relu(out_layer2)
                out_layer2 = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1992)
                return out_layer,out_layer2
            if addpool == True:
                out_layer = tf.nn.conv2d(input_data, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')
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                # add the bias
                out_layer += bias
                    
                # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                out_layer = tf.nn.leaky_relu(out_layer)
                # now perform max pooling
               
                
                out_layer = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1995)
                out_layer2 = tf.nn.conv2d(input_data2, weights, [1, 1, 1, 1],padding = 'VALID')

                # add the bias
                out_layer2 += bias

                # apply a ReLU non-linear activation
                out_layer2 = tf.nn.leaky_relu(out_layer2)
                out_layer2 = tf.nn.dropout(out_layer,keep_prob,seed=1992)
                return out_layer,out_layer2
            
            
            
        """Kevin Raina"""
        def 
mainframe(subjid,directory,mods,array,mu,d,g1,g2,b,n,lambda1,lambda2,epochs,patch,checkpoint,dsiz
e,costinit,costcheckpt,burnin1,burnin2,tsize,tsize2,shift_size,classes):
            for v in range(1,2):
                
                print("Wider 2D Segmentation IIC protocol")
                
                print("Loading Image:")
                
                data_F_T = process.load_data(directory,"Flair",subjid,subjid)
                data_T1_T = process.load_data(directory,"T1",subjid,subjid)
                data_T2_T = process.load_data(directory,"T2",subjid,subjid)
                data_D_T = process.load_data(directory,"DWI",subjid,subjid)
                
                data_F_V = process.load_data(directory,"Flair",subjid,subjid)
                data_T1_V = process.load_data(directory,"T1",subjid,subjid)
                data_T2_V = process.load_data(directory,"T2",subjid,subjid)
                data_D_V = process.load_data(directory,"DWI",subjid,subjid)

                
                
              
                tf.reset_default_graph()
                
                x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)
                x2 = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)
                z = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)
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                z2 = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)
                #y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32)
                
                probl1 = tf.placeholder_with_default(1.0,shape=())
                probl2 = tf.placeholder_with_default(1.0,shape=())
                x2down = tf.image.resize_nearest_neighbor(x2,tf.cast(tf.stack([tf.shape(x2)[1]/3,tf.shape(x2)
[2]/3]),tf.int32),True)                
                z2down = tf.image.resize_nearest_neighbor(z2,tf.cast(tf.stack([tf.shape(z2)[1]/3,tf.shape(z2)
[2]/3]),tf.int32),True)

                """patch-6,patch-11,patch-12,1,[patch-12,patch-12], 24,21,21,1,[21,21]"""
                """4,64,7,4,64,64,3,2,4,160,13,13,1,224,2,1,1 """
                layer11,layer11p = process.create_new_conv_layer(x,z,mods,60,[3,3],[1,1],2,'layer11',patch-
2,True,probl1)
                layer12,layer12p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer11,layer11p,60,60,[3,3],
[2,2],2,'layer12',patch-11,True,probl1)
                layer13,layer13p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer12,layer12p,60,80,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer13',patch-12,False,probl1)
                layer14,layer14p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer13,layer13p,80,80,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer14',patch-12,False,probl1)
                layer15,layer15p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer14,layer14p,80,80,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer15',patch-12,False,probl1)
                layer16,layer16p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer15,layer15p,80,80,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer16',patch-12,False,probl1)                
                layer17,layer17p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer16,layer16p,80,100,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer17',patch-12,False,probl1)                
                layer18,layer18p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer17,layer17p,100,100,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer18',patch-12,False,probl1)        
                
                layer21,layer21p = process.create_new_conv_layer(x2down,z2down,mods,60,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer21',patch-2,True,probl1)
                layer22,layer22p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer21,layer21p,60,60,[3,3],
[2,2],2,'layer22',patch-11,True,probl1)
                layer23,layer23p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer22,layer22p,60,80,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer23',patch-12,False,probl1)
                layer24,layer24p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer23,layer23p,80,80,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer24',patch-12,False,probl1)
                layer25,layer25p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer24,layer24p,80,80,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer25',patch-12,False,probl1)
                layer26,layer26p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer25,layer25p,80,80,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer26',patch-12,False,probl1)                
                layer27,layer27p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer26,layer26p,80,100,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer27',patch-12,False,probl1)                
                layer28,layer28p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layer27,layer27p,100,100,[3,3],
[1,1],2,'layer28',patch-12,False,probl1)
                layer28up = tf.image.resize_nearest_neighbor(layer28,[tf.shape(layer28)
[1]*3,tf.shape(layer28)[2]*3],True)
                layer28upp = tf.image.resize_nearest_neighbor(layer28p,[tf.shape(layer28p)
[1]*3,tf.shape(layer28p)[2]*3],True)
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                conc = tf.concat([layer28up, layer18], axis = 3)
                conc2 = tf.concat([layer28upp,layer18p], axis = 3)
                layerf1,layerf1p = process.create_new_conv_layer(conc,conc2,200,200,[1,1],
[1,1],2,'layerf1',1,False,probl2)
                layerf2,layerf2p = process.create_new_conv_layer(layerf1,layerf1p,200,200,[1,1],
[1,1],2,'layerf2',1,False,probl2)
                layerf,layerfp = process.create_new_conv_layer(layerf2,layerf2p,200,classes,[1,1],
[1,1],1,'layerf',1,False,probl1)
                
                logits = tf.squeeze(layerf)
                logitsp = tf.squeeze(layerfp)
                """layer 4: 1 by 198 by 198 by 2, logits: 198 by 198 by 2"""
                y_ = tf.nn.softmax(logits)
                y_p = tf.nn.softmax(logitsp)
                """ 154 by 230 by 230 by 2 m,idx,count = tf.unique_with_counts(tf.argmax(y,3))"""
                
                k = tf.shape(y_)[3]
                phi = tf.reshape(y_,[b*(tsize-16)**2,classes])
                phi_p = tf.reshape(y_p,[b*(tsize-16)**2,classes])
                phi = tf.transpose(phi,(1,0))
                p = tf.matmul(phi,phi_p)
                """
                p = tf.reduce_sum(tf.expand_dims(y_, 2) * tf.expand_dims(y_p, 1), 0)
                """
                p = (p + tf.transpose(p)) / 2
                
                p /= tf.reduce_sum(p)
            
                pi = tf.broadcast_to(tf.reshape(tf.reduce_sum(p, axis=1), [k, 1]), [k, k])
                pj = tf.broadcast_to(tf.reshape(tf.reduce_sum(p, axis=0), [1, k]), [k, k])
                EPS=sys.float_info.epsilon
                p = tf.clip_by_value(p, EPS, 1e9)
                pi = tf.clip_by_value(pi, EPS, 1e9)
                pj = tf.clip_by_value(pj, EPS, 1e9)
                """
                phi = tf.reshape(y_,[b*(tsize-16)**2,classes])
                phi_p = tf.reshape(y_p,[b*(tsize-16)**2,classes])
                phi = tf.transpose(phi,[1,0])
                p = tf.matmul(phi,phi_p)
                """
                #reg1 = tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[0])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[2])) + tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[4])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[6])) + tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[8])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[10])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[12])) 
+ tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[14])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()
[16])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[18])) 
+tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[20])) + tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()
[22])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[24])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[26])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[28])) 
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+ tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[30])) +tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()
[32])) + tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[34])) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[36]))
       
                #reg2 = tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[0]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[2]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[4]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[6]) + 
tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[8]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[10]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[12]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[14]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[16]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[18]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[20]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[22]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[24]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[26]) 
+tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[28]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[30]) + 
tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[32]) + tf.nn.l2_loss(tf.trainable_variables()[34]) + 
tf.reduce_sum(tf.abs(tf.trainable_variables()[36]))
               

                """    
                cross_entropy= tf.reduce_mean(tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(logits = 
logits,labels = y))
                """
                loss = tf.reduce_sum( - p * (tf.math.log(p) - 1.0 * tf.math.log(pi) - 1.0 * tf.math.log(pj) ))
                global_step = tf.Variable(0,trainable = False)
                
                """
                optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(learning_rate=g1).minimize(loss)
                
                
                learningprime = tf.train.piecewise_constant(global_step, boundaries = 
[25000,37000,49000,60000,71000,75000],values = [g1,g1/2,g1/4,g1/8,g1/16,g1/32,g1/64])
                
                learningprime = tf.train.exponential_decay(learning_rate = g1,global_step = 
global_step,decay_steps = dsize,decay_rate = d)
                
                optimizer= 
tf.train.RMSPropOptimizer(learning_rate=learningprime,momentum=mu,epsilon=1e-4).minimize(loss,
global_step=global_step)                
                """
                optimizer = tf.train.AdamOptimizer(learning_rate=g1,epsilon=1.0).minimize(loss,var_list = 
tf.trainable_variables()[0:36], global_step = global_step)

                
                paddedy_ = tf.pad(tf.argmax(y_,3),paddings = tf.constant([[0,0],[int(51/2),int(51/2)],
[int(51/2),int(51/2)]]),mode = "CONSTANT")
                #tp = tf.metrics.true_positives(y,paddedy_,weights=None)[1]
                #fp = tf.metrics.false_positives(y,paddedy_,weights=None)[1]
                #fn = tf.metrics.false_negatives(y,paddedy_,weights=None)[1]
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                init_op = tf.global_variables_initializer()
                init_l = tf.local_variables_initializer()
                with tf.Session() as sess:
                    sess.run(init_op)
                    sess.run(init_l)
                    print("Training")
                    total_batch = int(n)
                    """
                    switch = 0
                    """
                    for epoch in range(epochs):
                        avg_cost = 0
                        for i in range(1,total_batch + 1):
                            
                            if (i/checkpoint).is_integer() and i > burnin1:
                                print("Overfit Checkpoint:",i/checkpoint)
                                print("Computing Segmentation")
                                data_V = np.array([data_F_V[0],data_D_V[0],data_T1_V[0],data_T2_V[0]])
                                data_V_prime1 = np.transpose(data_V,(3,1,2,0))

                                for s in range(0,2):
                                        
                                    dat2 = data_V_prime1[77*s:77*s + 77,1:229,1:229,:]
                                    dat1 = data_V_prime1[77*s:77*s+77,17:213,17:213,:]
                                            
                                    if s==0:
                                        pred1 = sess.run(paddedy_, feed_dict = {x:dat1, x2:dat2})
                                        pred1 = np.asarray(pred1)
                                        pred1 = np.transpose(pred1,(1,2,0))
                                    if s==1:
                                        pred2 = sess.run(paddedy_, feed_dict = {x:dat1, x2:dat2})
                                        pred2 = np.asarray(pred2)
                                        pred2 = np.transpose(pred2,(1,2,0))
                                
                                predf = np.concatenate((pred1,pred2),axis=2)

                                predf1 = nib.Nifti1Image(predf,np.eye(4))
                                
                                nib.save(predf1,'IIC_Segmentation_'+str(subjid)+'.nii')
                                                
                           
                           
                            train_samples = process.get_uniform_samples_dense_batch(data_F_T,data_D_T, 
data_T1_T, data_T2_T,b,tsize,tsize2,patch,shift_size)
                            
                            train_array = train_samples[0]
                            train_array2 = train_samples[1]
                            train_array3 = train_samples[2]
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                            train_array4 = train_samples[3]
                            train_array = np.transpose(train_array,(1,2,3,0))
                            train_array2 = np.transpose(train_array2,(1,2,3,0))
                            train_array3 = np.transpose(train_array3,(1,2,3,0))
                            train_array4 = np.transpose(train_array4,(1,2,3,0))
                            """
                            arrlab = train_samples[2]
                            """
                            dict = {x : train_array ,x2: train_array2, z: train_array3, z2: train_array4, 
probl1:1,probl2:0.5}
                            """
                            dict2 = {x: train_array3 ,x2:train_array4, probl1:1,probl2:0.5}
                            
                            phi_x = sess.run(y_,feed_dict = dict)
                            phi_x_prime = sess.run(y_,feed_dict = dict2)
                            phi_x = np.asarray(phi_x)
                            phi_x_prime = np.asarray(phi_x_prime)
                            
                            phi_x = phi_x.reshape(-1,phi_x.shape[-1])
                            phi_x_prime = phi_x_prime.reshape(-1,phi_x_prime.shape[-1])
                            phi_x = np.transpose(phi_x,(1,0))
                            P = (1/(b*(tsize-16)**2))*np.matmul(phi_x,phi_x_prime)
                            P = (1/2)*(P + np.transpose(P,(1,0)))
                            P_C = np.sum(P,axis=0)
                            P_C_prime = np.sum(P,axis=1)
                            IICarray = 0
                            for C in range(0,classes):
                                for C_prime in range(0,classes):
                                    IICarray += P[C,C_prime]*np.log(P[C,C_prime]/
(P_C[C]*P_C_prime[C_prime]))
                            
                            phi = sess.run(y_,feed_dict=dict)
                            phi_p = sess.run(y_p,feed_dict=dict)
                            print(phi.shape,phi_p.shape)
                            """
                           
                            temploss = sess.run(loss, feed_dict = dict)
                            _,c = sess.run([optimizer,loss],feed_dict=dict)
                            avg_cost += temploss/costcheckpt
                               
                            if i < costinit or (i/costcheckpt).is_integer():
                                print(i,avg_cost)
                                if (i/costcheckpt).is_integer():
                                    avg_cost = 0
                            carr = np.array([c])
                            if np.isnan(carr) == True:
                                print ("Cost is Infinite")
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                    sess.close()
        
        

          
print("Wider 2-D Segmentation IIC")
process.mainframe(subjid = 1, directory = "/data/SISS2015/Training", mods = 4, array=np.array([1]), 
mu = 0.6, d = 0.1, g1 = 0.0001, g2= 0.001, b = 10, n = 20000, 
                 lambda1 = 0.00000001, lambda2 = 0.000001, epochs = 1, patch = 17, checkpoint = 10000, 
dsize = 50000, 
                 costcheckpt = 1000, costinit = 100, burnin1 = 15000, burnin2 = 100,tsize = 25,tsize2 = 
57,shift_size = 2, classes = 10)
"""
seed(13031953)
process.crossval(linear = False,symmtrainingmodality = "Flair",symmtestingmodality = "Flair", 
barray=np.array([1]), j = 15, nval = 4,
                 ntrain = 24, ntest = 0, mu = 0.6, d = 0.1, g1 = 0.001, g2= 0.001, b = 12, n = 20, 
                 lambda1 = 0.00000001, lambda2 = 0.000001, epochs = 1, patch = 17, checkpoint = 15, dsize
= 50000, 
                 costcheckpt = 1000, costinit = 100, burnin1 = 10, burnin2 = 100,tsize = 43,tsize2 = 75 
,pi=0.02,
                 symmetry = False, joint = True, marginal = "T2")
"""
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Appendix E

ISD Python Code
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Spyder Editor

This is a temporary script file.
"""

import nibabel as nib
import os
import numpy as np
from random import seed

def multinomial_rvs(n, p):
    """
    Sample from the multinomial distribution with multiple p vectors.

    * n must be a scalar.
    * p must an n-dimensional numpy array, n >= 1.  The last axis of p
      holds the sequence of probabilities for a multinomial distribution.

    The return value has the same shape as p.
    """
    count = np.full(p.shape[:-1], n)
    out = np.zeros(p.shape, dtype=int)
    ps = p.cumsum(axis=-1)
    # Conditional probabilities
    with np.errstate(divide='ignore', invalid='ignore'):
        condp = p / ps
    condp[np.isnan(condp)] = 0.0
    for i in range(p.shape[-1]-1, 0, -1):
        binsample = np.random.binomial(count, condp[..., i])
        out[..., i] = binsample
        count -= binsample
    out[..., 0] = count
    return out

#Brain Dice Confints
m = 27

seed(13031953)
path = 'C:/Users/krain/Dropbox/ISDInference/Probabilities/'
filename = os.path.join(path,'Probabilities' + str(m) +'.nii')
image = nib.load(filename)
prob_raw = image.get_fdata()
prob = np.pad(array = prob_raw,pad_width = ((25,25),(25,25),(0,0),(0,0)),mode='constant')
print("Brain id", m)
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for i in range(1,6):
    samplei = multinomial_rvs(1,prob)
    samplej = multinomial_rvs(1,prob)

    sampi = np.argmax(samplei,axis=3)
    sampj = np.argmax(samplej,axis=3)

    dice = (np.sum(sampj[sampi==1])*2.0) / (np.sum(sampj) + np.sum(sampi))
    tp = (np.sum(sampi[sampj==1]==1))
    fp = (np.sum(sampj[sampi==1]==0))
    fn = (np.sum(sampj[sampi==0]==1))
    tn = (np.sum(sampj[sampi==0]==0))
    print (dice)
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